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ALL OF OUR SEED IS FIELD TESTED. 
JUST LIKE OUR REPS.

Field results show that Pioneer Protector® Sclerotinia resistance can reduce the incidence of sclerotinia in a canola crop by over 50%. Individual results 
may vary. Depending on environmental and agronomic conditions, growers planting Pioneer Protector® Sclerotinia resistant hybrids may still require a 
fungicide application to manage sclerotinia in their crop.

Pioneer® brand products are provided subject to the terms and conditions of purchase which are part of the labeling and purchase documents. 
The DuPont Oval Logo is a registered trademark of DuPont.
®, TM, SM Trademarks and service marks licensed to Pioneer Hi-Bred Limited. © 2013, PHL. 

Sclerotinia can be one of the most devastating diseases your crop 

will face. But with Pioneer Protector® brand canola hybrids from DuPont 

Pioneer, you’ll get the protection you need without sacrifi cing yield. 

Pioneer Protector® Sclerotinia Resistant canola hybrids, like 45S54, 

are some of the highest yielding canola hybrids on the market. Plus, your sclerotinia 

protection is built right into the seed. Which means you’re getting more than just great 

seed, you’re getting a good night’s sleep too. Talk to your local Pioneer Hi-Bred sales 

representative or visit pioneer.com for more information.

Our experts are grown locally

45S54
•  High yielding 

canola hybrid
•  Pioneer Protector® 

 Sclerotinia resistance 
trait built-in

• Rated R for blackleg
• Very good standability

 Sclerotinia resistance 

• Very good standability

 @PioneerWCanada

  PUB: SaskSeed AD #: PBRW-SA-TW-CWD+PROD-45013-DPS 

Print Production Contact: FORMAT: Magazine FILE: 02-37812-PBRW-SA-TW-CWD+PROD-45013-DPS-SWOP.pdf

Chris Rozak  TRIM:  16.25" x 10.625" CLIENT:  Pioneer Hi-Bred Ltd.

RedWorks Delivery/Technical Support: (416) 945-2388 JOB #:  P.DUP.DUPBRW.13013.K.013
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Always read and follow label directions.
AgSolutions is a registered trade-mark of BASF Corporation; Clear� eld and the unique Clear� eld symbol are registered trade-marks, and ARES is a trade-mark of 
BASF Agrochemical Products B.V.;  all used with permission by BASF Canada Inc. © 2013 BASF Canada.

Growers can’t seem to stop talking about Ares™ herbicide for Clearfi eld® canola. 

Only Ares takes out the toughest � ushing weeds and keeps them out. Including 

wild buckwheat, lamb’s quarters, cleavers—even volunteer canola from other 

systems. Ares also makes herbicide rotation easier, because it uses a different 

mode of action. You’ll be so impressed with its performance you’ll want to tell 

every canola grower you know. And almost anyone else who’ll stand still long 

enough. For the latest buzz visit agsolutions.ca/clearfi eldcanola or contact 

AgSolutions® Customer Care at 1-877-371-BASF (2273).
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Producers today carry on their business in an 
age when information on current trends and 

developments affecting agriculture is of utmost 
importance.

The Saskatchewan Seed Growers Association 
is pleased to present the 2014 issue of SaskSeed. 
This annual publication has been in continuous print 

since 1982. We hope you find the articles interesting and informative.
However, the publication contains much more than articles. The centre section 

carries the most current variety comparison data for Saskatchewan. The regional 
testing of crop varieties, conducted under the oversight of the Saskatchewan Variety 
Performance Group, provides producers with third party independent evaluation of 
suitable varieties for different areas. 

A recent thesis submitted to the University of Saskatchewan found that this 
type of variety testing generates a $63 return for each $1 invested. The trials are 
funded through contributions from the Saskatchewan Ministry of Agriculture and 
Saskatchewan Seed Growers Association, together with fees paid by variety rights 
holders to enter their varieties. When combined with even more localized information 
that producers can get from nearby seed growers, they can pick varieties that should 
perform satisfactorily on their farms.

Genetic improvements for disease and pest resistance, maturity, lodging resistance 
and end use qualities take time and major investment to develop. As the federal 
government withdraws from this type of research, the provincial government becomes 
more and more important. Producers wishing to have some control over new crop 
traits and the way they access those improvements will also need to make larger 
contributions. One way they can do so is through the purchase of certified seed. 

A portion of the seed purchase price goes back to plant breeding institutions for 
further development of varieties that will help to maintain competitiveness in the world 
marketplace.

Transferring genetic improvements from the plant breeder to the commercial 
producer, in his area, under “real world” production practices, is the role of the 
pedigreed seed grower.

Saskatchewan seed growers are proud of the contributions they have made to 
the successes of agriculture in Saskatchewan. Lists of pedigreed seed growers are 
provided in this publication to assist in finding someone in your area that can help with 
your variety selection. In many cases before a variety listed is available, pedigreed seed 
growers have been assuming the risks and costs of multiplying seed and assessing its 
suitability for a number of years.

We encourage you to take advantage of the experience that pedigreed seed growers 
have with varieties in your area. Purchasing certified seed on a regular basis is one 
of the best ways that producers can assure themselves that the genetics they have 
chosen will perform as intended.

The Saskatchewan Seed Growers Association wishes you all the best for success 
in 2014.

Laurie Wakefield, President
Saskatchewan Seed Growers Association 
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DestineD for 
greatness

BrettYoung is a trademark of BrettYoung seeds Limited.  
genuity® and roundup ready® are registered trademarks and used under license from Monsanto Company. always follow grain marketing and all other 
stewardship practices and pesticide label directions. Details of these requirements can be found in the trait stewardship responsibilities notice to farmers 
printed in this publication.   13022   09.13

6060 RR

Plant Me  

First

for best  
yield
PerforMance

realize your yield potential with 6060 rr
In three seasons, 6060 RR has established itself as a yield-leading variety in any herbicide 
system. 6060 RR has shown market leading performance and consistency of performance 
in a variety of growing conditions. In addition to the BCT and CPT trials, in over 40 
dealer and strip trials conducted between 2010 and 2012, 6060 RR out-yielded the 
competition by 3%. 

6060 RR produces a heavily-podded impressive crop with excellent standability and is 
rated R for Blackleg. With an early seeding date and top tier fertility management, 6060 
RR shows how great your canola yields are destined to be.

In the end, it all comes down to performance and BrettYoung brings a new standard of 
excellence to the field.

Jon MontgoMery
2010 Olympic Gold Medalist – Skeleton
2008 World Championship Silver Medalist

brettyoung.ca  •  800-665-5015

Excellent
Harvestability

cHeering for  
Jon in 2014
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OveraLL, 2013 was a 
very good year for seed 
growers.

But Saskatchewan is a big province. 
And some seed growers were more 

fortunate than others.
Four pedigreed seed growers polled 

near the end of November reported four 
different experiences.

 “The best crop ever,” said Dale Wylie 
at Biggar, Sask.

 “From a seeding point of view and 
from a management of crop point of 
view it was a little bit challenging,” said 
Graham Sorgard at Churchbridge, Sask.

 “Excellent,” said Bill Latrace at 
Caronport, Sask. 

 “Really, this year, we didn’t have 
anything we could really brag about,” 
said Blair Rempel at Nipawin, Sask. 

“Canola and peas yielded less than 
average while cereals were around 
average.” 

In 2013, Mother Nature offered up a 
mixed bag of tricks and treats. 

What growers got depended on where 
their fields were located. 

In the Nipawin area, June rains piled 
onto two years’ worth of excess soil 
moisture.

The result was saturated fields and 
reduced canola and pea yields. 

Just a few miles south, towards Tisdale, 

It’s in the bin, 
now let’s chat

Seed growers across Saskatchewan offer their views

By Shirley Byers
Freelance writer

Sask., rain was more moderate and yields 
were higher. 

Rempel wasn’t the only one who faced 
weather challenges. 

A foot and a half of snow fell April 30 
at Sorgard’s farm near Churchbridge and 
held up seeding until May 15.

A cool summer generated a few 
sleepless nights but in the end, the 
hard frosts stayed away ‘til harvest was 
completed. 

Further south, around Caronport, 
moisture prospects looked poor in the 
spring. 

“When I seeded it was too dry,” said 
Latrace. 

“Then thankfully, about two weeks 
in, it started raining and it rained all 
summer.” 

Latrace said his lentils were flooded at 
least twice but his canola, flax and barley 
flourished under the abundant rains.    

In most areas, pest problems were not 
as bad as they were in 2012.

None of the growers polled were 
bothered with midge, grasshoppers or 
any other unwanted insects. 

Sorgard reported fusarium levels at 
around two per cent, but he reckons 
they’ll be even lower once the seed is 
cleaned. 

The cool weather was beneficial in 
limiting fusarium damage, he said. 

Lower temperatures during the 
summer also kept disease pressure to 
a minimum on Rempel’s farm in the 
northeast. 

“We spent quite a bit of money on 
fungicides this year. Looking back, we 
would have been better off without 
fungicides on the canola, but I think 
we got reasonably good value from our  
applications on the cereals,” he said.

Latrace’s red lentil yields were down. 
He suspects they were affected by 
sclerotinia. 

Wylie said there was very little disease 
pressure in the west central region. 

Wheat demand changing?
According to Wylie, demand for 

higher yielding CPS (Canada Prairie 
Spring) red wheats was up in the Biggar 
area, as was demand for new varieties of 
general purpose wheat.

“I think we’re definitely seeing a move 
to CPS and general purpose wheats away 
from the conventional hard reds,” said 
Sorgard.

“With possibly more calls on CPS than 
on general purpose wheat.”

Rempel also predicted a continuing 
trend to the higher yielding CPS varieties.

COnTInUeD On PAGe 10

After a late start to seeding and an unusually cool summer, commercial producers and seed growers throughout 
Saskatchewan and across Western Canada harvested a bumper crop in 2013. Yields and quality varied from region to region, 
but generally speaking, production exceeded expectations.  |  FiLe phOtO
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if there’s a  
more advanced  
pulse fungicide 
out there, only 
the government  
knows about it.

*agcelence benefits refer to products that contain the active ingredient pyraclostrobin. **All comparisons are to untreated, unless otherwise stated. 

always read and follow label directions.
agsolutions is a registered trade-mark of BASF Corporation; and agcelence, and PRIAXOR are registered trade-marks of BASF SE, all used with 
permission by BASF Canada Inc. PRIAXOR DS should be used in a preventative disease control program. © 2014 BASF Canada Inc.
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It’s the pulse fungicide “they” don’t want you to know about. New Priaxor® DS  
fungicide is incredibly advanced chemistry that packs an impressive range 
of benefits. It provides more consistent, broad-spectrum disease control 
through its multiple modes of action, and it delivers the unique benefits* 
of agcelence®. In short, that means greener leaves and stronger stems 
for higher yield potential**. Visit agsolutions.ca/priaxords to find out 
everything insiders already know.

110200811_PriaxorSEC2014_SSG_v2.indd   1 2013-12-04   10:58 AM
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 “In the past it was always better to 
grow hard red spring wheat because it 
was higher value and the Canadian Wheat 
Board pooling would give you a piece of 
the premium prices that were out there for 
hard red spring wheat,” he said.

“But now that the marketing system 
has changed, you’re getting signals that 
markets are asking for higher volumes of 
perhaps lower quality wheat. 

“But the problem today is that we 
don’t have much in the way of CPS wheat 
varieties that give a real yield advantage 
over the hard red spring varieties. On the 
other hand, we’ve got some real good 
midge tolerant hard red spring varieties 
with yields that rival the CPS wheat. 

“Also, CPS wheat, in the past at least, 
has been a lot more vulnerable to leaf and 
stem diseases that the hard red spring 
seems to be better able to cope with,” he 
added.

  “As it stands today as a farmer, I would 
probably still prefer to go with the high 
yielding hard red spring wheats (CWRS) 
rather than the CPS wheats that are out 
there just because you’re not going to put 
more dollars in your jeans by growing a 
CPS. But I think that could change.” 

Near Churchbridge, Sorgard has noticed 
an increased interest in soybeans.

 “It’s not like a tidal wave but we’re 
getting more calls all the time,” he said. 

“We had a half section ourselves and 
the yield was about 30 bushels per acre so 
we’ll certainly grow them again next year. 

“We’re getting calls from north of us on 
them so it’s more of a shift that will take 
several years to come to fruition.” 

At Latrace’s seed farm, barley was in 
big demand.

“I’ve never been able to grow enough 
barley,” he said. 

Requests for Sundre barley are very 
high among local dairy farmers who grow 
it for silage. The variety is noted for its 
foliage with leaves as wide as a loonie.  

“We’re cleaning barley right now and it 
will probably all sell,” Latrace said in late 
November.

“I don’t grow wheat or durum any 
more. I quit about 15 years ago when 
fusarium started. I couldn’t keep up with 
the barley so I started growing more and 
more barley.” 

And what else will be in high demand 
for 2014 planting?

That’s the million dollar question that 
every seed grower would like to answer.

“If I could answer that accurately I’d be 
wise,” said Latrace. 

For Wylie and other farmers in the 
Biggar area, there are a couple of things 
to keep an eye on in 2014: moisture and 
prices.

“Looks like we might be heading into a 

little bit lower prices and looks like we’re a 
little bit dryer out here. Those are the two 
things that come to mind right off the top,” 
he said. 

That said, the Biggar area got some 
snow in late 2013 and the area also had 
some rain before freeze up. 

In the Nipawin area, growers probably 
wouldn’t mind if conditions were a little 
bit dryer. 

Rempel also noted that prices were 
softening in the latter half of 2013, but he 
thinks that might change. 

“I’ve seen signs that maybe we’ve seen 
a low this fall but that all depends. I’m 
not going to say for sure that’s how it will 
unfold but I’m optimistic going forward 
that we’ll see some better prices down the 
road,” he said.

For Sorgard, things look good heading 
into 2014.

“We’re certainly optimistic,” he said.
“The farm sector in general is optimistic. 

There’s a lot of interest in seed. . . a lot of 
people have come through some tough 
years and there’s a lot of optimism across 
the board. “

“I’m 34, and I’m seeing more people my 
age at farm meetings. Seems like there’s a 
lot of younger people coming back to the 
farm. It’s a great time to be in agriculture. 
I love the seed business but it’s beyond 
that. It’s a great time to be a farmer.”  ◆

COnTInUeD FROM PAGe 8

Making Seeding Simple!

Telephone: 780-352-9890, Wetaskiwin, AB

www.technotill.com

IMPROVED PACKER PLATES

• Sideband fertilizer
• Reduce maintenance
• Reduce costs

 IMPROVE GERMINATION
 DIRECT SEED INTO SOD

 PROVEN IN WET & DRY CONDITIONS

New

Souris
         White Milling Oats
•Shorter•Heavier•Earlier
✓ Shortest Oat on the market

✓ Top Yielding Variety

✓ Earlier  — 3-4 days earlier 
than Morgan or Leggett

✓ Heaviest oat on the market 
with smaller seed

✓ Please consider reducing 
seeding rates (smaller seed)

✓ Accepted by all oat millers

✓ Excellent Disease package
• Best Crown Rust   
resistance
• Resistant to stem rust
• Resistant to loose and
 covered smut

Working hard...
     to earn your trust!

John M. Smith ................ Pilot Mound, MB 204-825-2000
Ardell Seeds Ltd ............ Vanscoy 306-668-4415
Big Dog Seeds Inc .......... Oxbow 306-483-2963
Bodnaryk Family Farms .. Rhein 306-273-4263
Clancy Seeds .................. Carrot River 306-768-3566
Clearview Acres ............. Virden, MB 204-748-2666
Fedoruk Seeds ............... Kamsack 306-542-4235
Frederick Farms ............. Watson 306-287-3977
Kerber Seeds ................. Rosthern 306-232-4474
Denise Lueke ................. Humboldt 306-682-5170
McDougall Acres ............ Moose Jaw 306-693-3649
Moroz Agra .................... Pelly 306-595-4622
Northland Seeds ............ Margo 306-324-4315
Seed Source ................... Archwell 306-323-4402
Swan Valley Seeds ......... Swan River, MB 204-734-2526
Tarwin Seeds ................. Melfort 306-752-4060
Whispering Pine Farms .. Sintaluta 306-727-2222

We would like to add 
to dealer network in 

Saskatchewan in order 
to better serve our 

customers.”
Call John at 204-825-2000

When planning for this 
year’s crop, whether Souris 

or another variety,
plan on Certi� ed Seed.

www.seeddepot.ca
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You won’t miss a single detail when you choose WR859 CL. You’ll get excellent yield and protein potential with 
a strong disease resistance package including the best rating for Fusarium head blight resistance available in 
a CWRS wheat variety. WR859 CL is only available at your Richardson Pioneer Ag Business Centre.

Experience the complete picture with WR859 CL
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Prosko Family,
ROSE VALLEY, SK

Runs in the family.
There’s no stronger tie than the family who works together on 
the same land. For them, farming’s a tradition.

And although each new generation has their own ideas, there 
are some things they will be reluctant to change, the things 
that have consistently performed for them, the things that 
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the FederaL government 
wants to pass legislation 
that will bring Canada’s  
plant breeders’ rights (PBR) legislation 
in line with PBR protections that exist in 
almost every other modern industrialized 
nation.

Federal agriculture minister Gerry Ritz 
announced last month that a new bill — 
The Agricultural Growth Act — will be 
introduced “to help stimulate investment 
in Canada’s agricultural industry and to 
deliver new tools and services to Canadian 
growers.”

Central to the bill are proposed 
amendments to the Plant Breeders’ Rights 
Act that would align Canada’s PBR laws 
with the International Union for the 
Protection of New Varieties of Plants, or 
UPOV 91.

Under UPOV 91 standards, farmers 
would retain the right to plant farm-saved 
seed.

But seed companies that develop 
PBR protected seed varieties would be 
permitted to collect royalties at any stage of 
production.

For farmers who plant farm-saved seed, 
that could clear the way for the collection of 
seed company royalties on harvested grain. 

In a December news release, Ottawa said 
amended PBR legislation that conforms 
with UPOV 91 will “increase producer 
access to new varieties, create new trade 
opportunities, contribute to the safety of 
agricultural products and reduce red tape in 
terms of regulations.”

The proposed amendments will 
strengthen intellectual property rights for 
plant breeding in Canada and facilitate 
more investment in Canadian seed research 
and development, Ritz added. 

“The hope is to have UPOV ’91 adopted 
by Canada by the new crop year, Aug. 1, 
2014,” said Ritz. 

“We need to bring legislation in line with 
the needs of today, and we are committed to 
making this happen.”

Some members of the Canadian seed 
trade have been promoting the adoption of 
UPOV 91 standards for some time.

Industry stakeholders, including some 
members of the Canadian Seed Trade 
association, say Canada must update its 
intellectual property laws and provide 

Ottawa signals  
big changes to PBR 

 legislation
Adoption of UPOV 91 expected by 2014-15 crop year

prepared for Sask 
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seed companies with more opportunities 
to collect revenues from innovative seed 
products.

Proponents say UPOV 91 will encourage 
investment by seed companies, support 
the development of new varieties, and give 
Canadian farmers access to better seeds 
with higher yield potential and improved 
agronomic performance.

UPOV 91 standards would also extend 
control over PBR protected seed varieties 
to 20 years from 18 currently and expand 
breeders’ rights to include control over a 
wider range of activities.

For instance, seed companies that 
acquire PBR protection on new seed 
varieties would have exclusive control over 
cleaning, conditioning and storing of PBR 
protected seed.

Current regulations allow seed 
companies to exercise control only over the 
production, reproduction and sale of PBR 
protected varieties.

Perhaps the most controversial element 
of UPOV 91, is a provision that would 
— at least in some cases — allow seed 
companies to collect royalties on harvested 
grain.

Under UPOV 91 standards, 
companies that do not have an 
opportunity to collect royalties on PBR 
protected seed would be permitted to 

collect royalties on harvested grain.
In other words, farmers would retain 

the right to use farm saved seed, but they 
would not necessarily be allowed to use it 
royalty free.

Response to those provisions has been 
mixed.

In a November news release, National 
Farmers Union president Terry Boehm said 
adopting UPOV 91 standards will severely 
restrict farmers’ ability to save and reuse 
seed.

“Farmers should be very aware that 
this regime will allow breeders to collect 
royalties on the entire crop – not just on the 
seed as allowed under our current Plant 
Breeders’ Rights legislation,” said Boehm.

Other organizations, including the 
Alberta Wheat Commission (AWC) and 
the Western Canadian Wheat Growers 
Association issued statements supporting  
the adoption of UPOV 91 and the 
modernization of Plant Breeders’ Rights 
(PBR) legislation in Canada.

“AWC believes that these amendments 
announced by (Agriculture Canada)  
as part of the Agricultural Growth Act 
will encourage more investments in 
domestic plant breeding research and 
provide Canada with access to continually 
improved varieties,” said AWC chair Kent 
Erickson. COnTInUeD On PAGe 18

Seed companies involved in developing and commercializing new crop varieties say new royalty collection 
mechanisms are needed to encourage investment and ensure that Canadian farmers have access to improved 
crop varieties. | FiLe phOtO
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 “It is important that Canada remains aligned with 
international standards to ensure that we are globally 
competitive.”  

Last year, AWC provided Agriculture Canada with a letter of 
support for the modernization of PBR in Canada, provided that 
the following conditions were met: 

• the ability to use farm-saved seed must be a part of any 
changes related to the ratification of UPOV 91;

• the current level of federal government funding for pre-
breeding genetic research must be maintained, and:

• there is recognition and accommodation for a farmer-public 
equity stake in Canada’s proprietary cereal germplasm, 
which has been developed over the past 100 years and 
funded by producer and tax payers dollars.
“AWC appreciates that the government has made it a priority 

to work to modify legislation to comply with UPOV 91, and we 
look forward to working with (Agriculture Canada) to improve 
Alberta’s wheat producers’ international competitiveness 
through access to innovative traits and varieties,” Erickson said.   

The Western Canadian Wheat Growers Association also 
announced its support for the adoption of UPOV 91 and 
changes to PBR legislation.

“Ratifying the 1991 (UPOV) convention will help us attract 
more investment in plant breeding,” said Levi Wood, president 
of the WCWGA.

“It will encourage more breeders to develop new varieties of 
wheat and other crops specifically designed for the Canadian 
market.”

Right now, Canada is among a small group of industrialized 
countries that has not adopted UPOV 91 regulations. Others in 
that group include New Zealand and South Africa.

Canada signaled in 1992 that it intended to ratify UPOV 91 
regulations and bring Canadian PBR legislation in line with the 
new standards.

But so far, that has not happened.
In many countries, end point royalties — or royalties on 

harvested grain — are already an established method of 
collecting PBR revenues.

In Australia, end point royalties or EPRs have been in place 
for several years.

Royalties there vary from crop to crop and variety to variety 
but in most cases, they range from a low of $1 or $2 a tonne to a 
high of $4 per tonne.

The Western Barley Growers Association (WBGA) is also in 
favour of updated PBR laws.  

 “We have been told by private plant breeders that they are 
not interested in risking the millions of dollars it costs to bring 
a variety to market in Canada without a more modern legal 
framework in Plant Breeders’ Rights,” said WBGA president 
Doug Robertson.   

“The changes … will allow the adoption of UPOV’91 and 
bring Canada in step with the rest of the world…”, added 
WBGA vice-president Martin Hall.   

“We applaud the federal government for their vision and 
drive to create a modern grain industry in Canada.”

Ritz suggested that Canada has an opportunity to update its 
regulations and bring them in line with those that exist in other 
grain exporting countries.

Alternately, Canada could maintain the status quo and live 
the consequences. 

“Canada’s not an island,” he said.
“We’re not in isolation. If we don’t continue to upgrade 

our regulations, then we stand the very real risk of being left 
behind.”  ◆

COnTInUeD FROM PAGe 16
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Updating Canada’s 
Plant Breeders’ Rights

An improved framework for investment in plant breeding

the Canadian 
government 
has announced 
its intention to 
upgrade Canada’s Plant Breeders’ Rights 
legislation as part of its innovation 
agenda. 

This upgrade will bring Canada’s 
legislation in line with the international 
standard of UPOV 91. 

UPOV is the International Convention 
for the Protection of New Varieties of 
Plants. 

Canada’s current Plant Breeders’ 
Rights Act is based on the UPOV 
convention of 1978. 

Its implementation in 1990 stimulated 
Canadian investment in plant breeding,  
provided  Canadian producers better 
access to varieties developed outside 
of our borders and helped to  protect 
Canadian varieties in other countries. 

A new UPOV convention was 
developed in 1991 which Canada has yet 
to adopt.

The question for many producers 
is why should Canada adopt the 1991 
convention? What is the benefit for me?

The answer is both simple and 
complex.

The simple answer is that upgraded 
Plant Breeders’ Rights legislation will 
encourage domestic investment and 
contribute to the development of more 
productive varieties.

It will also make Canada more 
attractive to international investors and 
developers of improved seed varieties. 
Producers will benefit from using these 
more productive varieties.

The complex part of the answer 
is assuring the investment in plant 
breeding is increased.

Public and private reviews have 
shown that the majority of the 
investment in plant breeding done for 
the Canadian market is in three crops: 
corn, canola and soybeans. 

These crops have the highest use 
of pedigreed seed and therefore, the 
developers are rewarded by seed sales. 

The more productive a variety is, the 

Guest Column  
By Lorne hadley  

executive director  
Canadian plant technology 

association

greater the returns to seed developers 
through increasing seed sales of that 
variety. 

Plant breeders are like producers. 
When they are rewarded for success, 
they strive to repeat that success.

Because 100 percent of the acres in 
corn, canola and soybeans provide a 
return to plant breeders, there has been 
increased investment and continued 
introduction of more productive 
varieties.

The situation is not the same for 
cereals like wheat, barley, oats and rye. 

Surveys indicate that 20 to 40 percent 
of the cereal crops in Canada are planted 
with pedigreed seed, depending on crop 
and year, while the remainder of seed 
used for planting is farm saved.

In other words, 60 to 80 percent of the 
acres planted to a successful productive 
wheat variety are planted with farm 
saved seed which returns no reward to 
the breeder. 

The result is that the annual amount 
of plant breeding per planted acre 
for wheat estimated to be $1.21. This 
compares with an annual investment of 
$3.24 per acre of canola.

The international standard for Plant 
Breeders’ Rights legislation is UPOV 91. 

Plant Variety Protection under the 
1991 convention is the predominant tool 
used by most of the developed world to 
ensure that plant breeders are rewarded 
for their work.  

In Canada, Plant Breeders’ Rights are 
an optional statutory right where the 
developers of qualifying varieties are 
rewarded when those varieties are used. 

Amending our legislation to conform 
to the 1991 UPOV Convention will help 
to ensure that the reward is more in 
line with the investment made by plant 
breeders. 

The most basic changes to bring 
Canadian PBR law to the international 
standards are as follows:

• Protection begins at the time of 
application.

• All activities involved in 
production, preparation, use and sale of 

seed must be authorized by the breeder.
• The length of PBR protection is 

extended to 20 years for the crop species.
• An optional “farmers’s exception” 

allows farmers to save the production 
from protected varieties to plant on their 
own farms.

• UPOV 91 includes a “harvested 
material” provision which extends PBR 
protection to crops grown with “brown 
bag” seed.

• It also introduces the concept of 
“essentially derived.”

The net result of these changes is the 
potential for breeders to be rewarded 
every time their inventions are used. 

Regardless of the crop, those who 
choose to use varieties that qualify for 
Plant Breeders’ Right under the new 
legislation will compensate the breeder 
for his work . 

Today Canada is one of a handful of 
developed countries that do not operate 
under UPOV 91. 

The majority of the world’s plant 
breeders, including those operating 
in countries with whom Canada is 
negotiating trade agreements, already 
have these rights.

Canada’s grain producers compete in 
a worldwide market. 

To remain competitive, producers 
need world-class varieties, particularly 
in cereals. 

This will only happen if plant 
breeders are rewarded for developing 
these varieties. UPOV 91 provides that 
framework.  ◆

The article above was submitted by 
the Canadian Plant Technology Agency. 
Opinions expressed in the article do not 
necessarily represent the views of the 
Saskatchewan Seed Growers Association 
or its members. CPTA will promote an 
environment within Canada where a robust 
and globally competitive framework of 
intellectual property protection is valued and 
respected. This will encourage continued 
research investment and sustainable 
innovation, benefiting Canadian farmers, 
consumers and the plant science industry.
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On 60,000 farms and 20 million acres across Canada, 
the name SeCan is trusted for exceptional seed value. 
Canadian farmers plant SeCan genetics 
on more acres than any other seed brand.
SeCan is not a seed company. As “Canada’s 
Seed Partner”, we’re a not-for-profit member
association that has returned more than 
77 million dollars to Canadian plant breeders. 

Genes that fit your farm® is a registered trademark of SeCan.

This land is your land. 
And these are your genetics. 

Call your SeCan seed retailer for genes 
that fit your farm. 
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there’S Been a lot of talk 
in the past few years 
about public-private 
partnerships in plant breeding.

The term 3P partnership — denoting a 
funding model that involves investments 
by producers, private sector companies 
and public sources (government) — is an 
acronym known to most plant breeders.

What isn’t always known is how the 
3Ps in a 3P partnership will share the 
spoils of their investments.

Kofi Agblor, managing director of 
the Crop Development Centre at the 
University of Saskatchewan, is aware 
of the sensitivities that can arise when 
public institutions partner with private 
sector companies.

With 3P partnerships, the lines that 
differentiate publicly funded plant 
breeding institutions from private sector 
plant breeders are becoming harder to 
define.

But Agblor insists that the new 3P 
funding model — combining money 
from producers, government and life 
science companies — is one that can 
work for western Canadian farmers.

The Crop Development Centre, or 
CDC, is one of Canada’s most prolific 
plant breeding institutions.

Since its establishment in the 
early 1970s, it has produced and 
commercialized more than 400 new 
varieties of agricultural crops, including 
popular new varieties of wheat, barley 
flax, peas, chickpeas, lentils and oats.

Private-sector funding is not a new 
concept at the CDC.

Corporate money has been supporting 
the CDC’s plant breeding programs for 
decades.

But for the past 40 years or so, the vast 
majority of the CDC’s funding has come 
from other sources: namely producer 
checkoffs, seed royalties and government 
contributions.

That is changing, says Agblor.
As plant breeding methods become 

more complex and the demand for 
new varieties increases, the need for 
new revenue sources is becoming more 
evident.

Like it or not, the private sector will 
play a larger role.

Sharing the spoils 
 of public-private partnerships

Investments by private sector companies are becoming more common at CDC

prepared for Sask 
Seed Guide

“I think we’ve had a great year (at 
the CDC) especially with respect to 
wheat … and our success in developing 
partnerships with the private sector,” 
says Agblor.

“Since January … we’ve signed new 
(wheat breeding) agreements worth 
$10.6 million, of which $8.6 million is 
from the private sector.”

“I think this talks about the confidence 
that the … broader industry has in our 
(CDC) plant breeders.”

Agblor is excited about the CDC’s 
evolving role in the new plant breeding 
environment.

The CDC has experience working 
with prominent private sector partners 
including Quaker/PepsiCo (oats), BASF 
(wheat and lentils), Viterra (wheat), 
SeCan (general purpose wheat, flax and 
barley) and FP Genetics (oats).The centre 
is a well-established institution with 
world-class facilities and a track-record 
in varietal development that is second to 
none.

And with anticipated changes to 

Agriculture Canada’s plant breeding 
programs, it seems clear that the CDC 
will become a more prominent player in 
future.

But with more corporate funding, 
there are new challenges.

For example, how does a publicly 
funded institution like the CDC maintain 
its obligations to producers and public 
funding partners when an increasing 
proportion of its funding is coming from 
private sector life science companies 
such as Dow, Bayer, BASF, Monsanto and 
Syngenta?

Agblor concedes it’s a delicate 
balancing act.

“Certainly we need more capacity on 
the breeding side,” Agblor said.

“The question is, how many (CDC) 
varieties … do you want to put a lien 
on?” 

In the past year, Agblor and the CDC 
have been negotiating deals with some 
heavy hitters.

So far, agreements for wheat research 
have been reached with Bayer Crop 
Science, Dow AgroSciences (DAS) and 
FP Genetics.  

The projects with Bayer and DAS are 
jointly funded with the Saskatchewan 
Ministry of Agriculture’s Agricultural 
Development Fund (ADF) for a total of 
$4.1 million over five years.  

The project with Bayer is looking 
at integrating fungicide strategies and 
genetic resistance to control stripe rust in 
wheat.  

The expected deliverables are wheat 
varieties that are more resistant to stripe 
rust and fungicide strategies for more 
effective control of stripe rust.

The project with DAS is targeting 
improved agronomic performance of 
wheat varieties in addition to other 
outputs that are confidential.

Funding from FP Genetics is for 
$1.5 million over 10 years and targets 
the development of high  yielding CPS 
varieties with improved agronomic 
performance, resistance to major diseases 
and pests, and enhanced for milling and 
baking properties.

A fourth agreement with an unnamed 
corporate partner is expected to be 
announced in late 2013.

Research partnerships — involving public, private and 
producer funding — will become more common.  In the 
case of variety development, who claims ownership of 
the new varieties that are commercialized? | FiLe phOtO
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Developed by Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada, Winnipeg.
‘AC’ is an official mark used under license from Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada. 
Genes that fit your farm® is a registered trademark of SeCan.
*Based on the economic threshold of one midge per 4 to 5 wheat heads at flowering = estimated 15% yield loss 
if not controlled. Higher midge levels can lead to greater losses. 15% X 40 bu/acre X $6.00/bu wheat = $36.00.

AC® Shaw VB
best midge tolerance available

AC® Unity VB
partial solid stem for sawfly tolerance

AC® Vesper VB
top yielder

SeCan has the highest yielding midge tolerant wheat 
to fit your farm. Get a better midge trap. 

Contact your SeCan seed retailer today. 

SeCan has the highest yielding midge tolerant wheat 
to fit your farm. Get a better midge trap. 

Contact your SeCan seed retailer today. 
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And while private funding will 
augment CDC’s ability to develop 
new products, a critical consideration 
is how those new products will be 
commercialized and who will have an 
opportunity to market them.

Funding agreements with private 
sector partners can take many forms, 
says Agblor.

In most cases, companies are granted 
option rights on a proportion of the 
varieties released within a specified 
timeframe.  

In some cases, a private sector 
investor will negotiate exclusive 
marketing rights on new varieties that 
they helped to produce.  In other cases, 
private sector partners pay for the rights 
to use germplasm arising from the 
project.

Every deal is different, but in each 
case, the CDC aims to satisfy both 
its private sector partner and its 
public sector contributors, namely 
governments, taxpayers and farmers 
who pay producer levies. 

“We are still a public institution and 
we do still get some of our funding 
through the Western Grains Research 
Foundation so there is always going to 
be this sensitivity that if you tag (or put 
a lien on) too many of your varieties 
that are no longer … available for 
other companies to bid on, you may 
lose that (reputation) of being a public 
institution.”

“It’s a competitive environment 
and it’s a good thing to see a company 
investing … but we are mindful of the 
perception that we might go too far onto 
the private side.”

Agblor believes a 3P funding model 
can serve all stakeholders in the value 
chain.

The key, he says, is to listen to 
feedback from all corners and to produce 
results that deliver value across the 
industry.

“As long as what we do is benefitting 
the public … that is, the results go out 
and the benefits accrue to the public 
as well as the private sector, then (we 
support that) as a model.”

Agblor said CDC will continue to 
work closely with producer groups and 
keep the lines of communication open.

At the end of the day, the CDC’s 
objectives will remain intact, he added.

The ultimate goal is to continue to 
produce new crop lines that result in 
better financial returns for farmers.

“Our mandate and objectives won’t 
change,” Agblor says.

“We don’t want to get to a point 
where we are ever perceived as no 
longer being a public institution.”  ◆
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end-Point 
Royalties

How can cereal producers have future access to the best global genetics for wheat and barley? 

prOduCerS depend on 
new technologies to 
keep cereals competitive 
in crop rotations and in world markets. 
Globally, private cereal varieties are now 
under development that could create 
important benefits and changes for 
producers in Canada. 

A history of success
In addition to the early maturity that is 

so important in our short growing season, 
breeders have continuously improved 
yield, quality and disease resistance in 
Canadian cereal crops. In Canada, wheat 
and barley variety improvement, like in 
the United States, has been done primarily 
by the public sector. Over 100 years 
ago, the federal government established 
agricultural research and experimental 
stations to support economic development 
in Canada. Wheat received special focus, 
as it was well suited and strategic to the 
development of the prairies. 

Western Canada’s short growing 
season, low rainfall and unique plant 
diseases required a long term commitment 
and vision to develop the highly adapted 
germplasm in public breeding programs 
today.

In fact, varieties from public breeding 
today represent over 85 percent of the 
seeded wheat acres in Western Canada 
and more than 70 per cent in the United 
States. 

In recent years however, public 

breeding investment in real dollar terms 
has been eroded due to inflation and 
public-sector budget cuts. 

Partially offsetting this has been a 
producer-funded levy (check off) on 
wheat and barley that was introduced in 
1993 and administered by Western Grains 
Research Foundation. These levies by law 
could only be used for wheat and barley 
breeding research.

It is estimated that this producer 
contribution to breeding research has paid 
for approximately 30 percent of the cost of 
public breeding projects, excluding assets 
and overhead costs. 

Over time, Canada’s public breeders 
have developed a unique and valuable 
wheat germplasm. This is the result of a 
100-year wheat breeding history that has 
emphasized milling quality and protein 
content. 

Wheat – The Last Frontier 
The breeding of wheat is genetically 

complex and complicated by agronomic 
factors. This makes breeding efforts 
expensive. The practice of using farm-
saved seed (FSS) makes royalty collection 
difficult and results in a low return on 
investment for breeders. As a result, 
private companies which have become 
world leaders in the breeding of corn, 
soybean, canola, fruit and vegetable crops 
have not been as active in cereal crop 
breeding. 

However, things are changing today. 

Wheat is the second largest crop in the 
world and private breeders see business 
growth opportunities in markets where 
the investment climate is right. 

Barley is also being displaced by corn 
in some areas as shorter season varieties 
become available. 

Wheat breeding is global as 
demonstrated in the “New Private Wheat 
Research Investments Timeline” shown 
in this article.

Investment Climate and UPOV 91
Canadian producers need access 

to the best technologies available in 
order to improve yields and address 
other agronomic issues as they emerge. 
While public breeding will continue 
to play a significant role in technology 
and variety development, Canada 
must also encourage global seed 
company investments in wheat and 
barley breeding and to do so the right 
investment climate must exist. To help 
foster the right investment climate, 
the federal government is considering 
updating Canada’s Plant Breeders’ 
Rights (PBR) Act. Amendments under 
consideration would cause PBR 
legislation to conform to the most recent 
international standards, called UPOV 91. 

Conforming to UPOV 91 would 
give plant breeders in Canada more 
opportunity to collect royalties on PBR 
protected varieties.

prepared for Sask 
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2013
■ Bayer announces building of global wheat breeding network. 

First varieties expected 2015. 
■ Bayer and Crop Development Centre (CDC) collaborate on 

striped rust disease resistance. 
■ Dow and CDC collaborate to develop some wheat varieties. 

2012
 ■ Limagrain and Canterra Seeds partner to test varieties for 

Canadian prairies. 
■ Bayer establishes wheat breeding station in Saskatoon. 

2011
■ Dow buys Washington company to expand wheat seed 

program.
■ Bayer establishes european Wheat Breeding Centre. 

2010
■ Bayer buys wheat breeding program in Ukraine. 
■ Monsanto invests in Intergrain, Australia’s second largest 

cereal breeder. 
■ Limagrain starts a north American wheat breeding and seed 

program. 
■ Syngenta enters hybrid wheat business. 

2009
■ Bayer expands seed and traits business to include wheat. 
■ World’s largest seed producer, Monsanto, expands to include 

wheat. 

2008
■ World’s largest wheat breeder, Limagrain, purchases shares in 

Australia’s largest private wheat breeder. 

TImeLIne FOr reCenT PrIVATe WHeAT reSeArCH InVeSTmenTS: 



Awaken® ST nutritional seed treatment.

Rise and shine.

Get your cereal seeding off to a stronger, healthier start to help promote better yields.
With Awaken ST, wheat, barley and oat seedlings rise faster and get growing sooner. Awaken ST,  
a nutritional seed treatment made from a complex of zinc ammonium acetate with potash and  
a balanced micronutrient seed treatment package, stimulates early root growth and helps wheat to 
extract more soil nutrients. That’s what you need for a stronger start, a better crop and bigger yields.

To learn more, contact your local retailer or call 1-800-561-5444.

©  2013 Loveland Products Inc. Always read and follow label directions.  
Awaken is a registered trademark of Loveland Products, Inc.

Scan to 
increase 

profits

uap.ca/awakenst
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This would improve returns on 
plant breeding investments for both 
public and private plant breeders 
while also increasing intellectual 
property protection of varieties. 

For producers, a key outcome 
of applying UPOV 91 standards 
is that breeders will be eligible 
by law to receive a royalty on 
their varieties any time seed of 
their protected variety is planted. 
For cereal producers, this would 
include farm-saved seed. 

This creates a dilemma. 
Producers need and want access 
to the best genetics so that they 
can continue to produce high 
quality, internationally competitive 
products. But they also want 
the cost savings that come with 
planting farm-saved seed. An EPR 
offers a solution.

ePrs – What are they? 
How can a royalty be collected 

on farm-saved seed? One method 
is for producers to keep records 
of the amount of FSS stored and 
sown. This method is used in 
Uruguay. Twice a year, breeders’ 
representatives visit each farm to 
record the variety and quantity of 
FSS planted. In western Canada, 
visits to individual farms to record 
seed storage and planting data 
would be costly to administer 
because of the large number of 
farms and the distance between 
them. This level of oversight would 
also be objectionable to most 
farmers. 

UPOV 91 standards allow 
that if the breeder does not have 
‘reasonable opportunity’ to exercise 
his right to collect a royalty on the 
seed (in this case, FSS or Certified 
Seed), then the breeder may 
collect a royalty on the grain that 
is produced from the seed. When 
the royalty is collected on the grain 
harvested and not on the seed, it is 
called an end-point royalty (EPR).  

End-point royalties have proven 
to be successful in Australia at 
financing crop breeding. 

First introduced in 1996, wheat 
varieties with EPRs have reached 
over 80 percent of the market 
share. One reason it works so 
well is that it provides a return 
to breeders when FSS is planted. 
As Ross Kingwell, an economist 
at the University of Western 
Australia says, “Where farm-
saved seed is common practice, 

the characteristics of end-point 
royalties are shown to make them a 
preferred means for financing crop 
breeding by variety developers, 
governments and many grain 
growers.”

How ePrs Work
An EPR is a mechanism used 

by plant breeding companies to 
recover their return on investment. 
It is a risk sharing mechanism 
since the producer of the crop 
pays a royalty on the production 
and not on the seed. The amount 
of the royalty is set by the breeder 
and may be dollars per tonne or a 
percentage of value. 

The EPR is a royalty charge 
imposed on the first sale of 
harvested material derived from 
varieties protected by plant 
breeders. If the EPR is charged, 
then no royalty is applied to the 
certified seed. 

Breeders are not allowed to 
collect two royalties; on seed and 
on production. 

When a producer chooses to 
plant a variety protected by PBR 
(under UPOV 91 standards), it 
becomes the law to pay the royalty 
as established by the plant breeder. 
If a producer does not want to pay 
EPR then the producer should not 
utilize the technology of the PBR 
protected variety by planting the 
seed. 

When grain is delivered to the 
first point of sale, the producer 
will declare the variety name. If an 
EPR is in effect on the variety, the 
grain buyer will deduct the royalty 
amount due to the breeder and 
remit the funds to the breeder or to 
the breeder’s agent. 

There are various advantages to 
end-point royalties: 

• They are practical, streamlined 
method of remitting a royalty on 
PBR protected varieties, resulting in 
a low administration cost. 

• Buyers in Western Canada 
have already established the 
administrative systems for check-
off (levy) collection. 

• They are more practical to 
implement than a royalty on FSS 
and less offensive to farmers, as 
collection does not require on-farm 
monitoring. 

• An EPR is a performance-
based royalty system; producers 
and breeders share the risk of 
variety performance.  ◆
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DebUnkIng THe 
myTHS SUrrOUnDIng 

ePrs
Will producers pay twice? 

Producers currently pay a compulsory but 
refundable checkoff (levy) for wheat and barley 
development via provincial wheat and/or 
barley commissions. If an EPR is introduced, 
some producers may think that they are paying 
twice for the same thing. 

They are not. The commission check-
offs currently support research, market 
development and technical assistance 
programming in western Canada. This is 
producer money used to support activities 
determined by producer representatives. 

An EPR on the other hand is money owed 
to the plant breeder for use of the variety 
protected by PBR. It is not refundable. Its 
purpose is to provide the breeder with a 
return on investment for their cost and risk in 
developing the new variety. 

An EPR and a checkoff are two distinctly 
different mechanisms achieving different 
outcomes – producers do not pay twice for the 
same thing. 

Will ePrs harm the seed industry?
Breeders currently collect a royalty built 

into the price of a certified seed. Some worry 
that if the royalty is moved from seed to grain 
production, it will harm seed growers and seed 
companies. Application of EPR does not change 
the Seeds Act in Canada and will not reduce the 
vitality and role of the pedigreed seed industry. 
Seed growers and seed companies will continue 
to be needed for cereal seed production and 
distribution. 

Contrary to the canola industry — where 
five pounds of canola is needed to seed an 
acre and seed is processed at central locations 
and shipped to customers — wheat and barley 
have much higher seeding rates meaning seed 
production and processing  activities will 
be decentralized across the prairies. Cereal 
breeders will continue to need local suppliers 
and distributors to provide cost effective 
offerings to producers.  

Canadian producers need access to new 
technologies and global genetics.

The implementation of an end-point royalty 
in Canada will help attract global investment in 
cereal breeding. 

To maintain pace with other competitors, 
Canada needs a strong investment environment 
that rewards private companies for their 
investment and risk in developing new, 
improved cereal varieties. 

Articles submitted by Stuart Garven, Garven & 
Associates.  ◆
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You can’t always count on things to go your way. Unless you use Headline® 
fungicide for canola. Headline is the only canola fungicide that builds a higher  
yield potential through the unique plant health benefits* of AgCelence®. But it 
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Canada’S variety 
registration system 
is in the middle of an 
industry-wide review but reaching a 
consensus on potential changes could be 
a challenge.

In a recent interview, federal 
agriculture minister Gerry Ritz said 
industry discussions surrounding the 
variety registration system are ongoing.

But Ottawa is not interested in pushing 
changes through quickly.

“We’re working with everyone that 
would be affected by (this process) 
to make sure that when we do make 
changes, that they’re the right changes,” 
Ritz said.

“This isn’t about expediency. It’s about 
getting the right (information) before 
these discussion groups to make sure they 
have the information that they need.”

In Canada, the variety registration 
process has been criticized by some 
stakeholders as process that is too 
complex, too cumbersome and too time 
consuming.

Some critics have suggested that 
a simplified, streamlined process is 
necessary to ensure that life science 
companies continue to invest in varietal 
development.

Others suggest that a revised 
registration process with less stringent 
testing requirements during the pre-

prepared for Sask 
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Federal review continues on variety 
registration system

Federal agriculture department reviewing industry feedback

registration phase might also allow 
promising new varieties to reach the 
market more quickly.

But supporters of the current 
system say it has served the Canadian 
agriculture industry well and is already 
flexible enough to address industry 
concerns.

A system that involves merit testing 
and peer review procedures is critical 
to ensuring that the quality and 
performance of new varieties meets or 
exceeds the expectations of growers, COnTInUeD On PAGe 44

end-users and others stakeholders.
In Canada, before any new crop line 

is approved for commercial production, 
it must go through a variety registration 
process that ensures the new line meets 
certain performance standards.

In most cases, new crop lines being 
considered for registration must meet 
established criteria for disease resistance, 
agronomic performance and end use 
quality.

Depending on the crop, different 
performance criteria are applied.

For instance, the testing criteria used 
to evaluate for new lines of wheat and 
barley are different than the testing 
criteria used to evaluate new lines of 
canola and soybeans.

But in both cases, the system provides 
various industry groups an opportunity 
to evaluate new promising new lines 
and ensure that their registration will not 
negatively impact Canada’s reputation 
as a reliable supplier of high quality 
grains and oilseeds.

Last year, federal agriculture minister 
Gerry Ritz served notice that the variety 
registration system is under review.

In a February 2013 letter addressed 
to variety recommending committees, 
Ritz said Ottawa is looking at ways 
to streamline and modernize the 
registration system.

Does Canada’s current variety registration system 
impede investment in variety development? That 
question is at the heart of a federal review that began 
nearly a year ago. | FiLe phOtO
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Vibrant roots 
form stronger defences.
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there’S Been plenty of 
change in the Western 
Canadian grain industry 
over the past year and a half.

Garth Patterson, executive director of 
the Western Grains Research Foundation 
(WGRF) says the elimination of single-
desk grain marketing has caused a 
significant reorganization of research 
funding mechanisms and grain industry 
leadership in Western Canada.

The WGRF is in the middle of that 
reorganization process.

But for the time being, the foundation 
has committed to providing stable 
funding for wheat and barley variety 
development research.

It will also facilitate change in 
the industry by working with other 
organizations, including newly 
established provincial wheat and barley 
commissions, Patterson said.

Most importantly, it will continue to 
ensure that producer check-off dollars 
are managed carefully and used to 
support research that benefits primary 
producers across the West.

WGRF remains committed to 
research that benefits 

farmers
Farmer organization retains focus in rapidly changing environment

prepared for Sask 
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“As a producer organization … I 
think it’s our responsibility to ensure 
that we use farmers’ money wisely … 
on projects that deliver benefits…,” 
Patterson said.

“We’ve committed to continuing to 
provide core research funding for wheat 
and barley variety development to the 
public institutions that we always have 
supported, those being Agriculture 
Canada, the western universities on the 
Prairies as well as Alberta Agriculture.”

During the past 18 months, the 
research funding environment 
in Western Canada has changed 
considerably.

Until 2012, the Canadian Wheat Board 
was responsible for collecting producer 
levies on western Canadian wheat and 
barley.

But when CWB’s single-desk 
marketing mandate was eliminated, a 
new method of collecting grower levies 
was required.

In 2012, the federal government 
announced that farmer levies 
traditionally collected by the CWB 

would remain in place during a five-year 
transition period.

The money collected through those 
transitional levies was meant to provide 
uninterrupted financial support for 
wheat and barley research and market 
development programs delivered by the 
WGRF, the Canadian International Grains 
Institute (CIGI) and the Canadian Malting 
Barley Technical Centre (CMBTC).

The transitional funding was also 
intended to give the prairie provinces 
sufficient time to establish new wheat 
and barley commissions, which would 
eventually assume responsibility for 
collecting and administering all wheat 
and barley checkoffs in the West.

In Saskatchewan, newly established 
wheat and barley commissions are taking 
shape.

The Saskatchewan Wheat 
Development Commission (SWDC) 
and Saskatchewan Barley Development 
Commission (SWBC) held their first 
elections late last year and have been 
collecting new producer levies since Aug. 
1, 2013. COnTInUeD On PAGe 34

The Western Grains Research Foundation is contemplating its role in the new funding environment that has evolved since the elimination of single desk marketing. Since its 
inception, the foundation has supported projects that benefit producers and enhance farm profitability.  | FiLe phOtO



Off-Types, Variants and Uniformity in Wheat Varieties
Farmers surveying their crops love to see uniformity in the plant stand. 

It is important to understand that there are no varieties where the 
plant stand is uniform, or ‘tabletop’. Producers taking just a quick 
glance of any plant stand will see that some plants are taller and 
some are shorter.

In the past virtually all CWRS varieties were awnless and tall. The 
variations were typically not observed in the tall varieties, mostly 
because no one (except perhaps breeders and other scientists)  
was looking for them. The introduction of new CWRS varieties with 
tall awned types and awned semi-dwarf varieties now increases  
the likelihood of noticing off-types and variants within varieties. 

Variants within varieties are described in the variety descriptions. 
These variants are determined by the Breeder. For example, number 
of tall bearded plants (off-types) allowed in an awned semi-dwarf 
variety. 

Producers appreciate the bonus of a semidwarf variety as it gives 
them high yields and standability. However with the shorter semi 
dwarf variety the producer will be more likely to notice the tall 
variants (not tabletop). While these off types look abundant they 
represent a very small portion of the crop (much less than one 
percent) and have no effect on yield or quality of the harvested crop.

AC Muchmore CWRS is a semi-dwarf variety which has performed 
exceptionally well across Western Canada.  

For more information about available semi-dwarf varieties 
contact your local FP Genetics shareholder or Territory Manager. 

Toll Free 1-866-228-6167             www.fpgenetics.ca

Why Certified Seed?
Because you want the best!

Bringing Value and Profit  
to Canadian Farms

At FP Genetics our focus is the success of our customers.  
We strive to be first by being innovative to maintain our  
competitive edge in the market. By being innovative at our 
core, we bring the best in products and services, which brings 
value and profit to our seed growers and the commercial 
growers they serve. 

Wheat 
CDC Utmost VB - CWRS 
AC® Muchmore - CWRS 
AC® Enchant VB - CPSR

Durum -  CWAD
AC® Transcend

Barley - Malt
AC® Newdale - 2R 
Legacy - 6R 
Tradition - 6R 

Oats - Milling
AC® Summit 
AC® Leggett 
CDC Minstrel 
CDC Ruffian 
AAC Justice
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Similar commissions are also in 
different stages of development in 
Alberta and Manitoba.

Patterson said the WGRF is working 
closely with the new commissions 
to facilitate change and  ensure that 
producer investments are managed 
wisely.

“We’ve met with all of those 
commissions and the message that 
we’ve been giving to these organizations 
is that we recognize that change is 
occurring and that we want to work 
with them in the best interests of 
producers,” Patterson said.

One of the biggest questions facing 
farmers, provincial cereal commissions 
and the WGRF is how to invest producer 
funds.

In other words, how will 
organizations like the WGRF and 
the provincial wheat and barley 
commissions continue to ensure that 
returns on producer investments are 
maximized and that prairie farmers 
are getting the biggest bang for their 
investment dollars?

That’s a question that could take 
months and possibly years to answer.

In the meantime, WGRF will adhere 
to its current mandate and maintain the 
status quo. 

“Farmers don’t want duplication 
and they want to see their money 
leveraged,” said Patterson.

“We’ve told the commissions that we 
will continue (to provide core research 
funding) and if there’s going to be 
any major changes in how producers 
invest in wheat and barley variety 
development — such as farmers 
setting up a company or starting their 
own breeding program or partnering 
with a private multinational —  we’ll 
work with them to make sure there is 
consensus on those significant changes.

“Otherwise, we’re committed to the 
status quo as far as keeping that core 
support for public institutions and 
allowing the new commissions time to 
develop their strategies and positions.”

The issue of farmer investments — 
and how they should be managed —  
has generated a lot of interest recently.

That’s hardly surprising, given that 
producer investments in cereal research 
are increasing significantly.

In Saskatchewan, for example, farmer 
contributions to wheat and barley 
research and market development 
programs are expected to double.

In an average crop year, 
Saskatchewan’s newly formed wheat 
and barley commissions are expected 

to collect roughly $5.5 million annually 
through new wheat and barley levies.

That money — 52 cents per tonne on 
wheat and 50 cents per tonne on barley 
— is in addition to existing transitional 
levies that support CIGI, the CMBTC 
and the WGRF.

Furthermore, an additional producer 
investment is also being made each year 
through the WGRF’s endowment fund, 
a pool of producer money now valued at 
roughly $100 million.

By 2015, research investments 
furnished by the endowment fund are 
projected to grow to nearly $7.5 million 
a year.

Like most savvy investors, prairie 
farmers are asking what they can expect 
in return?

According to Patterson, the WGRF 
has looked long and hard at the issue of 
producer investment.

Going forward, there are many ways 
that farmer contributions could be used, 
he said.

Do farmers want to continue 
making core contributions to publicly 
funded breeding institutions such 
as Agriculture Canada and the Crop 
Development Centre at the University of 
Saskatchewan?

Do they want to establish their own 
cereal breeding programs and retain 
proprietary control of the varieties that 
they develop?

Or, do they want to develop business 
partnerships with multinational life 
science companies that are looking 
to increase their involvement in the 
Canadian cereal grain sector?

According to Patterson, all potential 
models are being examined.

“Everything is on the table right 
now…,” he said.

“One of the questions that we have is 
what’s needed in Western Canada?” he 
added. 

“Certainly, Ag Canada has told us 
that it looks … like there’s going to 
be less public involvement in variety 
development research, so … if there are 
gaps that are potentially coming … what 
do we need to look at and how can we 
perhaps partner with private industry 
and producers to fill those gaps?”

To some extent, the WGRF’s 
future role in administering producer 
investments is also up in the air.

When the five-year transitional 
funding period ends in 2017, it is likely 
that the new provincial commissions 
will take full administrative control of 
all producer levies collected on wheat 
and barley.

But regardless of how the new 
funding environment evolves, Patterson 

still sees the WGRF playing an 
important role in funding ag research. 

For starters, the foundation has well 
established working relationships with 
provincial research funding agencies 
including the Agriculture and Rural 
Development Initiative (ARDI) in 
Manitoba, the Agriculture Development 
Fund (ADF) in Saskatchewan, and the 
Agriculture Funding Consortium (AFC) 
in Alberta.

“We’ve got agreements with all three 
of those organizations now that (allows 
us) to see all of the research proposals 
that they get and we’ll continue to look 
at co-funding with them,” Patterson 
said.

“That’s pretty powerful because 
it makes our organization the only 
one that sees all of the proposals that 
comes into these three (agencies) in 
Western Canada … so we can look for 
commonalities (across the prairies) 
… and identify opportunities to 
collaborate….”

In addition, the WGRF endowment 
fund is expected play an increasingly 
important role.

In the past, research investments 
derived from the WGRF endowment 
fund have been maintained at roughly 
$2 million a year.

But more recently, WGRF members 
have indicated that they would like to 
see the endowment fund make a larger 
contribution to research.

Patterson said WGRF is well 
positioned to maintain its role in 
funding production-related research, not 
only for wheat and barley but for pulses, 
oilseeds and special crops as well. 

Production related research, including 
agronomic studies and post registration 
varietal testing, are areas that may see 
more WGRF support.

The foundation has also offered 
to retain its role in funding cereal 
breeding programs but that decision will 
ultimately be made in consultation with 
the new wheat and barley commissions, 
Patterson said.

Either way, the Western Grains 
Research Foundation will be around for 
many years to come.

“We’ll continue to exist as an 
organization,” he said.

“We have over $100 million in 
the endowment fund to invest and 
our members are very supportive of 
investing more of that fund.”

“Whether or not we remain 
involved in wheat and barley variety 
development … that will really be up to 
the provincial commissions and what 
they think is in the best interests of 
producers.”  ◆
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Bio-Forge® is a patented growth promoter formulation designed to ensure plant health in 

our extreme Canadian growing environment and is proven to increase yields by up to 8.5 
bushels per acre. (based on 2013 trial results)

• Reduces harsh weather condition related stress

• Increases nutrient efficiencies

• Improves cellular viability

• Enhances seedling emergence

•  Improves root growth, hormone balance and 
nutrient uptake

ANY CROP. ANY STAGE. ANY WEATHER.

Get 40 Acres of Bio-Forge Free! 
See details below. Some conditions apply.

Visit www.stollercanada.com/40free or call 1-855-787-4414
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Midge tolerant wheat protects your crop against devastating pest damage, but it’s up to
you to protect the technology.The Stewardship Agreement limits the use of farm-saved
seed to one generation past Certified seed. It’s a simple step that keeps the interspersed
refuge system at the proper level, preventing build-up of resistant midge.Without the
refuge, we risk losing the one and only tolerant gene.There is no plan B.

Protect this important tool. Plan for high yields and quality grades for years 
to come. Contact your retailer or visit www.midgetolerantwheat.ca.
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the pieCeS of 
Saskatchewan’s newly 
established wheat and 
barley development commissions are 
continuing to fall into place.

The Saskatchewan Wheat 
Development Commission (SWDC) and 
the Saskatchewan Barley Development 
Commission (SWBC) recently opened 
a shared office at Innovation Place in 
Saskatoon.

Inaugural elections at the SWDC and 
SWBC have been conducted and on Jan. 
13, both organizations were scheduled 
to hold their first-ever annual general 
meetings.

The commissions’ newly elected 
board members were scheduled to take 
office immediately following those 
meetings.  

“There’s definitely a lot of work ahead 
of us,” said Tom Steve, a former Viterra 
executive who was hired last October as 

new commissions in place to support 
wheat and barley research

Commission elections were completed in December

prepared for Sask 
Seed Guide

general manager for the commissions.
“But we are fortunate right here 

in Saskatoon to have some very well 
established producer levy commissions 
to show us the way and they have 
been very supportive of our efforts, 

Saskatchewan’s new wheat and barley development 
commissions are now up and running. The commissions 
collect grower levies of 52 cents per tonne on wheat and 
50 cents per tonne on barley.  |  FiLe phOtO

particularly Sask Canola and Sask 
Pulse….”

“We have some very positive 
templates to follow.”

The formation of provincial wheat and 
barley commissions in Saskatchewan has 
followed some ambitious timelines.

In the summer of 2012, 
Saskatchewan’s Ministry of Agriculture 
called together stakeholders in the 
province’s wheat and barley sectors and 
formed two steering committees to guide 
the formation of the new commissions.

Those steering committees eventually 
became interim boards charged with 
developing guidance documents for the 
new commissions, setting up elections 
and hiring a general manager.

By late 2013, a slate of candidates 
had been nominated to fill elected board 
positions at the SWDC and SWBC.
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Maximize your upload speeds with our wider 
belt. Batco’s new 2400 series with 23.5" belt 
width increases your handling capacity.

• 23.5" Belt   
• Up to 14,000 bu/hr

INCREASE YOUR
BANDWIDTH

For more information contact  
your local dealer or call: 1.877.667.7421  |  batcomfg.com

GROW WHAT MARKETS DEMAND
Your soil is your biggest asset, and what you put in the ground opens up new 
opportunities. You don’t just grow what you can—you grow what markets want, and 
that’s the best quality pulses and specialty crops, starting with the best seed and 
efficient use of inputs.

Saskcan Pulse Trading is creating diversified opportunities in 2014 with exclusive 
contracting programs.

For more information or to ask about premium seed and availability, contact 
Saskcan Pulse Trading at 1-877-SASKCAN or visit www.saskcan.com.

King Red™ lentils*

  *Under license by CDC and SPG.
**Under license by Terramax Holdings.

Queen Green™ lentils* B90 chickpeas** 9-4 faba beans*
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Take control of seed treatment. Revolutionary in design, the STORM seed treater and integrated auger unit allows you to finally treat your seed with 
absolute accuracy.   
Electronic controls provide a simple interface with touch screen input and pre-programmed recipes. The metering conveyor accurately measures seed 
flow and automatically adjusts the peristaltic pumps to match treatment flow for optimal coverage. This reduces waste and ensures consistent coating 
from the first seed to the last. The STORM is suitable for a wide variety of seed types including wheat, barley, oats, peas and lentils.

See your local Westfield or Wheatheart dealer to book the STORM today! Limited quantities available.

TAKE  THE GUESSWORK OUT OF SEED  TREATMENT.
INTRODUCING  THE STORM SEED  TREATER.

1-855-662-6609     aggrowth.com/storm

With those boards now in place and 
a general manager hired, the task of 
building the commissions, identifying 
priorities and making key strategic 
decisions is set to begin in earnest.

Along with similar commissions in 
Alberta and Manitoba, the SWDC and 
SWBC will play an important role in 
determining how producer levies on wheat 
and barley are collected, managed and 
invested.

By Steve’s estimate, the SWDC will 
collect mandatory refundable levies of more 
than $4 million a year from the province’s 
wheat growers.

The SWBC, meanwhile, is expected to 
collect more than $1 million per year from 
barley growers.

Producer levies — $0.52 per tonne on 
wheat and $0.50 per tonne on barley — 
have been in place since Aug. 1 of last year.

Those levies are roughly equivalent to 
interim federal levies that have been in 
place since Aug. 1, 2012. The interim federal 
levies were put in place to ensure ongoing 
financial support for programs at the 
Western Grains Research Foundation, the 
Canadian International Grains Institute and 
the Canadian Malt Barley Technical Centre.

According to Steve, one of the first 
decisions facing the commissions’ new 
boards is how to collect and manage levies.

Right now, the province’s wheat and 
barley growers are paying two separate 
levies — the provincial checkoff and 
the interim federal checkoff — with a 
combined value of about $1 per tonne.

It is not yet clear if those two levies will 
remain in place or if the two levies will 
be blended into a single check-off that 
appears as one item on producers’ grain 
tickets.

There are also key strategic questions 
to address, such as the commissions’ 
relationships with other organizations 
including wheat and barley commissions 

in Manitoba and Alberta, a newly formed 
national cereals council known as Cereals 
Canada, and the Western Grains Research 
Foundation (WGRF), which also manages 
producer checkoff dollars.

“I think everyone recognizes the 
importance of collaboration … so working 
together and focusing on similar priorities 
will be very important,” Steve said.

“Questions around future funding 
(arrangements) have not been addressed 
and that’s a big part of the process that 
we’re into now…” he added.
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In an average year, Saskatchewan’s wheat and barley development commissions will collect roughly $5.5 million 
from the province’s wheat and barley growers. The commissions will use that money to support research that 
benefits growers and the cereals industry.  |  FiLe phOtO
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Melfort, SK | T: 306.752.4060 | info@trawinseeds.ca | www.trawinseeds.ca

What is the only input you cannot 
grow a crop without?

SEED
The crop grown is only as good as 

the seed sown!

TOP SELLING VARIETY LIST
Wheat

Hard Red
Carberry

NEW Muchmore
Harvest

CDC Utmost VB
NEW Vesper VB

CPS
NEW Enchant VB

AC Crystal

General Purpose
NEW Pasteur 

Soft White
Sadash

AC Andrew

Winter
CDC Buteo

Moats

Barley
Malt

Newdale
CDC Copeland
AC Metcalfe

CDC Meredith
Legacy

Feed/Forage
CDC Austenson
CDC Cowboy

Oat
Milling
Morgan
Souris
Legget
Triactor

Forage
CDC Baler

Triticale
Bunker
Tyndal

Fridge (winter)
Bobcat (winter) 

Rye
Gazelle (spring)
Hazlet (winter)

Flax
CDC Sorrel

CDC Bethune

Canaryseed
CDC Togo
Cantate

Canola
Synergy (polish)
Wizzard (conv.)

Foremost (conv.) 

Pea
CDC Meadow (yellow)

CDC Patrick (green)
4010 (forage)

Fababeans
Snowbird

“The good news is that all the players are in the room and 
they’re talking to each other.”

The relationship between the wheat and barley commissions 
and the Western Grains Research Foundation is one that will 
require careful consideration.

The commissions and the WGRF will be occupying a similar 
space in the revamped funding environment. 

Both receive money collected through producer checkoffs on 
wheat and barley. 

And both will use that money to support cereal grains research.
Steve said discussions involving the commissions and the 

WGRF have taken place.
The two organizations have made it clear that they intend to 

work together for the benefit of producers and the cereal grains 
industry as a whole.

 “We’ve had discussions with Western Grains on a preliminary 
basis,” Steve said.

“I think how the future unfolds is not completely clear to us or 
to the WGRF … but certainly, the intent is to work collaboratively, 
to the extent that we can, to be focusing on the same areas of 
research.”

Another critical issue facing the commissions is how to invest 
producer levies.

With Agriculture Canada serving notice that it will gradually 
reduce its role in developing and commercializing new wheat and 
barley varieties, one of the key decisions in the coming months 
will centre on whether producer levies should be used to ensure 
farmers have an ownership stake in plant breeding and varietal 
development functions.

Those critically important discussion are taking place at a time 
when private-sector plant breeding companies are positioning 
themselves to play a more prominent role in the development of 
new wheat varieties.

“We’ve obviously heard a lot of discussions about producer 
driven models and about public private partnerships,” Steve said.

“I think there’ a recognition that there’s going to be a change 
because of  Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada backing away 
from finishing new varieties but exactly what the new model 
looks like is a question that will be before us as an entire industry, 
and again, I think producers have a great opportunity to be heard 
on that.

“There’s definitely an investment gap in cereal research and 
how we address that is going to determine our competitiveness as 
an industry,” he continued.

“What I expect is that we will have a very comprehensive 
discussion around those matters and that our boards of directors 
and the boards of other provincial commissions will have very 
different points of view.

 “My role as general manager is to bring good information to 
the table so that we can make informed decisions on what that 
new direction is.”

Steve said the SWDC and SWBC have an opportunity to make 
some important decisions that will shape the industry for many 
years to come.

How producer levies are invested and leveraged could have 
far-reaching implications that help to determine how profitable 
Saskatchewan grain farmers are and what assets or organizations 
they influence, control or own.

 “This is an opportunity for farmers to directly have a say 
in the research priorities and market development priorities 
of their industry … so a big discussion point in our own 
strategic planning is how we demonstrate value to farmers  and 
show them that they’re getting something in return for that 
investment.”

“Definitely, the onus is on us to demonstrate and communicate 
value to the various players.”  ◆
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LONG-LASTING SOLUTIONS
Meridian galvanized bins have several unique 
features that offer today’s farmer long-lasting 
storage solutions. - BUILT TO STORE.

www.MeridianMFG.com

VERSATILE
Meridian’s multi-purpose SmoothWall bins allow you to 
store fertilizer, feed, wet or dry grain and Seed grain.  
That’s versatility! Meridian bins are - BUILT TO STORE.

QUIETEST AND FASTEST
We’re usually quiet about how fast our augers move 
grain! Meridian augers are - BUILT TO MOVE.

© 2014 Meridian Manufacturing Inc. Registered Trademarks Used Under License.
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Brown bagged seed 
causes marketing problems

an ameriCan wheat 
variety that was 
developed in North 
Dakota is causing a marketing dilemma 
north of the border.

Faller, a variety developed by North 
Dakota State University, is a high yielding 
red spring wheat that is well-adopted to 
growing conditions in North Dakota and 
Minnesota.

But it has also developed a strong 
following north of the border in southern 
Manitoba.

The problem is that variety has never 
been registered for commercial production 
in Canada.

That means Canadian farmers who 
grew the variety in 2013 are in possession 
of an unregistered commodity which 
legally can only be sold in Canada as feed 
wheat.

In 2013, an estimated 42,000 acres of 
Faller were grown in Manitoba, including 
about 25,000 acres that were grown with 
common seed that was acquired illegally.

With an estimated yield of almost 90 
bushels per acre, that means roughly 3.5 
to 4 million bushels of the variety were 
produced in Manitoba last year, about 60 
percent of which was grown from illegal 
or brown bagged seed.

Late last year, ADM Benson Quinn 
announced that Canadian wheat growers 
who planted Faller wheat from illegal 
common seed would have an opportunity 
to sell their 2013 production as milling 
wheat south of the border.

Scott Nagel, president of ADM Benson-
Quinn, announced in mid-November that 
his company had acquired an exclusive 
license to import Canadian-grown Faller 
into the United States.

Nagel said ADM Benson Quinn would 
accept deliveries of Canadian-grown 
Faller at three U.S. locations: Walsh 
Grain Terminal at Park River, N.D., 
Dakota Midland Grain at Voltaire, N.D. 
and Markit County Grain at Argyle, 
Minnesota.

He said prices offered would be 
comparable to prices for similar milling 
wheat varieties grown in the United 
States, although prices would discounted 
slightly to cover the costs of seed royalties, 
which will be collected on behalf of the 
variety’s developer, North Dakota State 
University.

prepared for Sask 
Seed Guide

“There was a fair 
amount of Faller 
planted (in Canada) 
from common seed  
… and Faller is an 
unregistered variety 
in Canada, so it was 
basically being grown 
illegally …,” said 
Nagel.

“What we’re doing 
is … providing a good 
legal opportunity for 
producers to receive a 
fair price for the grain 
that they produced … 
because technically, 
if they (grow it from 
common seed and) 
sell it in Canada, they 
need to sell it as feed 
wheat.”

The illegal use of 
Faller by Canadian 
wheat growers 
highlights an 
interesting dilemma 
in the Canadian grain 
industry.

Popular wheat 
varieties that are 
developed in the U.S. often tend to 
migrate across the border through illegal 
means, even before the varieties are 
registered for commercial production in 
Canada.

Seed Depot, a pedigreed seed 
company based at Pilot Mound, Man., has 
commercial rights to sell certified Faller 
seed in Canada.

Last year, in conjunction with 
grain handling companies Parrish & 
Heimbecker and Richardson International, 
Seed Depot launched a closed-loop, 
identity-preserved production program 
that would allow Canadian farmers to 
grow the variety legally.

John Smith, chief executive officer 
of Seed Depot, said his company sold 
enough certified Faller to plant roughly 
15,000 acres under closed-loop IP 
contracts.

Manitoba’s remaining acreage, about 
27,000 acres, was produced with illegal 
seed.

Smith said the arrangement allowing 
ADM Benson Quinnn to buy illegal 

Grower interest in high yielding wheat varieties with lower protein content may 
be outpacing market demand for low-protein milling wheat, especially in years 
where protein levels in the CWRS class are lower than normal.  |  FiLe phOtO

production and collect royalties on behalf 
of NDSU was the best solution to a bad 
situation.

The program is a one-time attempt to 
clear the system of illegal production, he 
said.

But it also highlights a situation that is 
likely to occur again in the future. In all 
likelihood, American plant breeders will 
continue to produce varieties that appeal 
to Canadian growers. 

And if those varieties are not legally 
available to Canadian growers, a likely 
result is black market sales. 

Lorne Hadley, executive director of 
the Canadian Plant Technology Agency, 
(CPTA) said situations like the one 
involving Faller have happened before 
and are likely to happen again.

But Hadley urged Canadian growers to 
consider the consequences of planting an 
unregistered variety.

For starters, buying common seed from 
a PBR protected variety for the purposes 
of commercial reproduction is illegal.
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In addition, harvested grain from an unregistered variety must 
be sold as feed grain. 

The ADM Benson-Quinnn program is a one-time opportunity for 
growers to get rid of illegally grown wheat, Hadley said.

“This is producers’ opportunity to get their Faller sold off their 
farms and … get an IP contract (next year) if they want to continue 
to produce Faller in 2014,” he said.

“There’s no guarantee that this will ever be repeated.”
According to Smith, the popularity of Faller among Canadian 

growers is a tribute to the variety’s high yield potential.
“It’s a huge compliment to the variety that so many farmers 

would sneak it in and grow it even though it isn’t registered,” he 
said.

Smith said growers in southern Manitoba like the variety because 
of its high yield potential.

But they should also be aware that protein levels in Faller are 
typically 1 to 1.5 percent lower than most CWRS wheat varieties that 
are grown in Canada.

Since the elimination of single desk wheat marketing in Western 
Canada, farmer interest in high-yielding wheat varieties has grown, 
Smith said.

But in some cases, grower uptake of Faller and other high 
yielding varieties in the CPSR class has outpaced the ability of 
exporters and grain handlers to market the crop, largely because of 
lower protein levels and reduced milling quality.

“In some cases, farmer enthusiasm for growing a wheat like 
(Faller) is running ahead of what market development has,” Smith 
said.

“That’s why there’s so much interest in going into the U.S. 
because the market is more fully developed in the United States for 
a wheat like Faller.”

Smith said discussions have taken place to determine if Faller 
should be put forward in early 2014 for commercial registration in 
Canada. 

More likely, registration support won’t be sought in Canada until 
the spring of 2015, primarily because there is a limited amount of 
Canadian trial data available, he added.

Changes to Canada’s variety registration system — including a 
move to accept foreign trial data — could potentially allow a variety 
like Faller to gain registration support more quickly in Canada.

Right now, foreign crop varieties that are put forward for 
registration in Canada must have sufficient data to support their 
application, including several years of data from pre-registration 
trials conducted in Canada. 

A variety like Faller has an established production history and a 
significant  amount of data to support an application for registration, 
but most if not all of that data comes from U.S. variety trials.

Until Faller is registered in Canada, Hadley said Canadian 
farmers must refrain from growing it, unless they use certified seed 
and sign a closed-loop production contract.

Producers in possession of illegal seed can sell their 2013 Faller 
production in the United States without fear of legal repercussions, 
he added.

But farmers who retain common seed and replant it again in 2014 
shouldn’t expect a similar break next year.

“This is a program of getting this product out of the marketplace, 
off the farm and asking producers not to retain any Faller to plant 
again in 2014 as common seed. Just move it out,” he said.

“If they choose to retain seed that they purchased illegally … 
grow it again and try to find a market for it, then they’re on their 
own,” Hadley added.

“Producers in Manitoba … should appreciate that (Seed 
Depot), the NDSU and the grain companies have worked very 
hard together to work this grain through the system, this time. 
But I wouldn’t expect it to happen again, with this variety or 
any other.”  ◆
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Our genes only 
come in blue.
When you purchase SeCan certified seed you’re
getting the promise and performance of SeCan
genetics. And with certified seed, you’re investing
in the future of plant breeding and new varieties
that contribute to your bottom line. 

Make the comfortable choice. 
Choose SeCan certified seed.

For genes that fit your farm®, 
visit www.secan.com
Genes that fit your farm® is a registered trademark of SeCan.
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“As the development of new 
crop varieties is a key component in 
innovation, it is important that we 
examine the regulatory system affecting 
the development and adoption of new 
varieties, including variety registration, 
as we work to improve the crop sector,” 
Ritz wrote.

“To do this, I have committed to 
an industry consultation process to 
gather views on the current process and 
potential areas for regulatory change. 
These formal and informal consultations 
will take place over the next several 
months.”

Today, nearly a year after Ritz invited 
feedback from the industry, the variety 
registration review process is moving to 
its next phase.

The deadline for industry feedback 
and consultation was Nov. 30.

Government is now reviewing 
industry comments and will decide, 
within the next few months, if changes 
will be made. 

In November, the CSTA released a 
proposed variety registration policy, 
recommending that the current variety 
registration system be retained but that 
flexibilities already built into the system 
be utilized more frequently.

“CSTA recognizes that variety 
registration is viewed as an important 
quality assurance system for some 
stakeholders on the crop value chain,” 
the draft proposal read.

“However, we also recognize 
that the current variety registration 
system is considered by some to be an 
impediment to innovation, investment 
and the ability of the seed sector to 

introduce new choices for farmers.”
Despite changes aimed at enhancing 

efficiency and flexibility, “the system has 
not resulted in an environment that is 
conducive to investment and innovation 
in Canada.”

Among other measures, the CSTA 
proposal recommended maintaining 
the current framework for variety 
registration but moving all crop species, 
kinds and types to a different section 
of Canada’s Seeds Regulations so as to 
make optional the need for merit testing 
requirements and recommendations 
from a recognized recommending 
committee.

“CSTA believes that this is the best 
option as it maintains government 
oversight of the system, but creates the 
predictability, flexibility and efficiency 
that is required to foster investment 
and innovation to enhance the 
competitiveness of our farmers; and to 
bring choice to customers, and value to 
the Canadian agri‐food sector and to the 
economy of Canada.”

Peter Entz, an executive with 
Richardson International who currently 
serves as president of the Canadian Seed 
Trade Association, said CSTA members 
had various opinion about the variety 
registration system.

“We had some members that wanted 
to keep it more status quo and we had 
some who wanted to do away with it,” 
Entz said.

“We knew the issue would be 
polarizing within our membership.”

Entz said the CSTA policy proposal 
was eventually adopted advocates 
retaining the current variety registration 
framework but moving all crops to Part 
3 of that framework, which eliminates 

the need for merit testing but retains 
government oversight.

The CSTA policy also included 
provisions for individual crop types to 
employ more stringent pre-registration 
testing requirements, if value chain 
members feel such requirements would 
be beneficial to the industry as a whole.

Ideally, we would like to move 
everything into Part 3, however, where 
the value chain says that it (wants more 
stringent registration criteria), we (the 
CSTA) are certainly not going to stand in 
the way….”

In other words, each crop type is 
unique and some crops may benefit from 
employing more stringent registration 
criteria than others.

In a 2012 interview with The Western 
Producer, Curtis Pozniak, a durum wheat 
breeder at the Crop Development Centre 
in Saskatoon, said crop quality and the 
protection of the Canadian brand should 
be paramount in any discussions related 
to variety registration.

“From my standpoint as a breeder, 
one of the things that we (are concerned 
about) is the importance of producing 
a consistent product and maintaining 
the Canadian brand,” said Pozniak, 
who sat on a Prairie Grain Development 
Committee (PGDC) working group 
tasked with assessing the current system 
and identifying potential areas of 
improvement.

“The variety registration system 
should be flexible and it is flexible in 
fact, but as we go forward, I think it will 
be critical to recognize the importance 
of the Canadian brand and to make sure 
that … we have the kinds of products 
that we need to ensure sales to our 
overseas customers.”    ◆
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Our genes only 
come in blue.
When you purchase SeCan certified seed you’re
getting the promise and performance of SeCan
genetics. And with certified seed, you’re investing
in the future of plant breeding and new varieties
that contribute to your bottom line. 

Make the comfortable choice. 
Choose SeCan certified seed.

For genes that fit your farm®, 
visit www.secan.com
Genes that fit your farm® is a registered trademark of SeCan.
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OMEX PRIMERS add nutrients onto the seed, 
optimizing nutritional balance to maximize emergence 
and vigour. PRIMERS help the plant manage (or cope 
with) the stresses of early season conditions to get the 
crop off to a strong start.

OMEX STARTERS are placed in the seed row  
to provide readily available phosphorus for maximum 
uptake into the plant. STARTERS promote rapid root 
growth and accelerated seedling emergence.

The most critical stage in attaining  
a plant’s yield potential is in 
ThE FIRST 30 DAyS® of its growth.

Early season stresses (both biotic and abiotic) can 
significantly affect the health, vigour and productivity of a 
crop – setting back maturity and reducing yield.

The focus of Omex’s research and development is to 
maximize yield potential with products that enhance 
and complement a well-balanced soil-applied fertilizer 
program. These products are applied at three key stages 
in ThE FIRST 30 DAyS.

FOLIARSPRIMERS STARTERS

Speak to an Omex Plant Health Professional today at 1-866-860-9660 or visit omexcanada.com.
Omex Agriculture Inc. is a market leader in the research, development and manufacturing of the most innovative line of plant nutrition products for the agriculture and 
horticulture sectors. Find out more at omexcanada.com. Always read and follow label directions  /  The First 30 Days® is a trademark of Omex Agriculture Inc.

OMEX FOLIARS are specialized liquid products 
formulated with specific nutrients to be applied with 
herbicides, fungicides and insecticides. FOLIARS boost 
a plant’s metabolism during periods of biotic or abiotic 
stress to preserve yield potential.

adOmex_SaskSeed_HalfPage_DPS_Jan2014.indd   1 06/12/2013   2:11:24 PM

Dealing with clubroot 
in Saskatchewan

FindinG CLuBrOOt on 
the farm can be deeply 
distressing for a canola 
grower. 

The backlash from other producers 
alone can be difficult to cope with, says 
Clint Jurke, agronomy specialist with 
the Canola Council of Canada.

On top of that, the disease can have 
a profound impact on how producers 
manage their farm and their rotations.

“It doesn’t matter where a farmer 
is, whether he’s in Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan or Alberta, when they’re 
the first one within a township or 
a county or municipality that have 
clubroot, it’s a really big deal and the 
community backlash can be a pretty 
negative experience as well, said Jurke.

“And I don’t think that it should be 
that way.” 

“This disease has been here (in 
Western Canada) for 10 years and we 
now have 10 years of research that 
shows that it can be managed very 
effectively if you take the right types 

By Shirley Byers
Freelance writer

It didn’t show up in Saskatchewan 
until 2008 when the clubroot pathogen 
was detected in soil from a field in the 
west central part of the province. 

of actions. If you use resistance in the 
right way, if you watch your rotations, 
this disease can be managed very 
effectively.”

Clubroot was detected in Alberta in 2003.

Clubroot is spreading but steps can be taken to control the disease. In Saskatchewan, a provincial clubroot 
initiative has been in place since 2009, recommending best management practices for farmers, oil and gas 
industry workers and others. | FiLe phOtO
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It was next reported in two fields in 
north central Saskatchewan in the fall of 
2011 and then in soil from a field in west-
central Saskatchewan in 2012.

 Saskatchewan’s Clubroot Initiative was 
put into place in 2009 with members from 
the Saskatchewan Ministry of Agriculture, 
Saskatchewan Association of Rural 
Municipalities (SARM), canola industry 
organizations and agricultural and utility 
companies. 

“Saskatchewan Clubroot Initiative 
meets regularly to discuss research, 
disease surveys, review extension 
materials, develop and update the 
Saskatchewan Clubroot Management 
Plan and create a forum for stakeholders 
to co-ordinate efforts to stop the spread 
of clubroot in Saskatchewan,” said Sean 
Miller, provincial plant disease specialist 
with the Saskatchewan Agriculture.

Clubroot was declared a pest under 
Saskatchewan’s Pest Control Act in 2009. 

Under this act, RMs are provided with 
the authority to enforce best management 
practices in an effort to control the spread 
of the disease. 

Saskatchewan Agriculture co-ordinates 
canola disease surveys, participates 
in clubroot surveillance and provides 
information to increase producer and 
public awareness of the disease. 

The ministry’s Crop Protection Lab can 
supply clubroot diagnosis.

The Saskatchewan Clubroot Initiative 
has developed a strategy based on the 
adoption of Best Management Practices, 
or BMPs.

Those BMPs include:
• Planting susceptible crops, including 

clubroot resistant canola varieties, no 
more than once every four years. Crop 
rotation will not prevent the introduction 
of clubroot to fields that are free of the 
pathogen, but it will restrict clubroot 
development by limiting the increase 
of clubroot spores and preventing the 
increase of clubroot inoculum. Good 
rotations also help to alleviate the impact 
of other plant pathogens.

• Scouting crops regularly and 
carefully.

• Practicing good sanitation by 
restricting the movement of potentially 
contaminated soil to non-contaminated 
regions. For Saskatchewan producers, this 
means restricting entry into their fields 
of vehicles, field machinery or oil rig 
equipment with earth tag from infested 
regions unless machinery has been 
properly sanitized. Ask questions about 
where the equipment is from and what 
sanitation measures were used before the 
equipment left the infested area.

• Cleaning steps that include 
removal of crop debris and soil; washing 
equipment with a power washer 
using hot water or steam and misting 

with a disinfectant such as one or two 
percent bleach solution. After bleaching, 
an additional rinse with water is 
recommended. 

• Avoiding the use of straw, hay, 
greenfeed, silage and manure from 
infested or suspect areas. Clubroot spores 
may survive livestock digestion.

The risk of spreading clubroot through 
contaminated seed or plant material is 
much less than the risk of transportation 
via contaminated soil on field equipment 
and vehicles. However, avoid seed with 
earth tag from infested areas to prevent 
introduction to clean fields.

“Many producers are well aware of 
the potential risk of clubroot and are 
diligent in following the best management 
practices,” said Miller. 

“Practicing good sanitation, specifically 
washing equipment is not being asked 
of growers unless the soil or piece of 
equipment is potentially contaminated.”  

Joan Heath, chair of Saskatchewan 
Canola Development Commission, farms 
near Radisson, Saskatchewan. 

She said growers in clubroot-free areas 
are unlikely to use intensive practices such 
as washing down equipment.

But even if a farmer takes five minutes 
when they’re moving equipment to kick 
as much soil as possible off their machines, 
this would reduce the risk of spreading 
clubroot quite significantly.   ◆   
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It’s been talked about, debated, and argued amongst 
growers across the prairies. When it’s all said and done, 
according to yield trials, Genuity® Roundup Ready® 
hybrids yield on par with the competition.* Like all 
contests this close, the debate rages on... for now.

It’s all tied up.
When it comes to yield supremacy,  
it’s six of one, half dozen of the other. 
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a new nation-wide 
organization has been 
formed to deal with 
issues affecting Canada’s cereal grains 
industry.

Cereals Canada is billed as a multi-
commodity organization that will work 
to enhance the competitiveness of all 
Canadian cereal grains, including wheat, 
barley, oats, rye, triticale and others.

The new council was incorporated 
last fall and was expected to name 
a president in late 2013 to direct the 
organization’s day-to-day activities.

In a late 2013 interview, Jean-Marc 
Ruest, a senior vice-president with 
Richardson International, said the new 
organization will represent the interests 
of three main stakeholder groups.

“We essentially have three groups 
of members, one being producers, one 
being life science and seed companies 
and the other sector being handlers, 
exporters and processors,” said Ruest, 
one of three founding directors with the 
new organization.

prepared for Sask 
Seed Guide

national cereals council
 promotes whole industry approach

Smaller commodity groups fear their interests may not be represented 

“We expect to have 18 directors, so six 
directors from each of those three sub 
groups ….”

“What we are really shooting for is 
by the end of (2013), to have our board 
fully established and … a president 
hired … so we are a fully functioning 
organization before the end of the (2013) 
calendar year.”

Ruest said the new organization does 
not anticipate any direct government 
involvement but he did not rule out the 
possibility of government contributing 
financially to Cereals Canada’s 
operations.

“With respect to government itself, 
we haven’t anticipated any direct 
involvement,” Ruest said.

However, the organization will be 
ideally positioned to offer direction to 
government on issues and policies that 
affect the cereal grains industry, such 
as changes to varietal registration and 
funding priorities in cereal research.

“A number of people have made 
their views known on how (the variety 

registration system) should evolve but I 
think … Cereals Canada will be a great 
voice for the industry generally on that 
type of issue,” Ruest said. 

Founders of the group have also 
identified market development as an 
area where Cereals Canada could play 
an important role.

Efforts to create an all-encompassing 
cereals organization began in 2012 when 
a working group representing various 
industry stakeholders met to discuss the 
formation of a national cereals council.

Ruest did not share details of the 
organization’s operational budget but 
said financial contributions will come 
from each of the three stakeholder 
groups that will be represented at the 
council’s board level.

The organization also hopes to 
work closely with provincial cereal 
commissions, including new wheat and 
barley commissions that are currently 
being established across the Prairies.

COnTInUeD On PAGe 52

Cereals Canada is comprised of producers, life science companies, seed companies, grain handlers, exporters and 
processors. It aims to represent all the interests of all commodities in the cereal grains sector, including wheat, 
barley, oats, rye, triticale and corn. For primary producers, the obvious concern is whether such a broadly based 
organization can effectively represent farmers’ interests. | FiLe phOtO
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*AgCelence benefits refer to products that contain the active ingredient pyraclostrobin. 

Always read and follow label directions.
AgSolutions is a registered trade-mark of BASF Corporation; AgCelence is a registered trade-mark, and INSURE is a trade-mark of BASF SE, all used with 
permission by BASF Canada Inc. INSURE CEREAL should be used in a preventative disease control program. © 2014 BASF Canada Inc.

We know the value of  
cool weather germination.
We have to. It’s Canada.

Creating a seed treatment that can withstand this country’s unpredictable 
elements was no accident. Like you and your operation, Insure™ Cereal 
was built in Canada. Of course increased emergence in cool germination 
conditions and enhanced tolerance to frost are just some of this innovative 
seed treatment’s advantages. It also delivers more emerged seedlings, 
a more consistent plant stand, increased root biomass and larger shoot 
systems. They’re all part of the unique benefits* we call AgCelence®.  
And Insure Cereal is the only cereal seed treatment that has them. For  
details, visit agsolutions.ca/insure or call AgSolutions® Customer Care  
at 1-877-371-BASF (2273).
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“I think those commissions, as they come on line, are going to 
be very involved with Cereals Canada,” he said.

“The commissions will be involved … with respect to the 
direction of producer funds so they will be a strong source of the 
producer’s voice at Cereals Canada.”

The idea of forming a national cereals council to represent the 
interests of grain growers, seed companies and grain handlers has 
generated criticism from some people in the industry who feel 
that the interests of farmers will be overlooked or disregarded.

Alberta Wheat Commission chair Kent Erickson, another 
founding director with Cereals Canada, said he has no concerns 
about farmer interests being ignored.

He said the group’s main objective is to ensure Canada’s 
entire cereal grains industry remains competitive, profitable and 
innovative

“With changes to the Canadian Wheat Board Act and the way 
the industry is going now, we really needed a place or a forum 
where all of the industry could come together and discuss issues 
that are specific to cereals,” said Erickson, a grain farmer from 
Irma, Alta. 

“We don’t have to agree on everything but we need to have a 
place where we can come together with some funds to back us to 
try and solve some of the problems that we’re facing now with 
the changes we’ve had in the industry.”

But others, including groups that represent barley and oat 
growers, have already indicated that they will not join Cereals 
Canada.

The Alberta Barley Commission, the Saskatchewan Barley 
Development Commission and the Prairie Oat Growers 
Association said last year that they have no intention of joining 
the organization in any formal capacity.

“We already have a united voice for oats,” said Shawna 
Mathieson, executive director with Prairie Oat Growers 
Association (POGA).

“We cover about 90 percent of the oats grown in Canada  … so 
we feel like we already kind of have our own oats council.”

The Alberta Barley Commission and the Saskatchewan Barley 
Development Commission also feel that the interests of barley 
growers will be better served by working with Cereals Council at 
arm’s length.

The Alberta barley commission is already closely aligned with 
another national council, the Barley Council of Canada, which 
deals exclusively with issues pertaining to barley production, 
research, marketing and promotion.

“We anticipate working with Cereals Canada on issues of 
national and international importance, largely through our 
participation in the Barley Council of Canada,” Alberta Barley 
chairman Matt Sawyer said in a recent interview. 

“On the home front, we remain focused on representing 
Alberta barley farmers and working to achieve profitability for 
our crop.”

Although Cereals Canada has not garnered much support 
from barley and oat grower groups, Ruest said his organization is 
still hoping to develop a co-operative working relationship with 
all organizations, including the Alberta Barley Commission, the 
Saskatchewan Barley Development Commission and the Barley 
Council of Canada.

He said a co-operative approach based on open dialogue with 
the Barley Council of Canada will best serve the cereals industry 
as a whole.

“We are to a certain extent in uncharted territory here as we 
build our respective organizations so I think the key really is 
going to be communications between the various groups,” Ruest 
said.  ◆

agricard.ca
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COSt and quality were 
the two prevailing 
concerns when seed 
growers talked about alternative service 
delivery (ASD) for pedigreed seed crop 
inspections coming in 2014.

Anita Palmier farms with her 
husband, Maurice, and their son near 
Lafleche, Sask.

So far, they’ve had two quotes from 
Authorized Seed Crop Inspection 
Services (ASCIS), one for $2.75 per acre 
and the other for $4.75 per acre.  

In past years, they’ve consistently 
had 95 per cent of their 10,000 acres 
inspected. 

But starting in 2014, the higher prices 
for inspections could mean they’ll have 
to pick and choose which fields will be 
used for seed production.

“It’s going to limit (our choices) and 
increase our bookkeeping,” Anita said 
when asked about ASD..

“The cost is the number one thing. We 
wouldn’t even mind paying two bucks an 
acre and keep it in the same hands. They 
know what they’re doing. They have a 
paper trail. They’ve done this for years.” 

At Wynyard, Sask., Glen Bolt is 
pleased with the $1.50 or $1.75 an acre his 
Authorized Seed Crop Inspection Service 
(ASCIS) is offering. Another benefit for 
him is being able to contract the same 
inspector he had when the CFIA was 
doing the inspections. 

Nevertheless, he doesn’t think those 
increased costs can be passed on to 
the customer. “Everybody complains 
right now that we charge too much (for 
certified seed),” Bolt said.

“People don’t realize the expenses a 
seed grower has.... Last year we paid over 
a hundred grand in royalties.” 

Milestone, Sask., seed grower and 
CSGA director for Saskatchewan Joe 
Rennick puts a positive spin on the 
higher rates. Think in terms of bushels 
rather than acres, he suggests. 

“An average 40 bushel crop of wheat, 
in a 100 acre field, at $4 per acre works 
out to just 10 cents per bushel for that 
inspection. If you’re selling certified seed 
for $10.10 you’ve covered that cost off. 
You’re passing it to the customer. It’s not 
$4 increased cost. It’s 10 cents a bushel.”

Bolt is pleased with the third party 
inspection model that is being used 
under ASD.

He doesn’t think the first party 
inspection model — where seed growers 
inspect their own fields — would ever 
work. 

“How are you going to have 
somebody policing themselves?” he asks. 

“I’m glad they didn’t do that. They 
were going to let us do all our certified 
and get a third party to do the foundation 
and registered. 

“Even doing your own certified, I 
didn’t think would work,” he says.

“People wouldn’t take the time to 
walk through it. We don’t walk through 
our crops enough.” 

Theoretically, why couldn’t a grower 
do his own inspections? After all, the 
seed grower cleans his product and 
grades it if he has a registered seed plant 
and CSI audit.  

“My response is you might want to 
talk to your errors and omissions insurers 
to see if they will even cover you,” 
Rennick said.

“What I’ve gathered is that if it isn’t 
third party they’ll probably walk away. 
No, better not do your own inspection.  
We want the third party system.”

Laura Cross at FarmersEdge in 
Winnipeg said seed growers should be 
booking inspection services as soon as 
possible.

“They should book them 
immediately,” says Cross.

 “They should be planning and 
talking to the inspections services 
groups. We’re already speaking to lots of 
growers.” 

Prospective licensed seed crop 
inspectors (LSCIs) have been attending 
training sessions to ready themselves for 
the task of inspecting crops under the 
ASD model.

Nancy Denysiuk, senior seed 
analyst at Ag-Vision Seed Lab at Carrot 
River, Sask., said her company sent 
three employees to the CFIA office in 
Saskatoon for training last summer. 

They were in the classroom for three 
days, followed by a pulse training day 
and a day and a half of field training 
on cereals. They completed a written 
exam after the classroom training and a 
practical exam. 

Ag-Vision is hoping to train more 
LSCIs this year.

Neither Ag-Vision nor FarmersEdge 
had determined their rates as of early 

December, 2013. 
Some seed growers have raised 

concerns that there  may not be enough 
licensed inspectors to do the job in 2014 
but Rennick says from the numbers he’s 
seen, there will be enough people. 

And there will be training sessions for 
the growers, providing opportunities to 
learn the new system. 

In March, the Saskatchewan Seed 
Growers Association will hold a 
training event  dedicated specifically to 
alternative service delivery.

“The old paper application which had 
five fields is gone,” Rennick says. 

“It’s one application per field (now). 
For 20 fields you’ll have 20 forms to 
fill in. It’s more paperwork, but …you 
(can) file electronically or by fax or you 
can do it with an app off your phone. 
On each field you have to (choose) a 
service provider, whoever that may 
be. If you had 20 fields and there are a 
dozen companies, you could have eight 
different service providers. You must 
cover all the possibilities.”

Licensed seed crop inspector and 
former pedigreed seed grower, Kelvin 
Meadows agrees that there will be 
changes in how the reporting will 
be done and in how farmers will be 
sending in their paperwork.

But for him and his wife Shelley, their 
work will remain virtually identical 
to what they did with the CFIA. They 
worked for that organization for three 
and two years respectively. 

New inspectors will have to get a feel 
for how long it takes to inspect a field, 
and be able to factor in other costs in 
order to price and offer their service, he 
says. 

“My concern is for people coming 
into the industry or growers who are 
used to a certain level of service from 
the CFIA....  There will be some concerns 
from growers – will the inspectors be 
competent?” he says.

“From the other side – (new 
inspection companies will be asking) 
how do I promote myself? Can I 
get the acres? How do I develop a 
relationship?”

“There will be a bit of a dating period, 
we’ll call it, until everybody gets used to 
the system and gets used to each other,” 
Meadows says.

“Over time it certainly will improve.” ◆

All aboard for ASD
Seed growers express inspection concerns as they gear up for 2014

By Shirley Byers
Freelance writer
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The CPT system includes both small plot and large field scale trials. 
Results for 2013 are based on 20 small plot trials and 108 field scale trials 
across the Prairies. Trial results that missed the print deadline for this 
publication are available online at www.canolaperformancetrials.ca. 

Site distribution is based on seeded acres in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta and British Columbia.

The small plot system ensures that:
•  All varieties are treated with appropriate commercially associated 

herbicides and seed treatments.
• An independent third party representative inspects all trials.
•  Varieties are in blocks based on maturity. That way, harvest occurs at the 

appropriate time to minimize harvest losses due to maturity differences.

Field scale comparisons add extra perspective for assessing consistency 
in variety performance. For field scale plots, two or more varieties were 
compared at each site, and each site had a common check, 73-75 RR. 
Comparisons are based on harvested strips of 0.5 to 1.5 acres each. Field 
scale data is not necessarily replicated in all cases, but the data presented 
has been audited to make sure it complies with CPT protocols.

CV – For coefficient of variation (CV), the lower the CV value, the more 
reliable the test. For example, if comparing results from two test locations, 
one with a CV of 4% and the other with a CV of 8%, the test with the CV of 
4% can be considered more reliable. There is always variability in research 
trials. The key is designing and managing experiments so CVs stay within a 
reasonable range. For the CPT, experience has shown that CVs below 15% 
indicate good test reliability.

LSD – The least significant difference (LSD at a 5% level of statistical 
significance) for each dataset indicates whether differences between 
varieties are statistically meaningful. Varieties should only be considered 
different in yield performance if the numerical difference between them is 
greater than the LSD value. Using the sample table below, if the LSD is 5.0, 
varieties A and B are not statistically different, B and C are not statistically 
different, but A and C are statistically different. In the yield graphs for each 
season zone (see page 20), LSD for each variety group is given on the left. 

A total of 81 field scale trials 
were approved this year: 
AB=33, SK=27, MB=20, BC=1

Long Season

Mid Season

Short Season

TooLs To HeLP YoU mAKe BeTTer cHoIces

Variety Yield (bu./ac.)

A 52

B 54

C 58

LSD 5.0

Results are organized by short, medium and long season zones. CPT uses 
the Western Canada Canola/Rapeseed Recommending Committee (WCC/
RRC) season zones, which are based on typical frost free days, growing 
degree days and soil type. Grey wooded soils, for example, are in the short 
season zone. See Table A for specific numbers for each zone.

Small plot and field scale data are presented separately in the following 
tables. For more detailed performance results, growing conditions and 
production details for specific trial sites, use the online CPT database at 
www.canolaperformancetrials.ca.

The tables include yield, days to maturity, height and lodging scores for 
each variety. Lodging scores are between 1 and 5, with 1 being no lodging 

and 5 being completely lodged. 

Gross revenue is based on yield multiplied by $11.20/bu. This is based on 
$493.70 per tonne, the March 2014 futures close on October 1, 2013, and 
a 50-pound bushel weight. Premiums are included in the calculations for 
specialty market varieties. 

In the tables, varieties are listed numerically and alphabetically, starting 
with Clearfield (CL) varieties, followed by Liberty Link (LL) and Roundup 
Ready (RR).

Each zone and small plot location is identified on the map above.

1. To begin, use the map above. Identify your growing season zone and 
trial locations closest to your farm. 

2. To evaluate yield potential, look at all small plot and field scale 
locations in your growing season zone and the average yield for your 
zone. 

3. Consider other information such as maturity, lodging resistance and 
cost. The online database at www.canolaperformancetrials.ca includes 
an economic calculator.

4. Ask your seed dealer for more information on specific varieties.

Table A: Season Zones

Season Frost Free Days Growing Degree Days 
 (Base 5ºC)*

Short 75–95 1,100–1,450
Medium 95–115 1,450–1,700

Long 115+ 1,700+
*On a base 5ºC scale, growing degree days only accumulate on days when highs are above 5ºC.
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Long Season Zone: Small plot results by location
Long Season Zone Mid Season Zone Short Season Zone Distributor

Variety Yield (Bu/Ac)
Days To 
Maturity

Lodging Height (In.)
Yield (Bu/

Ac)
Days To 
Maturity

Lodging Height (In.)
Yield (Bu/

Ac)
Days To 
Maturity

Lodging Height (In.)

clearfield
5525 cL 86.2 93.6 2.3 51.5 68.7 100.0 2.4 46.1 75.2 107.8 3.4 49.7 Brett Young

Vr 9560 cL 87.3 93.1 2.8 52.1 72.0 102.3 2.9 48.9 80.3 109.7 3.9 50.2 Proven Seed/cPS
LSD 13 9.1 13

Liberty Link
5440 100.4 93.5 1.6 51.5 74.8 99.4 2.1 47.8 90.1 108.2 2.5 50.7 Bayer crop Science
L252 111.9 95.0 1.9 51.0 79.4 100.6 2.5 47.6 95.6 108.9 3.0 48.7 Bayer crop Science
L261 101.3 96.1 1.6 59.6 75.7 101.9 2.2 52.4 88.6 110.0 2.6 54.9 Bayer crop Science
L130 93.7 93.0 1.6 51.7 72.1 98.9 2.0 47.6 88.6 106.8 1.9 49.7 Bayer crop Science
L154 102.6 93.1 3.0 52.4 74.2 99.3 2.9 48.0 86.7 108.4 3.8 50.4 Bayer crop Science
L159 98.2 95.3 2.0 55.0 76.5 100.0 2.3 50.0 89.8 108.5 3.0 51.9 Bayer crop Science
LSD 14 7.0 8.6

roundup ready
73-45 rr 87.2 91.8 3.3 44.1 67.6 97.7 3.5 42.0 79.0 106.3 3.8 43.6 Dekalb
6060 rr 98.2 96.5 1.9 53.5 72.2 102.6 2.4 47.7 81.1 110.0 3.0 50.4 Brett Young
6050 rr 91.1 92.8 3.5 46.9 69.9 98.8 3.4 43.9 76.7 107.3 3.9 46.5 Brett Young
6044 rr 97.3 94.8 1.4 50.7 69.9 99.4 1.9 44.6 79.8 106.8 2.6 45.3 Brett Young

1990 99.2 92.4 2.9 50.3 73.6 100.4 2.9 45.6 82.4 109.2 3.9 46.0 canterra
V12-1 93.1 93.0 2.1 53.5 73.8 100.3 2.3 47.0 85.9 108.9 3.9 47.5 cargil
V12-2 93.0 96.4 1.9 51.3 69.2 101.2 2.3 45.4 75.7 108.8 3.9 46.8 cargil

09H7757 95.0 97.0 1.8 55.0 75.1 102.5 2.2 49.9 84.4 109.3 3.9 49.7 cargil
10DL30109 93.9 94.9 2.0 52.8 70.5 100.5 2.3 46.2 73.0 108.0 2.9 48.7 DL Seeds
10DL30509 98.6 95.9 1.4 52.0 74.6 101.5 2.0 46.0 80.4 109.6 2.8 47.2 DL Seeds
73-75 rr 100.9 92.1 3.5 48.4 71.9 99.2 3.2 44.4 75.1 106.3 3.6 44.3 Dekalb
74-44 BL 94.1 92.1 3.3 48.1 71.5 98.2 3.2 42.6 81.0 106.7 3.8 46.1 Dekalb
74-47 cr 102.3 95.6 2.9 51.4 70.1 100.5 3.0 45.6 80.7 108.4 4.0 48.5 Dekalb
74-54 rr 95.4 91.6 3.6 47.8 71.4 98.7 3.5 45.2 81.1 106.8 4.0 47.2 Dekalb
SY4114 100.6 92.1 3.1 48.0 71.7 99.2 3.1 43.8 74.9 106.3 3.9 44.4 Syngenta
SY4135 99.6 92.4 3.3 48.9 71.9 99.1 3.3 44.0 80.7 106.5 3.5 46.4 Syngenta

Vr 9562 Gc 97.5 93.8 2.0 53.1 72.6 99.3 2.5 47.8 82.3 107.4 3.6 52.0 Proven Seed/cPS
VT 530 G 96.1 93.0 2.0 53.0 73.2 99.7 2.2 47.7 83.3 108.1 2.9 49.2 Proven Seed/cPS
73-15 rr 74.6 104.5 4.0 44.2 Dekalb

LSD 11 6.7 9.0

Short Season Zone: 
Average yield for 4 small plot sites (bu./ac.)

Mid Season Zone: 
Average yield for 14 small plot sites (bu./ac.)

Long Season Zone: 
Average yield for 2 small plot sites (bu./ac.)

Clearfield LSD: 13.0

Liberty Link LSD: 14.0

Roundup Ready LSD: 11.0

Clearfield LSD: 9.1

Liberty Link LSD: 7.0

Roundup Ready LSD: 6.7

Clearfield LSD: 13.0

Liberty Link LSD: 8.6

Roundup Ready LSD: 9.0 
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*Gross revenue for this cargill Specialty canola hybrid includes a premium of $1.13/bu. Yield is rounded to the nearest whole number. Gross revenue is based on non-rounded yield. Gross revenue is yield multiplied by $11.20/bu. Vr 9560 cL is eligible 
for pricing premiums of $15MT (Alberta), $25MT (Saskatchewan) and $35MT (Manitoba) in addition to the price provided in the “Gross revenue” column. Final premium amount will be dependent on delivery period. contact Viterra for more details.

*Gross revenue for this cargill Specialty canola hybrid includes a premium of $1.13/bu. Yield is rounded to the nearest whole number. Gross revenue is based on non-rounded yield. Gross revenue is yield multiplied by $11.20/bu. Vr 9560 cL is eligible 
for pricing premiums of $15MT (Alberta), $25MT (Saskatchewan) and $35MT (Manitoba) in addition to the price provided in the “Gross revenue” column. Final premium amount will be dependent on delivery period. contact Viterra for more details.

Mid Season Zone: Small plot results by location
Aberdeen, SK Elstow, SK Foam Lake, Sk

Variety

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross  
revenue/Ac

Days to 
m

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross  
revenue/Ac

Days to 
m

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross  
revenue/Ac

Days to 
m

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

clearfield
5525 cL 57.1 $640 95.8 - 48.7 65.7 $737 97.3 - 47.2 77.6 $871 97.8 2.5 44.5

Vr 9560 cL 54.4 $610 96.0 - 54.1 68.0 $764 97.8 - 49.2 82.9 $930 99.0 2.3 47.0
LSD 9.5 15 2.4

Liberty Link
5440 65.4 $733 95.0 - 51.9 62.0 $696 95.8 - 48.2 89.0 $999 97.3 2.3 49.6
L252 62.5 $701 96.0 - 51.9 69.4 $778 95.9 - 48.0 95.4 $1,070 98.5 2.0 50.4
L261 63.2 $709 95.5 - 55.1 65.0 $730 96.8 - 51.2 86.7 $973 101.0 2.8 53.3
L130 59.7 $670 95.3 - 52.4 60.9 $683 95.0 - 47.7 93.4 $1,048 96.8 1.8 49.6
L154 59.0 $662 94.8 - 52.4 69.1 $775 95.8 - 46.0 92.4 $1,037 97.3 2.5 48.8
L159 58.4 $655 94.5 - 53.4 70.1 $787 95.1 - 51.2 86.9 $975 98.3 2.0 52.6
LSD 6.5 7 7.1

roundup ready
73-45 rr 58.0 $651 95.3 - 45.8 59.8 $671 94.8 - 44.0 82.4 $925 95.5 4.0 39.4
6060 rr 58.3 $654 96.3 - 51.2 62.6 $702 98.8 - 46.8 87.6 $983 102.8 2.8 49.2
6050 rr 58.6 $658 96.0 - 47.7 64.4 $723 95.4 - 47.5 85.7 $962 96.0 3.8 46.3
6044 rr 53.9 $605 95.8 - 48.5 58.3 $654 95.6 - 44.0 81.8 $918 99.0 2.5 48.0

1990 62.5 $702 95.3 - 50.0 64.4 $722 97.1 - 46.3 89.3 $1,002 96.5 2.8 47.0
V12-1* 63.4 $783 95.5 - 50.0 64.6 $798 96.3 - 47.5 85.6 $1,058 99.3 2.5 48.6
V12-2* 60.2 $744 96.3 - 49.7 54.1 $669 97.3 - 47.0 84.5 $1,045 100.3 2.8 45.7

09H7757 65.0 $730 96.3 - 52.9 63.2 $709 96.8 - 48.7 89.4 $1,003 100.8 3.0 51.6
10DL30109 55.9 $627 95.0 - 48.7 65.4 $734 97.3 - 47.7 80.1 $898 97.5 3.0 46.5
10DL30509 63.2 $709 95.5 - 50.7 62.8 $704 96.3 - 44.8 87.1 $977 100.8 2.5 47.8
73-75 rr 62.9 $705 95.5 - 48.2 61.1 $686 96.0 - 44.5 91.8 $1,030 96.3 3.8 45.1
74-44 BL 60.4 $677 96.0 - 47.5 58.6 $657 95.3 - 43.8 89.9 $1,008 96.5 3.0 44.3
74-47 cr 58.0 $650 95.3 - 48.2 56.4 $633 97.8 - 47.2 82.9 $931 98.0 3.3 48.0
74-54 rr 64.3 $722 95.0 - 48.0 60.7 $681 95.3 - 43.8 91.3 $1,024 96.8 3.8 47.6
SY4114 61.3 $688 95.8 - 49.2 60.4 $677 96.3 - 44.3 89.5 $1,005 96.8 3.5 44.1
SY4135 60.8 $682 95.3 - 48.0 61.3 $688 95.9 - 46.3 86.5 $970 96.0 3.5 44.3

Vr 9562 Gc 56.8 $637 95.3 - 47.2 58.7 $658 96.5 - 50.0 87.9 $986 97.5 2.3 48.0
VT 530 G 58.7 $658 96.3 - 51.7 65.7 $738 96.3 - 50.4 91.3 $1,025 96.8 2.3 47.2

LSD 7.4 6.1 6.6
cV 8.3 7.4 5.5

Long Season Zone: Small plot results by location
Portage, MB Outlook, SK

Variety Yield (BU/AC) Gross Revenue/AC Days to Maturity Lodging Height (In.) Yield (BU/AC) Gross Revenue/AC Days to Maturity Lodging Height (In.)

C
5525 CL 78.0 $875 91.3 1.8 51.2 94.4 $1,059 96.0 2.8 51.9

VR 9560 CL 80.8 $907 89.0 2.0 49.2 93.7 $1,051 97.3 3.5 54.9
LSD 6.7 19

Liberty Link
5440 96.3 $1,081 89.8 2.0 50.2 104.5 $1,173 97.3 1.3 52.7
L252 106.6 $1,196 93.0 2.0 50.7 117.1 $1,314 97.0 1.8 51.2
L261 96.2 $1,080 95.3 2.0 59.1 106.3 $1,192 97.0 1.3 60.2
L130 86.6 $972 90.0 1.8 52.2 100.9 $1,132 96.0 1.5 51.3
L154 102.4 $1,149 90.8 2.8 51.7 102.9 $1,154 95.5 3.3 53.2
L159 91.6 $1,028 93.5 2.0 53.1 104.8 $1,176 97.0 2.0 56.8
LSD 13 14

Roundup Ready
73-45 RR 83.1 $932 88.8 3.3 48.7 91.2 $1,024 94.8 3.3 39.6
6060 RR 96.3 $1,080 94.8 1.8 51.7 100.1 $1,123 98.3 2.0 55.3
6050 RR 87.9 $986 91.5 3.5 47.7 94.3 $1,058 94.0 3.5 46.1
6044 RR 95.1 $1,067 92.8 1.5 49.7 99.5 $1,117 96.8 1.3 51.7

1990 93.3 $1,047 88.8 2.8 48.2 105.1 $1,180 96.0 3.0 52.4
V12-1* 85.2 $1,053 89.3 2.8 52.7 100.9 $1,248 96.8 1.5 54.3
V12-2* 88.7 $1,097 93.3 2.3 49.2 97.2 $1,202 99.5 1.5 53.4

09H7757 89.8 $1,008 94.3 2.0 52.7 100.2 $1,124 99.8 1.5 57.4
10DL30109 94.1 $1,055 93.8 2.0 51.7 93.8 $1,053 96.0 2.0 53.8
10DL30509 99.6 $1,118 94.0 1.3 51.7 97.5 $1,094 97.8 1.5 52.3
73-75 RR 96.0 $1,078 89.3 3.0 48.7 105.7 $1,186 95.0 4.0 48.1
74-44 BL 87.8 $985 89.0 3.0 48.7 100.4 $1,127 95.3 3.5 47.4
74-47 CR 101.9 $1,143 95.3 2.0 52.7 102.8 $1,153 96.0 3.8 50.1
74-54 RR 89.5 $1,004 88.5 3.3 46.8 101.2 $1,136 94.8 4.0 48.8
SY4114 92.8 $1,042 89.5 2.3 47.7 108.3 $1,215 94.8 4.0 48.3
SY4135 90.7 $1,018 87.8 2.8 48.7 108.4 $1,217 97.0 3.8 49.0

VR 9562 GC 95.1 $1,067 91.8 2.0 50.7 99.9 $1,121 95.8 2.0 55.5
VT 530 G 90.5 $1,016 89.8 2.5 50.7 101.7 $1,141 96.3 1.5 55.2

LSD 9 12
CV 7.3 8.3
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Swift current, SK Yorkton, SK Forestburg, AB Fort Saskatchewan, AB

Variety

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/Ac

Days to m
aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/Ac

Days to M
aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/Ac

Days to M
aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/Ac

Days to M
aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

clearfield
5525 cL 38.4 $431 106.3 - 46.0 81.7 $916 97.0 2.8 37.8 59.6 $669 105.0 - 43.8 92.8 $1,041 108.8 4.3 53.6

Vr 9560 cL 41.1 $461 110.0 - 50.4 94.1 $1,056 101.8 3.5 42.3 57.1 $641 106.0 - 47.2 93.9 $1,053 112.5 4.3 55.1
LSD 7.1 12 13 12

Liberty Link
5440 39.5 $443 105.3 - 50.5 86.9 $975 96.8 2.5 35.4 63.4 $711 104.0 - 42.8 100.5 $1,127 107.0 2.5 56.1
L252 49.0 $550 107.8 - 47.6 97.7 $1,096 98.0 3.0 38.6 63.6 $714 104.0 - 45.8 107.5 $1,206 111.3 3.8 52.2
L261 41.4 $464 108.3 - 53.6 95.1 $1,067 100.5 2.5 44.9 54.2 $608 104.0 - 44.8 112.8 $1,266 113.5 3.0 60.0
L130 39.7 $446 106.0 - 50.7 88.5 $993 96.0 2.0 37.0 51.8 $581 104.0 - 42.3 96.8 $1,086 105.3 2.8 53.6
L154 40.4 $453 105.3 - 51.4 88.9 $997 97.0 3.5 39.4 59.1 $663 103.0 - 45.3 95.1 $1,066 109.0 4.0 51.7
L159 44.7 $502 106.0 - 54.7 95.1 $1,067 98.0 2.8 39.8 58.8 $659 103.0 - 46.3 111.6 $1,252 110.5 2.8 58.1
LSD 5.7 5.0 10 8.3

roundup ready
73-45 rr 43.9 $492 101.5 - 44.1 72.6 $815 91.5 3.8 31.9 61.6 $691 103.0 - 35.4 90.7 $1,017 105.5 5.0 49.2
6060 rr 41.4 $465 107.5 - 52.4 76.7 $860 100.3 3.5 39.0 57.1 $641 103.0 - 41.3 109.9 $1,233 115.0 2.8 53.6
6050 rr 43.9 $492 104.0 - 46.2 82.4 $925 94.5 3.8 34.3 60.3 $677 103.0 - 42.1 90.2 $1,012 109.0 4.5 46.8
6044 rr 43.4 $487 106.5 - 45.8 82.0 $920 97.3 2.3 36.4 61.3 $688 103.0 - 39.9 102.0 $1,145 107.5 2.5 51.2

1990 42.9 $481 105.5 - 49.9 83.8 $940 96.8 3.5 39.4 70.9 $795 105.0 - 43.8 94.9 $1,064 113.3 4.8 47.7
V12-1* 42.3 $523 105.0 - 48.1 93.8 $1,159 99.3 3.0 40.7 66.6 $823 104.0 - 44.8 99.2 $1,226 107.3 2.8 52.7
V12-2* 43.4 $536 108.0 - 47.9 79.9 $987 98.5 3.0 35.6 61.3 $758 104.0 - 39.6 94.3 $1,166 109.0 2.3 52.2

09H7757 46.7 $524 106.8 - 53.1 93.6 $1,050 101.0 3.3 40.2 69.5 $780 107.0 - 48.0 107.3 $1,204 112.5 2.3 55.1
10DL30109 40.2 $451 105.5 - 47.0 75.4 $846 98.3 2.8 38.4 60.5 $679 104.0 - 43.8 104.0 $1,166 109.8 2.5 50.7
10DL30509 43.1 $484 106.5 - 46.9 82.5 $925 98.5 2.8 36.4 66.9 $751 105.0 - 41.8 109.6 $1,230 113.8 2.3 51.2
73-75 rr 47.2 $530 105.5 - 46.5 89.6 $1,005 95.3 3.8 35.4 61.9 $694 103.0 - 40.1 96.1 $1,078 111.8 5.0 47.7
74-44 BL 46.4 $520 104.0 - 45.8 85.7 $961 94.5 3.5 34.4 63.3 $710 104.0 - 38.9 88.7 $995 104.5 4.3 49.2
74-47 cr 43.5 $488 108.0 - 49.3 88.8 $996 97.5 3.5 35.2 57.8 $649 103.0 - 40.4 90.4 $1,015 113.0 4.5 50.7
74-54 rr 43.8 $491 105.8 - 47.8 86.0 $965 95.0 4.8 35.0 53.8 $603 104.0 - 43.1 94.9 $1,064 107.0 4.5 49.2
SY4114 43.6 $489 108.3 - 47.5 86.7 $972 94.3 3.5 35.8 66.9 $751 104.0 - 41.2 88.2 $989 110.3 5.0 43.8
SY4135 44.9 $503 107.5 - 45.8 81.6 $915 95.0 4.0 36.0 66.4 $745 104.0 - 41.8 94.2 $1,057 108.3 4.8 48.2

Vr 9562 Gc 42.8 $480 104.3 - 49.1 85.2 $956 95.8 2.8 36.6 60.9 $683 104.0 - 46.3 96.7 $1,085 106.8 3.0 52.7
VT 530 G 40.8 $458 108.3 - 49.5 88.0 $987 96.0 2.5 37.0 61.8 $693 104.0 - 44.3 98.6 $1,107 107.3 2.8 53.1

LSD 5.7 5.8 6.5 12
cV 9.1 4.7 8.9 8.5

 

Melfort, SK North Battelford, SK Saskatoon, SK Scott, SK

Variety

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/Ac

Days to m
aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/Ac

Days to M
aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/Ac

Days to M
aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/Ac

Days to M
aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

clearfield
5525 cL 72.9 $817 96.8 3.5 41.3 74.8 $839 101.0 1.3 46.3 83.4 $936 95.3 2.0 55.1 76.2 $855 99.8 1.5 45.8

Vr 9560 cL 81.1 $910 98.8 4.3 42.8 82.4 $925 104.3 1.3 50.7 89.9 $1,009 97.0 3.3 54.1 81.4 $913 101.8 2.8 47.2
LSD 4.1 3.5 14 4.1

Liberty Link
5440 88.3 $991 96.5 2.5 46.3 82.3 $923 100.5 1.0 47.7 90.2 $1,012 95.5 1.5 56.1 81.2 $911 97.8 2.3 46.3
L252 89.7 $1,006 97.5 3.0 44.8 90.4 $1,014 101.5 1.3 48.7 98.0 $1,099 97.3 2.5 54.6 85.5 $959 99.3 2.3 45.8
L261 89.6 $1,006 98.5 2.8 53.1 82.5 $925 102.5 1.0 52.2 91.3 $1,024 98.3 2.3 61.5 82.5 $925 100.0 1.8 49.7
L130 88.1 $989 96.5 2.5 47.2 80.5 $904 98.5 1.0 49.7 83.3 $935 94.5 1.8 51.2 78.3 $878 96.8 2.3 45.3
L154 82.6 $927 95.8 3.0 44.8 83.0 $931 99.3 1.8 51.7 91.4 $1,026 94.0 3.3 55.6 83.2 $934 97.5 4.0 46.8
L159 92.8 $1,041 96.5 2.5 46.3 83.2 $934 100.3 1.0 51.7 91.7 $1,029 97.5 2.5 52.7 83.4 $936 98.8 2.8 47.7
LSD 7.6 7.0 7.7 5.3

roundup ready
73-45 rr 68.9 $773 94.0 3.8 38.4 75.0 $841 99.0 2.5 44.3 75.7 $849 92.3 3.5 46.8 72.4 $813 97.5 4.3 40.8
6060 rr 79.9 $897 98.8 3.3 44.3 79.7 $894 104.3 1.3 50.2 83.1 $932 98.0 2.0 52.7 80.1 $898 104.3 2.0 47.7
6050 rr 69.7 $782 95.8 3.5 41.3 77.8 $873 99.0 1.8 45.3 84.9 $953 94.3 4.0 46.8 75.5 $847 97.0 4.8 41.8
6044 rr 82.4 $925 95.0 1.8 42.3 73.1 $820 99.5 1.0 44.3 75.9 $852 94.5 1.8 50.2 75.4 $846 98.3 1.3 42.8

1990 74.8 $839 97.0 3.3 39.4 83.7 $939 101.8 1.3 48.7 87.4 $980 93.8 2.5 53.1 82.2 $922 100.3 4.0 42.8
V12-1* 75.9 $938 97.3 3.0 44.3 80.6 $996 101.3 1.0 48.7 88.9 $1,099 94.8 1.8 47.2 79.7 $985 100.0 2.5 44.8
V12-2* 74.1 $916 97.3 2.0 41.8 76.4 $944 102.5 1.0 47.2 78.1 $965 96.8 2.8 51.7 76.0 $939 101.8 3.3 43.8

09H7757 80.7 $905 98.5 2.3 46.3 79.4 $891 103.5 1.0 51.2 86.2 $968 97.0 2.0 55.1 82.1 $921 102.0 1.8 48.7
10DL30109 79.8 $895 96.8 3.0 42.8 74.6 $837 102.3 1.3 48.2 77.7 $872 95.8 1.5 51.2 79.8 $896 101.5 2.3 46.3
10DL30509 85.1 $955 98.0 2.5 43.3 78.4 $880 103.0 1.0 48.7 82.0 $920 97.0 1.5 51.2 82.8 $929 101.3 1.3 44.8
73-75 rr 72.8 $817 95.8 3.3 39.9 79.1 $887 100.5 1.5 46.3 87.3 $980 91.8 2.3 52.2 74.3 $834 96.8 4.8 42.3
74-44 BL 70.3 $789 94.3 4.0 36.9 78.9 $886 98.5 2.0 44.3 88.4 $992 93.5 3.3 47.2 76.7 $861 97.3 3.8 41.8
74-47 cr 70.1 $786 96.3 3.5 42.3 79.2 $888 101.3 1.0 47.7 90.8 $1,019 95.8 2.8 49.7 76.9 $862 99.8 3.8 44.8
74-54 rr 71.3 $800 95.5 3.5 39.9 80.6 $904 98.8 2.0 48.2 86.2 $968 92.8 3.3 52.7 81.1 $910 96.5 4.5 43.8
SY4114 72.8 $817 95.0 3.3 42.3 77.5 $870 99.5 1.3 44.3 86.8 $974 92.8 2.8 50.2 77.2 $866 98.3 4.3 41.8
SY4135 70.2 $788 94.3 3.5 38.9 80.5 $903 99.3 1.8 47.2 89.9 $1,008 94.8 3.8 49.7 75.2 $844 97.3 3.5 41.3

Vr 9562 Gc 81.4 $913 96.8 3.0 44.3 79.4 $891 99.8 1.5 51.2 86.9 $975 93.0 2.5 53.6 80.7 $905 99.8 3.5 46.8
VT 530 G 79.4 $891 97.0 3.0 41.8 82.0 $920 100.8 1.0 52.7 90.0 $1,010 94.5 1.8 53.6 78.6 $882 98.0 2.0 44.8

LSD 5.8 5.6 5.6 4.5
cV 6.1 5.7 5.1 4.0

*Gross revenue for this cargill Specialty canola hybrid includes a premium of $1.13/bu. Yield is rounded to the nearest whole number. Gross revenue is based on non-rounded yield. Gross revenue is yield multiplied by $11.20/bu. Vr 9560 cL is eligible 
for pricing premiums of $15MT (Alberta), $25MT (Saskatchewan) and $35MT (Manitoba) in addition to the price provided in the “Gross revenue” column. Final premium amount will be dependent on delivery period. contact Viterra for more details.
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Short Season Zone: Small plot results by location
Shellbrook, SK Barrhead, AB Dawson Creek, BC Fort St. John, BC

Variety

Yield (BU/AC)

Gross Rev-
enue/AC

Days to 
M

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (BU/AC)

Gross Rev-
enue/AC

Days to 
M

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (BU/AC)

Gross Rev-
enue/AC

Days to 
M

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (BU/AC)

Gross Rev-
enue/AC

Days to 
M

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

C
5525 CL 57.4 $644 99.3 3.0 43.8 74.8 $839 107.3 3.8 51.7 90.8 $1,019 115.6 55.1 77.6 $871 109.0 48.2

VR 9560 CL 59.9 $672 100.8 3.3 45.8 78.8 $884 112.3 4.5 53.6 93.2 $1,046 116.4 53.1 89.2 $1,001 109.4 48.2
LSD 14 14 12 11

Liberty Link
5440 82.0 $920 100.8 1.5 43.3 91.2 $1,024 109.3 3.5 56.6 96.4 $1,081 114.6 54.6 90.7 $1,018 108.0 48.2
L252 91.1 $1,023 101.3 2.0 43.8 97.2 $1,090 109.8 4.0 51.2 98.0 $1,100 115.4 53.1 96.0 $1,077 109.4 46.8
L261 87.7 $983 102.8 1.5 52.2 94.1 $1,055 112.5 3.8 58.6 93.0 $1,043 115.9 58.1 79.9 $897 108.9 50.7
L130 74.8 $839 99.5 1.5 41.3 99.4 $1,115 105.0 2.3 55.1 94.6 $1,062 114.6 56.1 85.4 $958 107.9 46.3
L154 79.5 $892 100.0 3.0 43.3 87.0 $976 109.8 4.5 54.6 94.3 $1,058 115.6 53.1 86.2 $967 108.4 50.7
L159 80.4 $903 101.5 2.5 45.8 98.2 $1,102 108.5 3.5 56.1 90.2 $1,012 115.6 58.1 90.5 $1,015 108.4 47.7
LSD 6.6 8.9 5.9 13

Roundup Ready
73-45 RR 64.5 $723 98.8 3.5 35.9 80.3 $901 103.3 4.0 46.8 92.0 $1,033 115.5 49.7 79.1 $887 107.5 41.8
6060 RR 74.4 $835 102.3 2.3 47.2 94.5 $1,061 113.3 3.8 51.2 81.0 $909 116.5 54.6 74.4 $835 108.1 48.7
6050 RR 74.1 $832 100.3 3.5 44.3 80.7 $906 105.3 4.3 49.2 83.7 $939 115.5 46.8 68.3 $766 108.3 45.8
6044 RR 69.7 $782 100.0 1.8 36.4 86.4 $970 103.0 3.5 49.2 91.4 $1,025 115.5 50.7 71.7 $804 108.5 44.8

1990 76.2 $855 101.8 3.3 39.9 84.3 $945 111.3 4.5 48.2 87.8 $985 115.5 50.2 81.5 $914 108.4 45.8
V12-1* 79.0 $976 100.3 3.3 39.9 90.6 $1,120 110.3 4.5 51.7 93.3 $1,154 115.9 52.7 80.6 $996 109.4 45.8
V12-2* 71.8 $887 101.8 3.5 43.3 78.9 $975 108.0 4.3 47.7 84.3 $1,042 116.4 51.2 68.1 $841 109.0 44.8

09H7757 79.5 $892 102.0 3.5 44.8 97.6 $1,095 109.5 4.3 53.1 86.8 $974 116.8 54.6 73.6 $826 109.1 46.3
10DL30109 64.6 $725 101.3 3.0 42.3 84.2 $945 107.3 2.8 50.7 76.3 $857 115.6 54.1 67.0 $752 108.0 47.7
10DL30509 74.6 $837 101.0 2.0 40.8 91.2 $1,024 111.3 3.5 49.7 83.5 $936 116.6 52.2 72.5 $813 109.5 46.3
73-75 RR 71.9 $807 100.3 3.0 39.9 74.7 $838 103.3 4.3 45.8 79.6 $893 115.1 47.7 74.0 $830 106.8 43.8
74-44 BL 72.6 $814 101.0 3.5 41.8 83.2 $933 104.3 4.0 48.7 93.1 $1,045 114.1 50.7 75.2 $844 107.4 43.3
74-47 CR 74.6 $837 100.8 3.3 44.8 80.2 $900 109.3 4.8 52.7 94.0 $1,055 115.0 52.2 74.1 $831 108.6 44.3
74-54 RR 74.0 $830 99.0 3.8 39.9 88.2 $989 104.5 4.3 49.7 85.9 $964 115.4 52.7 76.2 $855 108.1 46.8
SY4114 66.8 $749 100.0 3.3 39.4 77.4 $868 104.3 4.5 46.3 81.2 $911 113.8 47.2 74.3 $833 107.1 44.8
SY4135 72.2 $810 99.3 3.3 39.9 81.4 $913 103.5 3.8 49.7 92.2 $1,034 115.0 51.7 77.2 $866 108.4 44.3

VR 9562 GC 74.5 $835 100.5 3.5 46.3 85.5 $960 106.5 3.8 55.1 92.7 $1,040 114.8 56.6 76.5 $858 108.0 50.2
VT 530 G 77.7 $872 100.8 3.0 42.8 94.9 $1,065 108.0 2.8 55.1 89.3 $1,002 115.6 52.2 71.1 $798 107.9 46.8
73-15 RR 66.8 $750 99.0 3.8 40.8 72.6 $814 99.5 4.3 46.3 86.8 $974 113.5 44.3 72.3 $811 105.9 45.3

LSD 8.8 10 9.0 7.7
CV 8.3 7.9 7.8 8.9

*Gross revenue for this cargill Specialty canola hybrid includes a premium of $1.13/bu. Yield is rounded to the nearest whole number. Gross revenue is based on non-rounded yield. Gross revenue is yield multiplied by $11.20/bu. Vr 9560 cL is eligible 
for pricing premiums of $15MT (Alberta), $25MT (Saskatchewan) and $35MT (Manitoba) in addition to the price provided in the “Gross revenue” column. Final premium amount will be dependent on delivery period. contact Viterra for more details.

Morinville, AB Vermillion, AB Vulcan, AB

Variety

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/
Ac

Days to 
M

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/
Ac

Days to 
M

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

Yield (Bu/Ac)

Gross revenue/
Ac

Days to 
M

aturity

Lodging

Height (In.)

clearfield
5525 cL 56.1 $629 101.0 2.0 40.9 79.8 $895 98.8 2.0 49.2 46.2 $518 100.0 - 45.3

Vr 9560 cL 57.4 $644 102.0 2.0 44.8 79.0 $887 101.3 2.3 51.2 44.6 $500 104.5 - 47.9
LSD 9.5 11 11

Liberty Link
5440 59.3 $666 100.0 2.0 42.6 99.8 $1,119 101.8 2.0 52.7 39.9 $448 99.0 - 43.4
L252 58.4 $655 100.0 2.0 43.3 100.9 $1,133 101.0 2.5 50.7 43.5 $488 101.0 - 43.9
L261 61.1 $686 100.0 2.0 48.1 99.9 $1,121 102.8 2.0 56.1 34.3 $384 105.0 - 49.4
L130 59.8 $671 100.0 2.0 43.2 88.0 $987 100.5 2.0 52.7 40.4 $453 100.0 - 44.0
L154 58.4 $655 100.0 2.0 41.7 94.6 $1,062 99.5 2.5 51.7 42.2 $473 102.3 - 44.3
L159 55.0 $617 100.0 2.0 44.3 97.3 $1,092 101.3 2.0 55.6 42.6 $478 99.8 - 46.5
LSD 5.7 9.6 5.2

roundup ready
73-45 rr 58.6 $658 100.0 2.0 37.3 80.8 $907 98.3 2.5 50.2 46.2 $518 99.3 - 39.9
6060 rr 64.8 $726 100.0 2.0 43.1 89.8 $1,008 104.0 2.3 51.2 40.5 $454 104.0 - 45.3
6050 rr 58.8 $659 100.0 2.0 35.8 80.8 $906 98.8 2.3 50.2 45.8 $514 100.3 - 42.1
6044 rr 62.7 $704 100.0 2.0 41.6 84.5 $948 100.8 2.0 47.2 41.7 $468 99.3 - 42.4

1990 61.5 $690 101.0 2.0 39.2 87.2 $979 102.0 2.5 46.3 45.0 $505 100.5 - 44.3
V12-1* 63.6 $786 100.0 2.0 43.4 86.7 $1,071 103.0 2.3 52.7 43.0 $532 101.0 - 44.1
V12-2* 66.3 $819 100.0 2.0 40.0 79.3 $980 102.3 2.0 51.7 41.3 $511 102.5 - 41.6

09H7757 66.0 $741 104.0 2.0 46.9 79.5 $892 102.8 2.3 54.1 42.7 $480 106.5 - 47.0
10DL30109 64.9 $728 100.0 2.0 39.7 86.4 $970 101.8 2.0 53.1 42.6 $478 101.3 - 43.2
10DL30509 68.3 $766 100.0 2.0 45.1 89.7 $1,006 103.5 2.0 50.2 42.4 $476 102.5 - 40.8
73-75 rr 58.6 $658 100.0 2.0 39.7 76.3 $856 100.0 2.8 51.2 48.0 $539 100.8 - 42.5
74-44 BL 74.1 $831 100.0 2.0 37.5 77.9 $874 98.8 2.8 46.3 41.9 $471 98.0 - 39.1
74-47 cr 62.7 $703 100.0 2.0 41.8 79.2 $889 100.5 2.5 49.2 45.2 $507 101.5 - 43.4
74-54 rr 65.5 $735 100.0 2.0 40.4 77.3 $868 99.3 3.0 50.2 42.2 $474 99.8 - 43.5
SY4114 60.4 $678 100.0 2.0 39.6 85.4 $958 98.8 2.5 47.7 46.6 $523 99.3 - 41.5
SY4135 61.5 $689 100.0 2.0 38.5 86.7 $972 99.3 2.8 47.7 46.8 $525 101.0 - 41.7

Vr 9562 Gc 70.4 $789 100.0 2.0 41.4 84.8 $952 100.5 2.0 56.6 43.4 $487 100.3 - 44.8
VT 530 G 60.0 $673 100.0 2.0 43.2 85.1 $954 101.0 2.3 52.7 45.0 $505 100.0 - 46.0

LSD 7.4 9.9 5.1
cV 10.9 8.8 8.2
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Field Scale Trial Yield Results
Field scale trials are managed by growers using their typical production practices. Trials are planted, swathed, harvested and, when necessary, sprayed by growers 
using the respective herbicide systems according to established protocols. Individual plots range from 0.5 to 1.5 acres. results below are given as a percentage of the 
check, 73-75 rr. Yield in bu./ac. for 73-75 rr for each location is given in brackets at the end of each row. 

When comparing average results between varieties, consider the number of test sites for each variety. Field scale trials occasionally produce data that is above or 
below the expected range. If agronomic observations cannot explain these “outliers,” then they are checked against the statistical limits of deviation established by 
the canola Performance Trial technical committee. If the data falls outside the limits, it is removed. For more details on individual trials and for data from sites that 
reported after this information went to print, visit www.canolaperformancetrials.ca.

*Denotes a 5% level of statistical significance using paired t-tests. In this case, these compare the variety to the check.

Yield results (% of check, 73-75 rr)

Variety

Location

1990
5440

73-15 rr
73-45 rr
74-44 BL
74-47 cr
74-54 rr

L130
L154
L159
L252
L261

SY4114
SY4135
V12-1
V12-2

VT 530 G
6060 rr

73-75 rr

Long Season Zone 102 100 - 99 102 98 101 101 100 99 108* 107* - - - - - 97 100 (55)
Brandon 1 MB - - - 90 100 - 101 89 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (55)
Brandon 2 MB - 104 - - 103 - - 103 - - 113 110 - - - - - - 100 (56)
Broadview SK - - - 106 109 103 108 99 - - - - - - - - - 92 100 (55)
cardale MB - 109 - - 107 - - 107 - - 111 113 - - - - - - 100 (54)
cranford AB 102 - - 97 105 98 101 98 - - - - - - - - - 100 100 (76)
Howden MB - - - 99 97 - 91 101 98 - - - - - - - - - 100 (67)

Indian Head SK - 94 - - - - 98 94 94 103 99 - - - - - - 101 (67)
Kennedy SK - - - 108 92 - 94 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (51)

Lampman SK - - - 108 100 - 103 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (40)
Magrath AB - - - 101 103 97 104 101 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (59)

Medicine Hat AB - 99 - 96 93 95 104 114 - - - - - - - - - 98 100 (38)
Melita MB - 89 - 110 110 - 104 92 - - - - - - - - - 96 100 (48)
Minto MB - - - - 106 - 104 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (44)

Neepawa MB - 110 - - - - 110 109 104 114 110 - - - - - - 100 (58)
Ninette MB - - - 104 107 - 101 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (46)

Nobleford AB - 95 - - 103 - - 98 - - 102 99 - - - - - - 100 (74)
Portage La Prairie MB - 102 - - - - 105 - - 106 110 - - - - - - 100 (51)

rapid city MB - - - 90 98 - 106 94 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (55)
Somerset MB - - - 103 106 - 100 95 100 - - - - - - - - - 100 (60)

St. Adolphe MB - 100 - - 99 - - 105 - - 106 105 - - - - - - 100 (64)
Woodside MB - - - 80 89 - 92 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (42)

Mid Season Zone 100 102 104* 101 104* 98 103* 102 105 102 104* 103 102 98 99 97 104 93* 100 (53)
Andrew AB 100 - 110 107 105 - 108 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (54)
Arborg MB 92 - - 96 102 - 105 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (70)

Archerwill SK - - 111 109 104 - 101 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (52)
Bawlf AB - - 101 101 109 - 108 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (52)

Blackfoot SK - - - 106 113 96 111 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (49)

Yield results (% of check, 73-75 rr)

Variety

Location

1990
5440

73-15 rr
73-45 rr
74-44 BL
74-47 cr
74-54 rr

L130
L154
L159
L252
L261

SY4114
SY4135
V12-1
V12-2

VT 530 G
6060 rr

73-75 rr

camrose AB 99 - 102 100 98 - 100 111 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (61)
cando SK - - 100 103 99 99 95 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (50)
carbon AB - 97 - - 105 - - 103 - - 104 100 - - - - - - 100 (63)

carseland 1 AB 100 - 98 98 101 99 98 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (73)
carseland 2 AB - 96 - - 97 - - 98 - - 94 - - - - - - - 100 (70)

clavet SK - 103 - - - - - 107 113 105 107 111 - - - - - - 100 (52)
cupar SK - - - 91 89 - 95 - - - - - - - - - - 98 100 (51)

Dalmeny SK - 104 99 98 101 - 101 97 - - - - - - - - - 95 100 (37)
Davidson SK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 99 98 - - 100 (61)

Denzil SK 104 92 - 104 101 98 99 101 - - - - - - - - - 97 100 (54)
Foam Lake SK - 97 - - - - - 100 - - 97 - - - - - - - 100 (56)
Goodeve SK - - 97 104 102 - 105 94 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (45)
Harris SK - 103 - - - - - 102 103 96 104 99 - - - - - - 100 (50)

Humbolt SK - - 122 98 107 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (31)
Indian Head SK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 97 94 - - 100 (55)

Kamsack SK - 119 - - - - - 117 110 106 117 113 - - - - - - 100 (52)
Kenaston SK - - - 89 96 98 108 104 - - - - - - - - - 89 100 (44)
Kindersley SK 93 - - 90 102 103 94 - - - - - 99 91 84 - - - 100 (40)

Lake Lenore SK - - - 106 110 97 109 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (48)
Langenburg SK - 104 - - 106 - - 111 - - 111 104 - - - - - - 100 (52)

Langham SK 97 - 99 102 103 102 107 - - - - - - - - - - 95 100 (50)
Lavoy AB 105 - 108 107 111 - 101 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (66)

Maidstone SK - - - 105 109 100 102 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (55)
Mannville 1 AB - - 110 95 114 - 103 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (47)
Mannville 2 AB - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 91 88 - - 100 (47)

Margo SK 107 - 106 103 108 - 102 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (50)
Marquis SK - - - 102 114 100 101 - - - - - - - - - - 88 100 (54)

Meadstead SK - - 101 101 98 97 101 104 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (48)

Yield results (% of check, 73-75 rr)

Variety

Location

1990
5440

73-15 rr
73-45 rr
74-44 BL
74-47 cr
74-54 rr

L130
L154
L159
L252
L261

SY4114
SY4135
V12-1
V12-2

VT 530 G
6060 rr

73-75 rr

Moose Jaw SK - 105 - - - - - 106 105 106 104 102 - - - - - - 100 (59)
Morinville AB - - 94 110 110 - 101 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (51)
Mundare AB - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 105 101 - - 100 (59)
Neville SK - - - 98 96 86 102 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (45)

New Norway 1 AB - 106 - - 107 - - 105 - - 107 109 - - - - - - 100 (67)
New Norway 2 Ab 97 - - - 106 - 97 - - - - - 97 103 - - - - 100 (61)

North Battleford SK 92 - - 94 96 93 98 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (49)
Ohaton AB - 101 - - 98 - - 100 - - 97 95 - - - - - - 100 (64)

Peterson SK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 99 99 - - 100 (52)
raymore SK - 99 - - 101 - - 101 - - 103 100 - - - - - - 100 (53)
regina 1 SK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 106 - - - 100 (41)
regina 2 SK - 97 - - - - - 98 - - 107 106 - - - - - - 100 (46)

rhein SK - - - 98 103 105 109 113 111 - - - - - - - - - 100 (56)
rivercourse AB - - - 90 94 - 92 85 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (53)
rockyford AB 106 109 - 105 100 97 104 102 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (71)

rokeby SK - - 103 106 110 - 108 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (42)
rosthern SK - - 106 104 104 98 104 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (49)

Sedgewick AB - 107 - - - - - 100 100 101 104 101 - - - - - - 100 (61)
Southey SK - - - 103 108 - 103 95 99 - - - - - - - - - 100 (46)

Stewart Valley SK - 92 - - - - - 93 - - 99 100 - - - - - - 100 (55)
Swan river MB - - - 109 113 106 108 117 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (59)
Vegreville 1 AB 94 - 105 115 111 - 110 107 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (47)
Vegreville 2 AB - 102 - - - - - 102 95 97 101 100 - - - - - - 100 (65)
Vermilion 1 AB 106 - 107 110 111 97 101 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (49)
Vermilion 2 AB - 99 - - 100 - - 106 - - 105 102 - - - - - - 100 (72)
Vulcan 1 AB - - - 92 104 - 104 98 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (47)
Vulcan 2 AB - - 93 98 100 96 100 - - - - - - - - - - 85 100 (58)

Wainwright AB 110 - - - 104 - 99 - - - - - 109 98 - - - - 100 (58)

Yield results (% of check, 73-75 rr)

Variety

Location

1990
5440

73-15 rr
73-45 rr
74-44 BL
74-47 cr
74-54 rr

L130
L154
L159
L252
L261

SY4114
SY4135
V12-1
V12-2

VT 530 G
6060 rr

73-75 rr

Watrous SK - - - 91 97 - 90 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (55)
Webb SK - - - - 98 93 106 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (47)

Wilkie 1 SK 95 - - 108 106 101 107 - - - - - - - - - 104 - 100 (43)
Wilkie 2 SK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 91 - - - 100 (57)
Wishart SK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 106 102 - - 100 (57)

Yorkton 1 SK - - 103 107 103 - 104 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (55)
Yorkton 2 SK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 106 96 - - 100 (48)

Short Season Zone 106 107* 106* 106* 107* 97 104* 109* 102 101 107* 107* 99 105 - - - 95 100 (51)
Beaverlodge AB - 105 - 109 - - - 102 97 99 102 105 - - - - - - 100 (58)

carstairs AB 106 - 104 101 107 - 101 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (45)
claresholm AB 108 - - - 96 - 97 - - - - - 98 104 - - - - 100 (58)

DeBolt AB - - 111 110 115 - 107 112 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (46)
Eaglesham AB - 117 - - 112 - - 119 - - 115 108 - - - - - - 100 (60)
EcKVILLE AB 107 - 104 110 109 95 105 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (43)

Falher AB - 110 - 100 - - - 111 100 104 105 109 - - - - - - 100 (45)
Fort Vermillion AB 100 - 99 104 107 - 105 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (48)

Grande Prairie 1 AB - - 105 105 106 - 102 106 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (45)
Grande Prairie 2 AB 99 - - - 97 - - - - - - - 91 99 - - - - 100 (51)

Lacombe AB - - 98 101 103 93 103 - - - - - - - - - - 95 100 (59)
La Glace AB - 101 - - 104 - - 102 - - 104 104 - - - - - - 100 (43)

Legal AB - 104 - - 103 - - 105 - - 107 - - - - - - - 100 (69)
Olds AB 116 106 - - 111 - 110 114 - - - 109 107 112 - - - - 100 (55)

rabbit Lake SK - - 101 99 106 103 105 110 108 - - - - - - - - - 100 (46)
Sexsmith AB - - 111 110 111 - 102 108 - - - - - - - - - - 100 (47)
St. Isidore AB - - 119 117 118 - 112 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (44)

Valhalla centre AB - - 102 102 106 - 102 - - - - - - - - - - - 100 (59)
Total 101 102 104* 102* 104* 98* 102* 103* 103 101 105* 105* 100 101 99 97 104 94* 100 (53)
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Book Now Call: 1-888-274-9243

w w w . t h u n d e r s e e d . c a

Developed by Thunder Seed, Supplied by Quarry Seed Ltd. Thunder Seed top yielding corn and 
soybeans are some of the earliest maturities in all of western Canada. These seeds are backed by years 
of research, development and fi eld testing, and the proven results for your operation are higher yields 
compared to other brands.

Linking today’s corn and soybean producers to tomorrow’s technology with top genetics in Genuity 
Roundup Ready 2 Yield®. We know it, we grow it.

Act Now to Lock In Your Genetically 

Superior Soybean Seeds!

Quality Seed
Quality Service 
Quality Agronomy
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westerngrains.com cigi.ca cmbtc.com

These funds will be delivered to three important groups that 
work together to provide variety research, market development 

and technical expertise to support your farm’s future. 
Visit their websites to learn more:

wheat barleycheckoff.com

Support the Wheat & Barley Check-Off 
to bring new varieties and marketing opportunities 
to your farm and maintain your unique, competitive 

edge in the global marketplace.

This voluntary check-off of $0.48/tonne of 
wheat and $0.56/tonne of barley will be shown 
as a Deduction of Levy on your Cash Purchase 
Ticket upon grain delivery at a Canadian Grain 

Commission-licensed company. 

Are you looking for…

PrAIrIe PrODUCerS 
value midge tolerant wheat 
varieties and they are committed to protecting the 
long-term future of the technology.

That’s the overwhelming message emerging from 
a survey of producers who grew midge tolerant 
wheat on their farms in 2012, explains Todd Hyra, a 
member of the Midge Tolerant Wheat Stewardship 
Team. 

Almost 93 percent of producers surveyed said it’s 
critical to have a stewardship program in place to 
ensure the efficacy of the midge tolerant gene is 
protected. 

“Producers deserve a big thank you,” said Hyra, 
who is also business manager for SeCan in western 
Canada. 

“They really are doing their part to preserve the 
technology.” 

According to Hyra, the percentage of producers 
who believe stewardship is critical to safeguarding 
midge tolerant  technology has increased every 
year since the survey was first conducted in 2010.

The Midge Tolerant Wheat Stewardship Team 
is a broad industry coalition representing plant 
breeders, government, seed growers, seed 
distributors and producer groups. 

The team is committed to maintaining the viability 
of midge tolerant wheat by educating western 

Canadian wheat producers on the importance of 
proper stewardship of the technology. 

It took more than 15 years and a huge financial 
investment for researchers to move a single 
gene for midge tolerance, Sm1, into spring wheat 
varieties to protect plants against the orange 
blossom wheat midge. 

“We’ve talked to a lot of producers who are 
realizing the incredible value of not having to be 
out in their fields scouting and spraying for midge,” 
said Hyra.

There’s also early evidence to suggest that midge 
tolerant varieties are playing a role in reducing 
midge pressure. 

Over the last 20 years, northeastern 
Saskatchewan has been the hotbed of midge 
pressure, but levels have declined in this area over 
the past two years. 

“It could be a cycle, but there is evidence that 
for producers planting midge tolerant varieties, 
reduced spraying is having a positive impact on 
beneficial parasitic wasps, which work to keep 
midge populations in check,” said Hyra. 

“Midge tolerance and beneficial insects are 
packing a pretty strong one-two punch.”

The Midge Tolerant Wheat Stewardship Team will 
be working again this year to increase awareness 
of the need for technology stewardship, explains 

Mike espeseth, communications manager for the 
Western Grains Research Foundation (WGRF). 

“There really is no Plan B,” he said.
“The midge tolerant varieties we have now are 

dependent on the Sm1 gene and so will future 
varieties. That’s why it’s so important to protect the 
technology for the future.”

In the next few years, producers will gain access 
to many new strong-performing wheat varieties 
with midge tolerance.

notable among new products in the pipeline is the 
first-ever midge tolerant durum wheat.

Hyra notes that significant midge pressure in the 
Peace River area in 2013 is yet another reason to 
safeguard midge tolerant technology. 

Some fields in the Peace River region were 
devastated, with reports of yield losses in the 50 
percent range. 

“There have been hints of the pest in the past, but 
not to this level,” Hyra said.

“Midge really wasn’t on the radar for producers in 
Peace River last year.” 

That’s about to change. 
For the 2014 season, midge tolerant varieties will 

be freighted into the region.
In the longer term, local seed growers will start 

to produce seed that will help control the midge 
population.  ◆

PrODUCerS COmmITTeD TO mIDge TeCHnOLOgy
midge tolerance and beneficial insects are proving to be a powerful one-two punch

prepared for Sask 
Seed Guide
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Results of Agriculture Canada 
2013 Variety Request 

for Proposals
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) would like to thank the companies  

that submitted proposals to commercialize pedigreed seed of AAFC varieties under the  
2013 request for Proposal.

based upon marketing and production strategies, marketing experience and financial offer,  
our evaluation committee has selected the following proposals:

results of request for Proposals 2013 no proposals were received/
accepted for the following lines:
• ACUG 10-B1 Black Bean
• *ACUG 10-B3 Black Bean
• ACUG 10-D3 Dark Red Kidney Bean
• *AW687 Eastern Hard Red Spring Wheat
• *AW725 Eastern Hard Red Spring Wheat
• *BA83-EC-8 Eastern Hard Red Spring Wheat
• *BA83-EC-9 Eastern Hard Red Spring Wheat
• CH0611 Mung Bean
• CH0616 Mung Bean
• FP2308 Flax
• GN13-10-1 Great Northern Bean
• HR202 Cranberry Bean
• HR206 Navy Bean
• MP1891 Yellow Pea
• MP1894 Yellow Pea
• MP1898 Yellow Pea
• *MP1918 Yellow Pea
• *OA1285-1 Covered Spring Oat
• OT08-05 Natto Soybean
• OX-112 Tofu Soybean
• *OX-122 Tofu Soybean
• *OX-123 Tofu Soybean
• *SFB 9801 Bromegrass
• SFD9601 Orchardgrass
• SR47-3-3 Small Red Bean
• *TR10214 Two-Row Malting Barley

VARIETY COMPANY (AWARDED LICENSE RIGHTS)

AT05 Alfalfa Northstar Seed

BW462 Canada Western Red Spring Wheat Alliance Seed Corp.

GP097 General Purpose Wheat Canterra Seeds

HW027 Canada Western Hard White Wheat SeCan Association

HY1603 Canada Prairie Spring Wheat Canterra Seeds

HY1615 Canada Prairie Spring Wheat Alliance Seed Corp.

LRC 3902 Sainfoin Northstar Seed

OA11306-1 Covered Spring Oat Semican Inc.

OA1262-1 Covered Spring Oat William Houde Ltée

OT09-03 Oilseed-type Soybean Sevita International Corp.

SF 2401 Alfalfa La Coop fédérée

SFB 9600 Bromegrass Quality Seeds Ltd.

SFD200102 Orchardgrass William Houde Ltée

Varieties listed on the right and marked with an asterisk will be offered again 
through the 2014 RFP process. Information on varieties that were offered through the 
2013 Request for Proposals process can be viewed on line at http://bit.ly/1dw27VL

Canadian Grain Commission - Deregistrations 

Wheat varieties in the following list have 
been designated to the Canada Western 
Hard White Spring (CWHWS) wheat class. 
(List amended nov. 15, 2013)

•AAC Iceberg •AAC Whitefox
•CDC Whitewood •Kanata
•Snowbird •Snowstar
•Whitehawk

Wheat varieties in the following list have 
been designated to the Canada Western 
Amber Durum (CWAD) wheat class. (List 
amended nov. 15, 2013)

• AAC Current •AAC Raymore
•AAC Marchwell •AC Avonlea
•AC Melita •AC Morse
•AC Navigator •Brigade
•CDC Desire •CDC Fortitude

•CDC Verona •CDC Vivid
•Commander •Eurostar
•Enterprise •Kyle
•Napoleon •Plenty
•Sceptre •Strongfield
•Transcend (formerly DT801)
•Wakooma •Wascana

Wheat varieties in the following list have 
been designated to the Canada Western 
General Purpose (CWGP) wheat class. (List 
amended nov. 15, 2013)

•AAC Proclaim •AAC Innova
•Accipiter •Broadview
•CDC Clair •CDC Harrier
•CDC Kestrel •CDC NRG003
•CDC Primepurple •CDC Ptarmigan
•CDC Raptor •Minnedosa
•NRG010 •Pasteur
•Peregrine •Pintail
•Sunrise •Swainson

The following crop varieties are scheduled 
to be deregistered or reclassified.
Variety name: Falcon

Crop type: Wheat
Class: Canada Western Red Winter 
Explanation of change / cancellation: 
Falcon (CWRW) will be moved to the 
Canada Western General Purpose 
(CWGP) class on Aug. 1, 2014.

 
Variety name: Sceptre

Crop type: Durum wheat
Class: Canada Western Amber 
Durum (CWAD)
Explanation of change / cancellation: 
Registration for Sceptre (CWAD) will 

be cancelled on Oct. 24, 2014.

Variety name: Plenty
Crop type: Durum wheat
Class: Canada Western Amber 
Durum (CWAD)
Explanation of change / cancellation: 

Registration for Plenty (CWAD) will 
be cancelled on Aug. 1, 2015.



Call your local Ag Business Centre today to secure your canola seed and 
start building the personal plan that fits your farming needs.

When you choose Richardson Pioneer, you’re choosing a partner that 
is dedicated to taking your crop to new heights. Through careful seed 
selection, strategic crop planning, effective agronomics and marketing 
solutions, your Richardson Pioneer Ag Business Centre is there to  
help your farm grow.

The Sky’s the 

limit

richardson.ca

Book your 2014 seed with 

Richardson Pioneer.  

PIONEER® FOR THE SALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SEED IS A REGISTERED TRADE-MARK OF PIONEER HI-BRED INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND IS 
USED UNDER LICENSE BY THE UNAFFILIATED COMPANY RICHARDSON PIONEER LIMITED
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Canadian Food Inspection Agency 

Variety Registration Report
The list below contains information on new crop varieties registered between nov. 1, 2012 and nov. 1, 2013. 

CROP KIND VARIETY NAME EXPERIMENTAL NUMBER REGISTRATION STATUS REGISTERED DATE
BARLEY, SIX-ROW SPRING

AMISK BT 593, M98206002 National Registration 5/30/2013
BARLEY, TWO-ROW

CANMORE TR10694, J02039005 National Registration 5/30/2013
BEAN, PINTO

CDC MARMOT 2537-12 National Registration 8/22/2013
BRASSICA JUNCEA, HYBRID, CANOLA QUALITY

VT X121 CL HJM1Z-1034 Contract Registration 2/18/2013
BRASSICA NAPUS, HYBRID CANOLA

08H0004 08H0004 National Registration 4/10/2013
09H7757 09H7757 National Registration 6/20/2013
1999 G99402 National Registration 12/4/2012
6044 RR 11DL30103 National Registration 7/11/2013
74-44 BL G98689 National Registration 12/4/2012
74-47 CR G08039 National Registration 12/4/2012
74-54 RR G09149 National Registration 5/23/2013
CE216910H 216910, CE216910H Contract Registration 4/11/2013
CE216911H 216911, CE216911H Contract Registration 4/11/2013
L140P 1CN0011 National Registration 6/20/2013
L160S 1CN0195 National Registration 6/20/2013
L252 1CN0181 National Registration 6/20/2013
L261 1CN0053 National Registration 6/20/2013
SY4114 G13109 National Registration 4/10/2013
SY4135 G99396 National Registration 1/10/2013
V12-2 09H6030 National Registration 6/20/2013
VR 9561 GS 10N233R National Registration 4/10/2013
VR 9562 GC 10N944R National Registration 4/10/2013
VT 530 G VT-TL 10-1347 National Registration 4/10/2013

BRASSICA NAPUS, RAPESEED
HYHEAR 1 MSL59900C NHT x Contract Registration 4/11/2013

FABABEAN
CDC SNOWDROP FB34-2 National Registration 12/12/2012
CDC SSNS-1 SSNS-1 National Registration 5/8/2013

FLAX
CDC NEELA RRHR8706 National Registration 4/29/2013
WESTLIN 70 VT2325, FP2325, 06-61-F6- National Registration 6/17/2013
WESTLIN 71 FP2347, 06-44-F7-368 National Registration 5/2/2013

LENTIL
CDC GREENSTAR 3339-3 National Registration 12/20/2012
CDC KR-2 IBC 597 National Registration 5/30/2013
CDC MARBLE 3494-6 National Registration 12/20/2012
CDC QG-2 3305-7 National Registration 5/16/2013

OAT
AAC JUSTICE OT2084, 06Mn25-AP1, National Registration 10/15/2013
CDC RUFFIAN OT3054, SA070923 National Registration 2/18/2013

ORCHARDGRASS
STEELHEAD PX4 National Registration 4/10/2013

PEA, YELLOW
AAC ARDILL MP1892 National Registration 6/6/2013
AAC BARRHEAD MP1900 National Registration 5/30/2013
AAC LACOMBE MP1899 National Registration 5/30/2013

WHEAT, DURUM
AAC CURRENT DT813 Regional Registration 2/7/2013
AAC MARCHWELL DT833 (tested for varietal Regional Registration 10/17/2013
AAC RAYMORE DT818 Regional Registration 2/7/2013
CDC DESIRE DT561, D02X.68.6B Regional Registration 12/12/2012

WHEAT, SPRING
5605HR CL BW918 (03S2057-1) Regional Registration 6/17/2013
AAC BRANDON BW932, B0313-CK03Z Regional Registration 4/23/2013
AAC CHIFFON SWS408, 389-S76 Regional Registration 4/12/2013
AAC ELIE BW931, B0313-CK03W Regional Registration 4/23/2013
AAC ICEBERG HW021, 00V22-BC1C Regional Registration 1/15/2013
AAC INNOVA GP47, 07EB14 Regional Registration 4/12/2013
AAC PROCLAIM GP80, SWS416 Regional Registration 1/10/2013
AAC RYLEY HY1312, C0302-GB26E Regional Registration 4/23/2013
AAC WHITEFOX HW027, 04V15B-BP5E Regional Registration 6/18/2013

WHEAT, WINTER
AAC GATEWAY W478, LG813 Regional Registration 11/1/2012
CDC CHASE DH01-28-137 Regional Registration 6/3/2013
EMERSON W454, LF1313 Regional Registration 11/1/2012
SWAINSON DH01-25-135*R Regional Registration 2/7/2013



www.useTagTeam.ca   1-888-744-5662

Novozymes is the world leader in bioinnovation. Together with customers 
across a broad array of industries we create tomorrow’s industrial  
biosolutions, improving our customers’ business and the use of our 
planet’s resources. Read more at www.novozymes.com.

It’s
 Unanimous!

The formidable one-two punch in TagTeam® continues 

to knock out the competition. It beat single-action 

(nitrogen-only) competitors in farmer-conducted,  

head-to-head trials by a walloping 8%.* TagTeam 

boosts nitrogen and phosphate uptake to remain the 

world’s only undisputed MultiAction® champion.

Give your crops twice the fight right from the start 

with TagTeam.

Emerge victorious with nitrogen 
and phosphate.
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WinThisBin.ca

Smart farmers read the fine print.
*On average, TagTeam pea and lentil inoculants outperformed competitor single-action (nitrogen-fixing only) inoculants by 8% in western Canadian  

independent large-plot research trials. That’s an average increase of 2.7 bushels per acre. Summary of 30 lentil and 85 pea trials conducted between 1997 and 2012.   
® TagTeam and MultiAction are registered trademarks of Novozymes A/S. All rights reserved. Meridian Trademarks used with permission.  13017  08.13

MultiAction®

Legume Fertility

Contest is open to commercially active farmers in Western Canada (namely the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Peace River region of British Columbia).  
Full contest details at WinThisBin.ca.
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Prairie Grain Development Committee
2013 Recommendations

The Prairie grain Development Committee (PgDC), formerly known as the Prairie registration 
recommending Committee for grain (PrrCg), facilitates the exchange of information relevant to the 
development of improved cultivars of grain crops for the Canadian Prairies. In 2013, the committee 

recommended the following lines for registration.

Barley
BT593 – (Registered as Amisk) Six row general purpose barley 

proposed by J.M. Nyachiro, J.H. Helm, P. Juskiw, K. Xi 
and T.K. Turkington. Affiliation: Field Crop Development 
Centre, ARD, Lacombe, Alta.

TR10124 - Two row malting barley proposed by A.D. Beattie, 
B.G. Rossnagel and T. Zatorski. Affiliation: University of 
Saskatchewan, Crop Development Centre, Saskatoon, Sask.

TR10214 - Two row malting barley proposed by W.G. Legge. 
Affiliation: Brandon Research Centre, AAFC, Brandon, Man.

TR10694 - (Registered as Canmore) Two row malting barley 
proposed by P. Juskiw, J.M. Nyachiro, J.H. Helm, Y. 
Kabeta, K. Xi, and T.K. Turkington. Affiliation: Field Crop 
Development Centre, ARD, Lacombe, Alta.

TR11698 - Two row malting barley proposed by P. Juskiw, J. 
Helm, J. Nyachiro, Y. Kabeta, K. Xi, and T. K. Turkington. 
Affiliation: Field Crop Development Centre, ARD, Lacombe, 
Alta.

HB11316 - Two row hulless barley proposed by A.D. Beattie, 
B.G. Rossnagel and T. Zatorski. Affiliation: University of 
Saskatchewan, Crop Development Centre, Saskatoon, Sask.

Beans
L09PT129 - High yielding, early maturing pinto 

bean adapted to the southern areas of Alberta and 
Saskatchewan.  L09PT129 is higher yielding compared 
to the check Winchester and similar to the check AC 
Island.  It is significantly earlier maturing than the checks, 
four days earlier than Winchester and three days earlier 
than AC Island. With an upright growth habit, L09PT129 
has significantly better lodging resistance compared 
to Winchester and AC Island.  L09PT129 has similar 
white mould incidence and severity to Winchester but 
significantly lower ratings than AC Island. Developed by 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), Lethbridge, 
Alta.

L08GN743 - High yielding great northern bean line with a 
large seed size. This great northern bean line is adapted to 
the growing areas of southern Alberta and Saskatchewan. 
L08GN743 is similar in yield to the check AC Resolute, 
while maturing three days earlier than AC Resolute. 
L08GN743 has an upright growth habit and lodging 
resistance similar to AC Resolute.  The line’s seed weight is 
significantly larger compared to AC Resolute.  The ratings 
for L08GN743 for white mould incidence and severity 
were similar to AC Resolute. Developed by Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), Lethbridge, Alta.

2918-25 - High yielding, determinate navy bean line with 
maturity similar to the check Envoy. Due to its later 
maturity, which is similar to Envoy, this line would 
probably be best for the longer season regions of eastern 
Saskatchewan and into western Manitoba. Over seven 

station years, 2918-25 yielded 117 percent of the check 
Envoy.  The line has better pod clearance and lodging 
scores than Envoy. It is susceptible to anthracnose races 
73 and 105. Developed by the Crop Development Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

2921-14 - Black bean line featuring high yield, early maturity 
and fewer ‘stone’ seeds than the check CDC Jet. This line 
is slightly earlier maturing than CDC Blackcomb and 
much higher yielding so would be good for production 
in Saskatchewan where the other black beans are too late 
maturing (e.g. CDC Jet, Carman Black and Eclipse). 2921-
14 yielded 129 percent of the black bean check, CDC Jet 
over an average of seven station years.  2921-14 is earlier 
maturing than the check CDC Jet, with good pod clearance 
and good lodging scores similar to the check.  This line 
is susceptible to races 73 and 105 of the anthracnose 
pathogen as is the check CDC Jet. Developed by the 
Crop Development Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Sask.

Canarygrass – Annual
C08054 - High yielding glabrous annual canarygrass line.  

It is adapted to the annual canarygrass growing regions 
of western Canada. C08054 yielded higher than other 
glabrous canarygrass check varieties, on average, 27.1 
percent higher than CDC Maria, 6.3 percent higher than 
CDC Bastia and 15.3 percent higher than CDC Togo over 
14 station years in Saskatchewan. C08054 is later heading 
(two days) and later maturing (three to four days) and 
taller (five to eight centimetres) relative to the three check 
cultivars. C08054 has a slightly higher test weight than 
the checks and a seed mass similar to the check variety 
CDC Togo. Developed by the Crop Development Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan.

Fababean
SSNS-1 - Small-seeded, coloured flower faba bean with some 

shattering resistance developed for a green manure or bird 
feed market. It is not considered a replacement for any 
of the currently registered cultivars. SSNS-1 is suited for 
growing in Western Canada. SSNS-1 has a small seed size, 
17 percent smaller than Outlook, as well as being smaller 
than more recently commercialized varieties CDC Fatima 
and Snowbird. SSNS-1 has some ascochyta resistance. 
Developed by the Crop Development Centre, University of 
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Flax
FP2338 - Crop Development Centre, University of 

Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.
FP2344  - Viterra. Regina, Sask.
FP2347 - (Registered as WestLIn 71) Viterra. Regina, Sask.
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Lentils
3959-6 - High yielding, red cotyledon lentil acceptable for the 

extra small dehulled red lentil market. The yield of 3959-
6 is higher than both CDC Maxim and CDC Rosetown. 
The seed thickness of 3959-6 is greater than that of CDC 
Rosetown, the extra small red check. 3959-6 has similar 
maturity, flowering and lodging resistance compared to 
checks. The line also has similar disease ratings compared 
to checks. 3959-6 is not tolerant to imidazolinone 
herbicides.  Developed by the Crop Development Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

IBC 507 - Imidazolinone tolerant, red cotyledon lentil with 
a tan colour seed coat giving it a specific market identity. 
The yield of IBC 507 is below that of CDC Maxim but 
higher than CDC Impala. Its seed type is acceptable for the 
extra small, dehulled red lentil market, with a lower seed 
weight and diameter than CDC Impala. IBC 507 is earlier 
maturing than CDC Impala. The line has similar ascochyta 
rating compared to checks. IBC 507 has an anthracnose 
resistance rating below that of CDC Impala, but improved 
resistance compared to CDC Maxim.  Developed by the 
Crop Development Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Sask.

IBC 479 - Imidazolinone tolerant, red cotyledon lentil. The 
yield of IBC 479 is similar to that of the check CDC Maxim. 
As IBC 479 is later maturing than CDC Maxim, it is more 
suited to the southern regions of the lentil production 
zone. IBC 479 has a greater seed weight and diameter than 
CDC Maxim, making the seed type suitable for segments 
of the small red cotyledon lentil market. IBC 479 is taller 
than CDC Maxim, with similar yield, disease ratings 
and lodging. The anthracnose resistance rating for IBC 
479 is below that of CDC Imvincible. Developed by the 
Crop Development Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Sask.

IBC 597 - The world’s first large red cotyledon lentil with 
imidazolinone tolerance. The yield of IBC 597 was 92 
percent of CDC Maxim over 14 station years. Seed 
characteristics, plant characteristics and disease resistance 
profiles of IBC 597 are similar to the variety CDC KR-
1. This line represents a useful addition to the large 
red cotyledon market class, which is gaining consumer 
acceptance in markets for whole and dehulled lentils. 
Developed by the Crop Development Centre, University of 
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

IBC 586 - The world’s first green cotyledon lentil with 
imidazolinone tolerance. The yield of IBC 586 is 
significantly lower than the check CDC Maxim, which is 
a small red, but similar to the recently commercialized 
variety CDC QG-1, which is a specialty green cotyledon 
lentil. Seed characteristics, plant characteristics and disease 
resistance profiles of IBC 586 are similar to those of CDC 
QG-1. IBC 586 represents a useful addition to the specialty 
green cotyledon market class, which is gaining consumer 
acceptance in markets for whole and dehulled lentils. 
Developed by the Crop Development Centre, University of 
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Mustard
YM06-P0M - Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), 

Saskatoon, Sask.
YM08-YCMO - Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), 

Saskatoon, Sask.

Oats
OT2084 - Milling oat proposed by J.W Mitchell Fetch, P.D. 

Brown, J. Chong, N. Ames, T.G. Fetch, S.M. Haber, J. 
Menzies, A. Tekauz, K. Stadnyk, D. Green. Affiliation: 
Cereal Research Centre, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 
Winnipeg, Man.

OT3061 - Milling oat proposed by A.D. Beattie, B.G. Rossnagel 
and T. Zatorski. Affiliation: University of Saskatchewan, 
Crop Development Centre, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

OT8003 - Milling oat proposed by J.W. Mitchell Fetch, S.L. Fox, 
and M. Entz. Affiliation: Cereal Research Centre, Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Peas
MP1880 - Green cotyledon pea with good yield potential, 16 

percent higher than CDC Striker and 10 percent higher than 
Cooper over 20 station-years. MP1880 is shorter than the 
check varieties CDC Striker and Cooper, although it has 
higher lodging scores than the checks. The seed of MP1880 
is less spherical than the seed of CDC Striker, but similar 
shape to Cooper. MP1880 has a similar bleaching rating 
and green color intensity to the check Cooper. MP1880 is 
powdery mildew resistant. Developed by Agriculture and 
Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), Lacombe, Alta.

MP1918 - High yielding yellow cotyledon pea with good 
lodging resistance. MP1918 yield is nine percent higher 
than Agassiz and 11 percent higher than CDC Golden over 
19 station-years. The lodging resistance rating for MP1918 
is significantly better than either of the check varieties. 
The line is similar in maturity to the check variety Agassiz, 
and three days later than the check variety CDC Golden. 
MP1918 is powdery mildew resistant.  Developed by 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), Lacombe, Alta.

LN 4228 - Early maturing, large seeded, yellow cotyledon field 
pea with good lodging resistance and good protein content. 
This line yields similar to the average of the check varieties 
Agassiz and CDC Golden. LN 4228 is powdery mildew 
resistant.  Developed by Limagrain Nederland BV, The 
Netherlands.

2847-21 - Yellow cotyledon, semi-leafless field pea with 
improved yield — 114 percent — compared to the mean 
of the yellow checks, CDC Golden and Agassiz. The line 
has good lodging resistance, better than the checks, while 
providing increased competitiveness with a medium vine 
length, longer than the checks. 2847-21 has a low seed coat 
breakage percent, similar to CDC Golden, slightly less than 
Agassiz and a round seed shape, similar to the checks. The 
line has powdery mildew resistance, fair mycosphaerella 
blight resistance, similar to the checks and fair fusarium 
wilt resistance, similar to the checks.  Developed by the 
Crop Development Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Sask.

2950-19 - High yielding, medium maturity yellow cotyledon 
field pea. 2950-19 yielded 111 percent compared to the mean 
of the yellow checks, CDC Golden and Agassiz, over 19 
station years. It has significantly better lodging resistance 
than the checks, and has a slightly longer vine length than 
the checks. 2950-19 has a maturity rating one day later than 
Agassiz and three days later than CDC Golden. 2950-19 
is powdery mildew resistant, with fair mycosphaerella 
blight resistance, similar to the checks, and fair fusarium 
wilt resistance, similar to the checks.  Developed by the 
Crop Development Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Sask. 
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BrettYoung is a trademark of BrettYoung Seeds Limited.
Ares is a trademark and Clearfield and the unique Clearfield symbol are registered trademarks of BASF Agrochemical Products B.V.  
All used with permission by BASF Canada Inc. All others are trademarks of their respective companies.   13023   09.13

A CONSISTENT  
TOP PERFORMER

5525 CL

Excellent
Harvestability

Jon MontgoMery
2010 Olympic Gold Medalist – Skeleton
2008 World Championship Silver Medalist

brettyoung.ca  •  800-665-5015

CHeering For  
Jon in 2014

yield, PROFiTABiliTy And mARkeTing FlexiBiliTy
5525 CL has been a proven performer across the Prairies in the many 
different environmental conditions experienced over the past few years. 

Able to compete with the best in any system, 5525 CL is among the 
Clearfield® leaders in the field and, as always, offers complete marketing 
flexibility. One more benefit of growing 5525 CL: the new Ares™ Clearfield 
herbicide—another proven winner.

If you are planning to grow canola next year, take a look at 5525 CL. 

In the end, it all comes down to performance and BrettYoung brings a new 
standard of excellence to the field.
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Wheat
BW462 - Canada Western Red Spring (CWRS) wheat. 

Developer / sponsor: Cereal Research Centre, Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada, Winnipeg, Man.

BW947 - Canada Western Red Spring (CWRS) wheat. 
Developer / sponsor: University of Alberta. 

PT584 - Canada Western Red Spring (CWRS) wheat. 
Developer / sponsor: Crop Development Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

PT765 - Canada Western Red Spring (CWRS) wheat. 
Developer / sponsor: University of Alberta.

HW027 - Canada Western Hard White Spring (CWHWS) 
wheat. Developer / sponsor: Cereal Research Centre, 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

HY995 - Canada Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) wheat. Developer 
/ sponsor: Syngenta.

HY1319 - Canada Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) wheat. 
Developer / sponsor: Semi-Arid Prairie Agricultural 
Research Centre (SPARC), Agriculture and Agri-Food 
Canada, Swift Current, Sask.

HY1610 - Canada Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) wheat. 
Developer / sponsor: Cereal Research Centre, Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada, Winnipeg, Man.

HY1615 - Canada Prairie Spring Red (CPSR) wheat. 
Developer / sponsor: Cereal Research Centre, Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada, Winnipeg, Man.

DH01-28-137 - Canada Western Red Winter (CWRW) wheat. 

Developer / sponsor: University of Saskatchewan.
GP087 - Canada Western General Purpose (CWGP) spring 

wheat. Developer / sponsor: Syngenta.
GP097 - Canada Western General Purpose (CWGP) 

spring wheat. Developer / sponsor: Semi-Arid Prairie 
Agricultural Research Centre (SPARC), Agriculture and 
Agri-Food Canada, Swift Current, Sask.

WFT603 - Canada Western General Purpose (CWGP) 
spring wheat. Developer / sponsor: Western Feed Grain 
Development Co-op.

DT570 - Canada Western Amber Durum (CWAD) wheat. 
Developer / sponsor: Crop Development Centre, 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

DT832 - Canada Western Amber Durum (CWAD) wheat. 
Developer / sponsor: Semi-Arid Prairie Agricultural 
Research Centre (SPARC), Agriculture and Agri-Food 
Canada, Swift Current, Sask.

DT833 - Canada Western Amber Durum (CWAD) wheat. 
Developer / sponsor: Semi-Arid Prairie Agricultural 
Research Centre (SPARC), Agriculture and Agri-Food 
Canada, Swift Current, Sask.

Triticale
T218 - Spring triticale. Developer / sponsor: Seed-Link.
T219 - Spring triticale. Developer / sponsor: Seed-Link.
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...serving farmers since 1984

“In the four years I have been 
using PowerRich’s balanced 
nutrient packages I have found 
my yields have been excellent 
and the advantage of handling 
half the volume of fertilizer has 
greatly increased ef� ciency 
at seeding time.” 
 Barry Webster
 Imperial, SK

Member of Agriculture Canada Quality Assurance Program

Phone: (204) 786-5736  |  Fax: (204) 783-9740
1.800.663.4769

www.powerrich.com

Member of Agriculture Canada Member of Agriculture Canada 

VISIT US JANUARY 21-23, 2014
Main St.  |  Keystone Centre  |  Brandon, MB
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Always read and follow label directions.
AgSolutions is a registered trade-mark of BASF Corporation; and NODULATOR is a registered trade-mark of BASF, all used with permission by BASF Canada Inc.  
© 2014 BASF Canada Inc.

Chances are if you grow peas or lentils you’re already using inoculants.  
What you may not realize is they’re not all created equal. That’s why you should 
insist on Nodulator® XL. With the most active strain of rhizobia, it improves 
nitrogen fixation for increased root biomass and top growth. It all adds up to 
higher yield potential. So when you choose Nodulator XL, we suggest you think 
ahead to harvest time—and think big. To find out more, visit agsolutions.ca or 
contact AgSolutions® Customer Care at 1-877-371-BASF (2273).

With 8% more yield  
than other inoculants, it  
makes a welcome addition  
to any operation.

110201375_NodulatorXL_Bin_SSG_v3.indd   1 2013-12-04   10:59 AM



Seek
Treatment

The treatment of JumpStart® on canola, that is.
Order your seed centrally treated with JumpStart to  

discover quicker emergence, improved vigour and higher yields.

When you start out right, the results are more rewarding.

For the love of canola, don’t forget your JumpStart. Seek treatment  

from your local retailer and order your seed centrally treated today.

Novozymes is the world leader in bioinnovation. Together 
with customers across a broad array of industries we 
create tomorrow’s industrial biosolutions, improving our 
customers’ business and the use of our planet’s resources.  
Read more at www.novozymes.com.

www.useJumpStart.ca   |   1-888-744-5662
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For the love  
of canola

Scan here for  
the latest 
information 
on varieties.

is available on select 
canola varieties from:

Colours are matched to jpg �le - do not know what the pantone colours are

1012 RR 2012 CL

InVigor L120
InVigor L130
InVigor L150
InVigor L154
InVigor L159

InVigor 5440
InVigor L135C
InVigor L156H
InVigor L252
InVigor L261

45H29 RR
45H31 RR
45S52 RR
45S54 RR

46S53 RR
46H75 CL
D3153 RR
D3154S RR

73-75 RR
74-44 BL

74-54 RR 

VT 500 G
VR 9560 CL

VR 9562 GC

CANTERRA 1970 CANTERRA 1990

6060 RR
6056 CR
6050 RR

6044 RR
6040 RR
5535 CL

5525 CL

V12-1 
V12-2

v2045

WinThisBin.ca

Contest is open to commercially active farmers in Western Canada (namely the provinces of Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Peace River region of British Columbia). Full contest details at WinThisBin.ca. 

® JumpStart is a registered trademark of Novozymes A/S. All rights reserved. Meridian Trademarks used with permission. 
Printed in Canada.  13056 12.13
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ALFALFASaskatchewan Pedigreed Seed growers
Directory of Crop Varieties

this list was prepared by the Canadian Seed Growers association. it includes varieties eligible for sale in Canada and seed crops  
issued certificates as of nov. 1, 2013. CSGa assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions. 

the pedigreed class code is listed after the grower’s phone number. S = Select; F = Foundation; r = registered; C = Certified.

bArLey

AlfAlfA
3010
Marchildon, Vince & Daniel Zenon Park (306)-767-2455    c

4010Br
Gourley, Bruce D. Watson (306)-287-3127    c

ALgonqUIn
Ag Vision Seeds Ltd. carrot river (306)-768-3335    c
Aitken, robert Eyebrow (306)-759-2700    c
Bueckert, Phil Eyebrow (306)-759-2076    c
LeBras, Mart & Evan Arborfield (306)-769-8506    c
Weighill, William A. carrot river (306)-768-3560    c
Wildeman, Maurice Don Lanigan (306)-365-4395    c

evermore
Meier, Garry L. ridgedale (306)-277-2110    c

PHABULoUs
Lalonde, Lucien Tisdale (306)-767-2650    c
Meier, Garry L. ridgedale (306)-277-2110    c

vIsIon
Nicklen, Jared carrot river (306)-768-3136    c

BArley
AAc sYnergY
Syngenta canada Inc.  Melfort (306)-752-5397  F r 

Ac meTcALfe
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602   r 
Beuker, Allan Daniel Melfort (306)-752-4810    c
Bodnaryk, John E. rhein (306)-273-4263    c
Booy, Jerry N. & Murray T. & Darcy K. Glaslyn (306)-342-2058    c
Boyd, clare W. & Dale A. Melfort (306)-752-2108    c
Edmunds, Greg & Glen Tisdale (306)-873-5480    c
Edwards, Lawrence r.,  Donna,   

Jeff & Mike  Nokomis (306)-528-2140   r 
Etter, James raymond richardson (306)-757-1136    c
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    c
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977    c
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010   r 
Gaertner, Lyle Tisdale (306)-873-4936    c
Girodat Seeds Ltd. Shaunavon (306)-297-2563    c
Hardy, Allan W., Dale & Evan Grenfell (306)-697-3128    c
Heavin, G. Harvey & G. ryan Melfort (306)-752-4171    c
Hleck, Lloyd G. Nipawin (306)-862-2155    c
Jones, Bradley & Wanda Wadena (306)-338-2381    c
Kasko, F. John Prince Albert (306)-764-2875    c
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S   c
Luck, Lorne c. & Landis Tisdale (306)-873-4111    c
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414 S  r 
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c
Maslin, Jackson G. & Greg. D.  Archerwill (306)-323-4904    c
Medernach, Louis J. & Kim L. cudworth (306)-256-3398    c
Novak, Orrin Kuroki (306)-338-2021   r 
Nystuen, David G. Spalding (306)-872-2183 S F r 

Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912    c
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244   r 
Pastl, Glenn A. Watson (306)-287-4243    c
Pratchler, John &  Leander Muenster (306)-682-3317    c
rempel, Blair Allan Nipawin (306)-862-3573    c
Seidle, E., B., c. & M. Medstead (306)-342-4377   r c
Sperle, Bentley D. & Jody unity (306)-228-3160   r 
Stokke, Shane T. Watrous (306)-946-4044    c
Trowell, Kenneth, Larry & Nathan Saltcoats (306)-744-2687   r c
Wakefield, Kristopher,  

Laurie G. & Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984   r 
Wiens, Brennan r. Herschel (306)-377-2002    c
Woroschuk, Andrew calder (306)-742-4682    c
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807   r 
Youzwa, Donald Nipawin (306)-862-5690   r c
Zwingli, James Trent & Shelley Melfort (306)-752-4224    c

Ac rAnger
Ardell, Terrence, Michael, 

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415    c
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696    c

Ac rosser
Allan, raymond N. & ruth corning (306)-224-4666    c

BenTLeY
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235   r 
Mayerle, Erwin D. Tisdale (306)-873-4261    c
Pederson, Lorne robert Archerwill (306)-323-4240  F  c
Pfeifer, robert G. Lemberg (306)-335-2532   r 
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807    c

BrAHmA
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F  

cdc AUsTenson
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415 S F  c
Buziak, ronald charles Mayfair (306)-445-6556   r 
Dutton, David H.& George Paynton (306)-895-4306    c
Ennis, Garnet & Neil Glenavon (306)-429-2793 S   c
Fedoruk, Michael J. Kamsack (306)-542-4235    c
Goossen, Mathew Stenen (306)-548-4760    c
Larsen, Lyle L. Aylsham (306)-862-7333  F  
Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917    c
Tebbutt, Gregg Nipawin (306)-862-9730   r 
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060 S   c
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S F  c

cdc cArTer
Pender, Joseph M. Saskatoon (306)-374-4933  F  

cdc coALITIon
clancy, Kenneth carrot river (306)-768-2902    c

cdc coPeLAnd
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602   r 
carlson, Herbert E. P. & Leslie Buchanan (306)-592-4449    c
Denis, Michel P. & Marc St. Denis (306)-258-2219    c
Edmunds, Greg & Glen Tisdale (306)-873-5480   r 
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977    c
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bA
rL

ey Friesen, Greg & Brea; Leavins,  
Brent & Betty Mae Elrose (306)-378-4839    c

Gellner, clayton S. Southey (306)-726-4323    c
Heavin, Larry N. & L. Warren Melfort (306)-752-4020  F r 
Heggie, Kyle robert Leross (306)-675-4920    c
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694    c
Johnson, Oscar Stuart & Lee Stuart Margo (306)-324-4315    c
Kennett, Brian Guy Manor (306)-448-4813    c
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c
Mayerle, Erwin D. Tisdale (306)-873-4261    c
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848    c
Medernach, Louis J. & Kim L. cudworth (306)-256-3398   r 
Murray, ross Young (306)-259-4982    c
Novak, Orrin Kuroki (306)-338-2021    c
redman, Wayne G. & collin M.  Margo (306)-324-4235    c
rude, Stanley Naicam (306)-874-2359    c
rugg, Barry c. & robert B. Elstow (306)-257-3638    c
Sandercock, Eric M. Balcarres (306)-334-2958    c
Seidle, E., B., c. & M. Medstead (306)-342-4377  F  c
Shewchuk, Stan, Lorne, Terry,  

Adam & Michael Blaine Lake (306)-497-3503    c
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060   r 
Trowell, Kenneth, Larry & Nathan Saltcoats (306)-744-2687  F r c
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S F  c
Wakefield, Kristopher,  

Laurie G. & Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984    c
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811    c
Woroschuk, Andrew calder (306)-742-4682    c
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807    c
Zwingli, James Trent & Shelley Melfort (306)-752-4224    c

cdc cowBoY
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415 S F  
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    c
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377    c

cdc fIBAr
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694   r c

cdc HILose
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235  F  

cdc KIndersLeY
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602   r 
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S  r 
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244   r 
Pratchler, John & Leander Muenster (306)-682-3317   r 
rugg, Barry c. & robert B. Elstow (306)-257-3638   r 

cdc LAndIs
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235  F  

cdc mAverIcK
Ardell, Terrence, Michael, 

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415  F r 
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235 S F  
Kerber, Greg rosthern (306)-232-4474    c
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S   

cdc mcgwIre
carlson, Herbert E. P. & Leslie Buchanan (306)-592-4449    c
Pender, Joseph M. Saskatoon (306)-374-4933 S   
Pender, richard Joseph Saskatoon (306)-374-4933    c
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377    c

cdc meredITH
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602 S  r 
Booy, Jerry N., Murray T. & Darcy K. Glaslyn (306)-342-2058    c
cay, Susan M. Kinistino (306)-864-3696   r 
Dangstorp, Brian & Perry redvers (306)-452-3443    c
Denis, Michel P. & Marc St. Denis (306)-258-2219    c

All In Farm Services
Select Seed Grower
Phone: 780-847-2022 Fax: 780-847-2011

For all your seed needs
                 Pulses   Canola   Cereals   Forages   Corn   Silage Inoculant

Brent Andersen  
Box 222, Kitscoty, AB
T0B 2P0

Financing Available
Ag Chemical Retailer
Scale on Site

Growers of Foundation, Registered and Certified Seed

CEREALS, OILSEEDS AND PULSE CROPS
Box 672, Kinistino, Sask.  S0J 1H0

“Seedwise We Specialize”

Ph: 306-864-3696  Fax: 306-864-2456

CAY SEEDS LTD.

1 Mile East, 4 Miles South and 1 1/2 Miles East of Kinistino
cayseeds@sasktel.net

• 
• 
• 

Box 4222, Taber, Alberta, T1G 2C7 

Phone: 1-800-563-7333 

Fax: 403-223-1900 

SEED AVAILABLE FOR 2014: 
WHEAT:  Pasteur, AC® Muchmore, CDC Go, AC® 
Carberry, AC® Lillian 
DURUM:  AC® Transcend, AC® Strongfield    
MALT BLY:  CDC Meredith, AC Metcalfe, CDC Copeland,  
FEED BARLEY:  CDC Austenson, Muskwa, CDC Cowboy,  
PEAS:  CDC Meadow yellow, CDC Patrick green  
ALSO:  Triticale, Oats, Lentils   




Choose  
Chin Ridge for 
higher yields & 
cleaner fields! 

 • Strong� eld Durum • Lillian Wheat

 • Transcend Durum • CDC Maxim Lentils

 • CDC Redcliff Lentils

 • CDC Utmost - Harvest VB Wheat

Box 367, Strasbourg, SK  SOG 4V0

306-725-3236

CRASWELL SEEDS

BIG DOG SEEDS INC.
WAYNE AMOS

OXBOW, SK    PHONE 306.483.2963

SPRING WHEAT: AC Barrie, AC Unity VB,
  AC Waskada, AC Carberry, Cardale
WINTER WHEAT: CDC Buteo, Moats 
PEAS: CDC Golden, CDC Patrick
FlAx: CDC Bethune Re-constituted 
lENTIlS: CDC Maxim Cl
OATS: AC Stride, Souris
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bArLey
Dutton, David H. & George Paynton (306)-895-4306    c
Edmunds, Greg & Glen Tisdale (306)-873-5480    c
Edwards, Lawrence r., Donna,  

Jeff & Mike  Nokomis (306)-528-2140 S   
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475   r 
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977   r c
Friesen, Greg & Brea; Leavins,  

Brent & Betty Mae Elrose (306)-378-4839    c
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010    c
Greenshields, Grant & Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155    c
Gregoire, Denis, rory & Brandon North Battleford (306)-445-5516    c
Heavin, Larry N. & L. Warren Melfort (306)-752-4020 S F r 
Hyndman, Neil S. Balcarres (306)-334-2914    c
Johnson, Oscar Stuart & Lee Stuart Margo (306)-324-4315   r 
Jones, Bradley & Wanda Wadena (306)-338-2381 S F r 
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078  F  c
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414    c
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c
Medernach, Louis J. & Kim L. cudworth (306)-256-3398   r c
Novak, Orrin Kuroki (306)-338-2021    c
Novak, roy Wadena (306)-338-2608    c
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912   r c
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244   r 
Pastl, Glenn A. Watson (306)-287-4243   r 
Pratchler, John & Leander Muenster (306)-682-3317    c
redman, Wayne G. & collin M.  Margo (306)-324-4235   r c
rude, Stanley Naicam (306)-874-2359    c
rugg, Barry c. & robert B. Elstow (306)-257-3638  F  c
Sandercock, Eric M. Balcarres (306)-334-2958    c
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867   r 
South, Winston, richard & Bradley Melfort (306)-752-9840   r 
Thompson, Jan Harris Naicam (306)-874-5407 S  r 
Toman, Fred Guernsey (306)-365-4215    c
Tomtene, Steven & Slind, Daniel Birch Hills (306)-749-3447   r 
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060   r 
Trowell, Ken & Larry Saltcoats (306)-744-2687   r c
Trowell, Ken & Larry Saltcoats (306)-744-2687 S  r c
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684    c
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S F  c
Wakefield, Kristopher, Laurie G.  

& Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984   r 
Wiens, Brennan r. Herschel (306)-377-2002    c
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811   r c
Woroschuk, Andrew calder (306)-742-4682   r 
Yauck, Kevin rodney Govan (306)-484-4555    c

cdc PoLAr sTAr
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414   r 

cdc rATTAn
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694    c

cdc THomPson
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696    c

ceLeBrATIon
clancy, Kenneth carrot river (306)-768-2902   r 
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694   r 

cHAmPIon
Keller, Gordon A. Nut Mountain (306)-327-4862    c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027  F r c
redman, Wayne G. & collin M.  Margo (306)-324-4235    c
Sayers, charlie Joseph Delmas (306)-445-6522   r 

conLon
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    c
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c

Danielson Seeds Inc.
Pedigreed & Commercial Seed

Seed Cleaning and Treating

 Ph: 306-594-2173
Lionel & Bonnie Fax: 306-594-2662

Box 352
Norquay, Sask

S0A 2V0

danielsonseeds@hotmail.com

 Phone (306) 528-2140 
Lawrence Edwards Cell (306) 528-7606
Donna Edwards Cell (306) 528-7888
Jeff Edwards Cell (306) 528-7809

LR.Edwards@sasktel.net

Pedigreed Seed
Custom Cleaning

Nokomis, SK

Robert & Kevin Elmy
Phone: 744-2779 or 744-2332

www.friendlyacres.sk.ca
Saltcoats, Sask.

FRIENDLY ACRES SEED FARMS INC.

Box 475, Milestone, Sask., Canada S0G 3L0
Phone (306) 436-2178  Fax (306) 436-4647

www.garrattindustries.com
Grain Processing & Seed Cleaning Equipment

Gravity Tables   Air Screen Machines   Vibratory Feeders   Destoners

Retailer and Pedigreed Seed 
Grower of Cereals, Oilseeds, 

Pulses and Forages
Pasteur, Carberry, Utmost VB, Metcalfe.
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Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602   r 
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696  F  c
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438   r 
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694 S F  c
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244    c
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377    c

mAjor
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S  r c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S   c

merIT 57
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235   r 
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684 S F r 

newdALe
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696    c
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438    c
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977    c
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684 S F r 
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377    c
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811    c

sUndre
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010   r c
Kerber, Greg rosthern (306)-232-4474    c
Latrace, Bill caronport (306)-693-2626    c

XenA
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027  F r c

BeAn
cdc wm-2 - PInTo
carlson, Keith W. & Grant Outlook (306)-867-8571   r 

medIcIne HAT - PInTo
Walker, Wes &  David Tisdale (306)-873-7733    c

Birdsfoot trefoil
Leo
Lyons, Murray F. Nipawin (306)-862-3066    c
Smelland, Nels Nipawin (306)-862-3061    c

BromegrAss
Ac KnowLes - HYBrId
Ag Vision Seeds Ltd. carrot river (306)-768-3335    c

ArmAdA - meAdow
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060    c

cArLTon - smooTH
Hochbaum, Jack Wilkie 306-843-2054    c

sIgnAL - smooTH
Pliska, ricky Dorintosh (306)-236-3329    c

CAmelinA
mIdAs
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867  F  

CAnArygrAss
cdc BAsTIA - AnnUAL
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010  F r 
Herle, Gregory & Andrew E. Wilkie (306)-843-2934    c
Nakonechny, Donald , coral & Lance ruthilda (306)-932-4409 S F r 
Woroschuk, Andrew calder (306)-742-4682    c

CAnAryseed
cAnTATe
Hansen, James S. Yellow Grass (306)-465-2525    c

LUNG SEEDS LTD.
Box 179  Lake Lenore, Sask.  S0K 2J0

Ph: 306-368-2414  Fax: 306-368-2415
       Complete Seed Processing & Sales

M&M Seeds
 Wheat Barley Yellow Peas Green Peas
 Goodeve VB AC Metcalfe CDC Meadow CDC Raezer
 Shaw VB CDC Copeland CDC Treasure
 CDC Utmost VB AC NewDale
  CDC Meredith

CUSTOM SEED CLEANING
Ph. Seed Plant: 258-2219 Fax: 258-2220 Email: mandmseeds@sasktel.net

Box 7, St. Denis, SK S0K 3W0

 H um boldt, S K  S 0K 2A0
 Tel: 306-682-5170
 E m a il: oneoa kfa rm s@ sa sktel.net
 Dennis Lueke

 S eed G row er &  Proces sor

Make seeding a success; 
get your seed tested at

“professional, precise, preferred”

Bonnie Ernst & Kelly Hansen
Owners/Operators
CFIA Accredited Seed Analysts

1105 Railway Avenue
Weyburn SK  S4H 3H5

Phone: 306-842-PDSL (7375)
Website: www.pdsl.net

Email: pdsl@sasktel.net

Certified lentil seed for sale
• CDC Dazil (small red)

• CDC Greenland (large green)

Moen Farms Ltd.
Cabri, Saskatchewan

Contact Jim Moen
(306) 587-2214     cell: (306) 587-7452
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CHICkPeA 
CAnOLA 

CAnArySeeD
COVer

FLAX
FAbA beAn

cdc cALvI - AnnUAL
Fast, Walter J. & Linda Kindersley (306)-463-3626 S   
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414 S   

CAnolA / rApeseed
red rIver 1861 - B. nAPUs (HIgH erUcIc AcId)
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027    c

sYnergY - B. rAPA
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438    c
Gizen, Jason Prelate (306)-673-2687    c

ChiCkpeA
cdc ALmA - KABULI
Affleck, Lloyd & Laforge, Troy Beechy (306)-978-0529  F 
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139 S F r

cdc consUL - desI       
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle, & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344  F 
Simpson, John W. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402 S  

cdc fronTIer - KABULI       
Affleck, Lloyd & Laforge, Troy Beechy (306)-978-0529  F 

cdc LeAder - KABULI       
Marcil, Harvey G. & Brent Louis Moose Jaw (306)-694-2981 S  r
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649 S F r
Moen, Jim cabri (306)-587-2214 S F 
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139 S F r
Simpson, John W. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402 S F r
Watson, Wayne Donald, calvin & Mark Avonlea (306)-868-2171 S F r

cdc orIon - KABULI       
Affleck, Lloyd & Laforge, Troy Beechy (306)-978-0529  F  
Forer, Tim & Denise Avonlea (306)-868-4433   r 
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649 S F r c
Miller, Neil, Jarrod, Sean & Bruce Avonlea (306)-868-2117   r 
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139 S F r 
Stauber, clayton & Lori Stewart Valley (306)-773-7907   r 

Clover
AUrorA - ALsIKe
Ag Vision Seeds Ltd. carrot river (306)-768-3335    c

norgoLd - sweeT
Antony, Lawrence Macnutt (306)-742-4585  F  
Smears, reginald A. choiceland (306)-428-2887    c

fABA BeAn
cdc snowdroP
Marcil, Harvey G. & Brent Louis Moose Jaw (306)-694-2981 S F  
Mayerle, Erwin D. Tisdale (306)-873-4261  F  
Mayerle, Garry D. Tisdale (306)-873-5993 S   
Mayerle, Kris Tisdale (306)-873-4261 S   
Peifer, Denton M. Nipawin (306)-862-3437  F  
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867 S F  
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236 S   

snowBIrd
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060   r c

flAx

AAc BrAvo
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235  F  
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438 S F  
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S F  
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848  F  

 Retailers of Pedigreed Seeds, Cereals, 
 Canola, Peas, Forage Grass Seeds.
 Custom Cleaning, Agricultural Chemicals

 Agent for Secan, FP Genetics and Canterra Seeds

 R ED V ERS  A G RICULTURAL  &  S  UP P LY  L TD .
 Bo x 150, R ed vers S K  S 0C 2 H0

 S eed  P la nt Office (306) 45 2 -3443

Reisner Seed Farm
Growers & Processors of Pedigreed Seeds

Box 2, Limerick, Saskatchewan  S0H 2P0 breisner@sasktel.net

 Ph: (306) 263-2139 Fax: (306) 263-2091
Certified & higher Pedigrees in stock of these Superior Varieties:

Durum - CDC Verona, AC® Eurostar, 
AC® Transcend 
Wheat - AC® Unity, Snowbird, 
AC® Lillian, AC® Infinity, CDC Utmost 
Flax - CDC Sorrel

Peas - CDC Meadow, CDC Golden 
Lentil - CDC Impower CL, CDC Imvincible CL,
CDC Imigreen CL, CDC Imax CL
Chickpea - CDC Orion, CDC Alma, CDC Leader

PH (306) 323-4402
FAX (306) 323-4403

Box 147, Archerwill, SK  S0E 0B0
askus@seedsource.ca

for a complete 
selection of Wheat, 
Barley, Oats, Canola, 

Peas and Flaxseed

We are your Seed Source!

SOUTH
SEEDS

Wheat - Unity VB - Vesper VB
Barley - AC Metcalfe - CDC Meredith   Oats - Triactor

Ph (306) 752-9840  |  Fax (306) 752-9197
Box 3219, Melfort, SK  S0E 1A0

“Good Seed Pays”
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AX Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917   r 

Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684 S F  

cdc gLAs - reconsTITUTed
Dutton, David H. & George Paynton (306)-895-4306 S   

cdc sAncTUArY - reconsTITUTed
Schmeling, Donald H. riceton (306)-530-1052 S   

HAnLeY
cresswell, Gordon B., Bryan & Mark Tisdale (306)-873-5360 S   

PrAIrIe BLUe
Willner, Brady E. Davidson (306)-567-4613    c

PrAIrIe grAnde
Larsen, Lyle L. Aylsham (306)-862-7333  F  

PrAIrIe sAPPHIre
Fraser, Edward H., Glen & Dale Yarbo (306)-745-3830    c
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c
Gizen, Jason Prelate (306)-673-2687    c
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c

PrAIrIe THUnder
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    c

TAUrUs
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684  F r 
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377   r 

vT50
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c

wesTLIn 70
crosson, Lorne, Will, Lee & Glen Welwyn (306)-733-4593   r 
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027  F  

wesTLIn 71
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027  F r 

hemp
cAnmA
Marshall, Larry Shellbrook (306)-747-2725    c

cfX-2
Hemp Genetics International Inc. Saskatoon (604)-882-4936    c

fInoLA
Hemp Genetics International Inc. Saskatoon (604)-882-4936    c
Mayerle, Kris Tisdale (306)-873-4261    c

HemPnUT
campbell, Hugh Qu’Appelle (306)-699-2967   r 
clancy, Kenneth carrot river (306)-768-2902    c

lentil
cdc AsTerIX
Simpson, Thomas H. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402 S F r 
cdc dAzIL
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist, Armand  

& Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058   r c
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c
Friesen, Greg & Brea; Leavins,  

Brent & Betty Mae Elrose (306)-378-4839    c
Hansen, James S. Yellow Grass (306)-465-2525    c
Moen, Jim cabri (306)-587-2214    c
Simpson, Trevor W. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402    c
Stauber, clayton & Lori Stewart Valley (306)-773-7907    c
Stirton, Brian James Moose Jaw (306)-693-2310    c
Straub, Lorne A. Pense (306)-345-2390    c

cdc greenLAnd
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c

Box 69 Pennant, Saskatchewan  S0N 1X0

Select Seed Growers
SUNSET FARMS LTD.

Business: 306.626.3388
DON DOWDESWELL
sunset@sasktel.net Cell: 306.741.1523

KEATON DOWDESWELL
keatonfarms@hotmail.com Cell: 306.750.1114

Box 548
Cut Knife, Saskatchewan  S0M 0N0

phone: 306-398-4714   email: veikle.seeds@sasktel.net

VAN BURCK SEEDSVAN BURCK SEEDS
STAR CITY, SK

Tel: 306-863-4377
Fax: 306-863-2252

E-mail: vanburckseeds@sasktel.net

Foundation, Registered, Certifi ed Seed
Wheat, Oats, Barley, Flax, Peas, LL Canola & RR Canola

Ken and Larry Trowell
Box 210 Saltcoats, SK S0A 3R0

Pedigreed Seed Growers

WHEAT:  AC Vesper VB, Waskada
BARLEY:  CDC Copeland, AC Metcalfe, CDC Meredith 
OATS:  Stride
FLAX: CDC Bethune

Phone: Ken (306) 744-2687 Larry (306) 744-2604 
Fax: (306) 744-2754

WILLNER AGRI LTD.
Pedigree Seed

CS

ACPS

Brady         Marilyn
Lorne

Davidson, SK
Phone: 306-567-4613

willnerseeds@xplornet.com
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LenTIL
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052    c
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649 S F  
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle, & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344   r 
Willner, Brady E. Davidson (306)-567-4613   r 

cdc greensTAr
Bailey, roy G. Milden (306)-935-4702 S   
Bews, W. Kenneth & Brent W. Eatonia (306)-967-2440 S F  
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist, Armand  

& Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058 S   
Hansen, James S. Yellow Grass (306)-465-2525 S   
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843 S   
Marcil, Harvey G. & Brent Louis Moose Jaw (306)-694-2981 S   
Mattus, ronald  chaplin (306)-395-2652 S   
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649 S   
Moen, Jim cabri (306)-587-2214 S F  
Petruic, cameron L., Judy & Nick Avonlea (306)-868-2294 S   
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139 S F  
renwick, Douglas Dale Milestone (306)-436-4418 S   
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle, & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344  F  
Simpson, John W. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402 S F  
Smith, ron T.W. & Barb A. Limerick (306)-263-4944 S   
Wiens, rudy G. Herschel (306)-377-4800 S   

cdc ImAX - smALL red
Etter, James raymond richardson (306)-757-1136    c
Etter, Ken E. regina (306)-789-3504    c
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649   r 
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139   r 
Willner, Brady E. Davidson (306)-567-4613    c

cdc ImPALA
Latrace, Bill caronport (306)-693-2626    c
Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917    c

cdc ImPower - LArge green
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475   r 
Garratt, Lyle c. & K. c. Milestone (306)-436-2178    c
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052    c
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649    c
Petruic, cameron L., Judy & Nick Avonlea (306)-868-2294 S  r 
Smith, ron T. W. & Barb A. Limerick (306)-263-4944    c
Smith, Wayne D. Limerick (306)-263-4944    c
Wiens, rudy G. Herschel (306)-377-4800 S F r 

cdc ImProve
Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917    c
Veikle, Lorne A., carl E., G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714    c

cdc ImvIncIBLe
Garratt, Lyle c. & K.c. Milestone (306)-436-2178    c
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649 S F r 
Miller, Neil, Jarrod, Sean & Bruce Avonlea (306)-868-2117    c
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139   r 
rogg, Paul A. Pennant (306)-626-3236    c
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle, & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344   r 
Simpson, Jamie P. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402   r 
Smith, ron T. W. & Barb A. Limerick (306)-263-4944    c
Smith, Wayne D. Limerick (306)-263-4944    c
Stirton, Brian James Moose Jaw (306)-693-2310   r 
Watson, Wayne Donald &  

calvin & Mark Avonlea (306)-868-2171    c

cdc Kr-2
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867 S   

cdc mArBLe
Greenshields, Grant, Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155 S   
Simpson, Tyler J. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402 S F  
Yauck, Kevin rodney Govan (306)-484-4555 S   

Tebbutt Seeds Ltd.

“50 Years of Quality  
Seed Production”

Box 222, Nipawin, SK   S0E 1E0 
Ph: 306-862-9730  Fax: 306-862-4113

HRS - Cardale, Vesper VB, Shaw VB
YELLOW PEAS - CDC Meadow, CDC Centennial
BARLEY - CDC Austenson

Gregg Tebbutt

306-484-4612 306-484-2010
Baine A. Fritzler Seed Plant

Cereals - Oilseeds - Pulses - Mustards

Doug and Joan Stoll
Pedigreed Seed & Processing
CDC Boyer Oats Unity VB Wheat 
Cardale Wheat CDC Sorrel  
 Reconstituted Flax
Box 535, Delisle, Saskatchewan  S0L 0P0
T (306) 493-2534 C (306) 493-7409

Stoll’S Seed Barn ltd.

Canadian
Seed
inStitute

OSCAR JOHNSON
Cell: (306) 338-7910
oscar.j@northlandseeds.com

LEE JOHNSON
Cell: (306) 338-7727 

lee.j@northlandseeds.com

PEDIGREED SEED GROWERS • SCALE ON SITE

Box 164
Margo, SK

S0A 2M0
Tel: (306) 324-4315

Fax: (306) 324-2088

“SEEDS FOR SUCCESS”

611 99th Ave Box 2169
Tisdale, SK  S0E 1T0

PH: 306.873.2345
Fax: 306.873.4740

Email: marketing.nnsl@sasktel.net

International Distribution Agents for CDC Field Pea Varieties

Also Specializing in:
Alfalfa - Clovers - Grasses

Organic Commodities
Custom Cleaning & Blending
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craswell, raymond W. Strasbourg (306)-725-3236 S F  c
Floberg, Barry, Delana, Devin  

& Brandon Shaunavon (306)-297-2087    c
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475 S  r 
Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917    c
Schmeling, Donald H. riceton (306)-530-1052    c

cdc PerIdoT
Amos, K. Wayne Oxbow (306)-483-2963    c
Keyser, robert Sean cupar (306)-723-4949    c
Yauck, Kevin rodney Govan (306)-484-4555   r 

cdc qg-2
Saskcan Pulse regina (306)-525-4490  F  

cdc redcLIff
craswell, raymond W. Strasbourg (306)-725-3236   r 

cdc redcoAT
Girodat Seeds Ltd. Shaunavon (306)-297-2563    c

cdc sB-2
Simpson, Jamie P. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402    c

cdc scArLeT
Fast, Walter J. & Linda Kindersley (306)-463-3626   r 
Marcil, Harvey G. & Brent Louis Moose Jaw (306)-694-2981  F  
Mattus, ronald  chaplin (306)-395-2652 S F  

IndIAn HeAd - PLow down TYPe
Simpson, Tyler J. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402 S F r 

mustArd
AndAnTe - YeLLow
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010    c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027    c

cenTennIAL - Brown
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010    c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027    c

cUTLAss - orIenTAL
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027    c

oAts
AAc jUsTIce
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912 S   

Ac morgAn - YeLLow

Beuker, Allan Daniel Melfort (306)-752-4810   r c
Boyd, raymond W. Melfort (306)-752-3655   r 
Edmunds, Greg & Glen Tisdale (306)-873-5480   r c
Gaertner, Lyle Tisdale (306)-873-4936   r 
Goossen, Mathew Stenen (306)-548-4760    c
Heavin, G. Harvey & G. ryan Melfort (306)-752-4171    c
Pogu, Jean Duck Lake (306)-467-4903   r 
rempel, Blair Allan Nipawin (306)-862-3573    c
Seidle, E., B., c. & M. Medstead (306)-342-4377  F r c
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060    c
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811    c
Zwingli, James Trent & Shelley Melfort (306)-752-4224    c

Ac mUsTAng
Latrace, Bill caronport (306)-693-2626   r 

cdc BALer - forAge
Lueke, Dennis Humboldt (306)-682-5170    c

cdc BoYer
Stoll, Douglas John, Joan & Lyndon Delisle (306)-493-2534    c

TEZ SEEDS INC
Pedigreed Seed Growers

Barley • Wheat • Durum	 Greg Friesen Brent Leavins
Flax • Lentils • Peas	            306-378-4839
Legend Seeds Soybeans	 	 TEZ.SEEDS@SASKTEL.NET

BOX 351 ELROSE, SK  S0L 0Z0

SEED FARM
Brent and Ginette

BOX 4, CORNING, SASK. S0G 0T0
PH: 306-224-4848

CELL: 306;736-3148
Email: brent@mccarthyseed.com

Production, Processing and Conditioning of Pedigreed Seed

ERWIN MAYERLE KRIS MAYERLE

Greenleaf Seeds Ltd.
BOX 1180, TISDALE, SASK.  S0E 1T0 
PH: 873-4261     FAX: 873-5710

• Wheat - Unity VB, Glenn, Utmost VB, Conquer VB, Vespar VB 
• Barley - Meredith, Copeland, Bently
• Canola - RR1990, RR1970, RR1919
• Peas - CDC Meadow, CDC Treasures 
• Oats - Triactor

Certified Hemp Seed 
    pedigreed seed for planting

CFX-1    
CFX-2  
CRS-1   
SSNS-1  
(Faba Bean  
Variety)

Gary Meier
306.873.7652

Kevin Friesen
604.607.4953 
 hempgenetics@gmail.com

jagfarms.com
Pedigreed Seed Growers and Processors

Located in Prelate, Saskatchewan
Jason: 306-628-8127 

email: jagizen@sasktel.net   website: jagfarms.com

* CDC Verona Durum
* AC Transcend Durum
* AC Synergy Canola
* CDC Dakota Dun Peas
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OATS
cdc dAncer
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    c
Jones, Bradley & Wanda Wadena (306)-338-2381   r c
Maslin, Jackson G. & Greg. D.  Archerwill (306)-323-4904   r 
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912    c

cdc HAYmAKer - forAge
Ardell, Terrence, Michael, Joanne  

& Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415  F  
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602 S F  
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235 S F  
Kerber, Greg rosthern (306)-232-4474   r 
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060 S  r 

cdc mInsTreL
Jones, Bradley & Wanda Wadena (306)-338-2381 S F r c
Lueke, Dennis Humboldt (306)-682-5170    c
Tomtene, Steven & Slind, Daniel Birch Hills (306)-749-3447  F  c
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377   r 

cdc morrIson
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235   r 
Tomtene, Steven & Slind, Daniel Birch Hills (306)-749-3447   r 

cdc nAsser
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684  F r 

cdc orrIn
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602    c
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438  F r 
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977    c
Jones, Bradley & Wanda Wadena (306)-338-2381   r 

cdc rUffIAn
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696 S   
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235 S   
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438 S   
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912 S   

cdc seABIscUIT
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235   r 
Greenshields, Grant & Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155    c
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414  F  

cdc so-I
charabin, Dale Kenneth,  

Timothy V. & ryan North Battleford (306)-445-2939   r 
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811    c
Wohlgemuth, John & candace Bredenbury (306)-989-2006   r c

LeggeTT
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415 S F r 
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438 S F r 
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977    c
Lueke, Dennis Humboldt (306)-682-5170   r 
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c

soUrIs
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415    c
clancy, Kenneth carrot river (306)-768-2902    c
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    c
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977    c
Johnson, Oscar Stuart & Lee Stuart Margo (306)-324-4315    c
Lueke, Dennis Humboldt (306)-682-5170    c
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649    c
Moroz, Troy Pelly (306)-595-4622    c
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912    c
Pogu, Jean Duck Lake (306)-467-4903    c
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060    c

sTrIde
Amos, K. Wayne Oxbow (306)-483-2963   r 
Trowell, Kenneth, Larry & Nathan Saltcoats (306)-744-2687 S F r c

Fedoruk Seeds
Wheat, Barley, Oats, Peas, Winter Wheat, Flax and Canola.

Seed Treating Available.

PH: 306-542-4235 FAX: 306-542-3048
Kamsack, SK

info@fedorukseeds.com

www.fedorukseeds.com

Frederick Seeds
Box 395, Watson, SK  S0K 4V0

Wheat - Harvest, CDC Utmost VB, 
Conquer VB, AC Andrew, Cardale

Barley - CDC Copeland, AC Metcalfe, Newdale, CDC Meredith
Oats - Leggett, CDC Orrin, Souris

Seed Plant: 306-287-3977     Cell: 306-287-8442
frederickseeds@sasktel.net

BEWS AGROW LTD.
Just North of Eatonia

Ken or Brent
Phone: (306) 967-2440

Quality Seed With 
Service Since 1962

Transcend & AC 
Enterprise Durum

Fowler SeedS ltd.
Pedigreed Seed grOWerS

Pedigreed and Commercial Seeds 

Custom Cleaning. Scale on Farm.
Carberry Wheat, CDC Treasure Peas,  

Waskada Wheat

Box 547, Central Butte, Sask.  S0H 0T0   
306-796-4652 
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charabin, Dale Kenneth, Timothy V.  

& ryan North Battleford (306)-445-2939    c
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235   r 
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684  F r 

sw BeTAnIA
Jones, Bradley & Wanda Wadena (306)-338-2381   r 

TrIAcTor
clancy, Kenneth carrot river (306)-768-2902    c
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694    c
Johnson, Oscar Stuart & Lee Stuart Margo (306)-324-4315    c
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414   r c
Maslin, Jackson G. & Greg. D.  Archerwill (306)-323-4904    c
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912    c
South, Winston & richard & Bradley Melfort (306)-752-9840   r 

peAs

AAc ArdILL - YeLLow
Kaeding, Warren churchbridge (306)-896-2236 S   

ABArTH - YeLLow
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235  F  
Herle, Gregory & Andrew E. Wilkie (306)-843-2934  F  
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S F  
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S F  
Veikle, Lorne A., carl E., G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714  F  
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811  F  

AgAssIz - YeLLow
Dangstorp, Brian & Perry redvers (306)-452-3443    c
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052    c
Pfeifer, robert G. Lemberg (306)-335-2532 S F  c
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684 S  r 

ArgUs
Floberg, Barry, Delana,  

Devin & Brandon Shaunavon (306)-297-2087   r c

cdc AmArILLo - YeLLow
Allan, John Garth corning (306)-457-2629 S   
Amos, K. Wayne Oxbow (306)-483-2963 S   
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415 S  r 
Bailey, roy G. Milden (306)-935-4702 S   
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602 S F  
Bews, W. Kenneth & Brent W. Eatonia (306)-967-2440 S F  
Brown, Kyle Prince Albert (306)-922-0571 S F  
Bryant, Le, Phyl, Vern & carol Battleford (306)-937-3565 S   
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696 S F  
cay, Susan M. Kinistino (306)-864-3696 S 
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist,  

Armand & Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058  F
Denis, Michel P. & Marc St. Denis (306)-258-2219 S 
Edwards, Lawrence r., Donna,  

Jeff & Mike  Nokomis (306)-528-2140 S 
Fast, Walter J. & Linda Kindersley (306)-463-3626 S 
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438 S 
Greenshields, Grant, Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155 S F
Heavin, G. Harvey & G. ryan Melfort (306)-752-4171 S 
Heavin, Milton russell Melfort (306)-752-4071 S 
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694 S 
Klemmer, richard Nipawin (306)-862-3874  F
Larsen, Lyle L. Aylsham (306)-862-7333 S 
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S 
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414  F
Marcil, Harvey G. & Brent Louis Moose Jaw (306)-694-2981 S 
Mayerle, Erwin D. Tisdale (306)-873-4261 S 
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649 S F 

Randy & Shirley Bergstrom
Pedigreed Seed

Box 33, Birsay, SK S0L 0G0

•Durum - AC Avonlea • Spr. Wheat -AC Cadillac • CPS - AC Crystal
 AC Avonlea  AC Barrie

Phone 306-573-4625 Fax 306-573-2001

Peas 
CDC Meadow 
CDC Treasure 
CDC Limerick 
CDC Amarillo (2015)

Wheat
CDC Utmost VB 
AC Vespar VB 
AC Shaw VB 
AC Conquer VB 
Cardale 
Carberry

Oats 
Leggett 
Souris 
Haymaker 2015

Barley
CDC Copeland 
CDC Cowboy 
AC Ranger 
CDC Austenson 
CDC Maverick 2015

CanOla
Pioneer Hi Bred 
Invigor

TERRY &  
MICHAEL ARDELL

P.O. Box 21, Vanscoy SK S0L 3J0

Email: ardellseeds@sasktel.net

   ARDELL 
SEEDS LTD.

306-668-4415 
306-978-4407 
306-221-8347

Phone  
Fax 
Cell

Muchmore, CDC Go, Stettler, CDC Utmost-Harvest, Bentley, 
CDC Copeland, CDC Meredith, Newdale, AC Metcalfe, CDC Austenson, 

AC Mustang, Thunderbird, CDC Meadow, CDC Sorrel

(403) 443-7330 • Fax (403) 443-7992
Harold Cell (403) 443-0005 • David Cell (403) 443-3333

Harold & Jan King RR2, Three Hills, AB  T0M 0A0

E-mail | kingsseedfarm@gmail.com

MERCER SEEDS LTD.

Ryan Mercer
RR8-10-11
Lethbridge, AB  T1J 4P4

P: 403-327-9736
C: 403-308-2297
E: rmercer@mercerseeds.ca

Spring Wheat:	 NRG	010	(CWGP),	Elie	(CWRS),	Iceberg	(CWHW),	Whitehawk	(CWHW)
Winter Wheat:	 Moats	(CWRW)
Durum: 	 Enterprise	(CWAD)
Barley:	 CDC	Meredith
Flax:	 Westlin	70,	CDC	Sanctuary
Yellow Peas:	 CDC	Centennial
Mustard:	 Andante	Yellow,	Centennial	Brown,	Vulcan	Oriental
Lentils:	 Morton	Small	Red	Winter

 P
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S

Seidle Seed Farm
MEDSTEAD, SASK.

PH: (306) 342-4377 / (306) 342-4497
FAX: (306) 342-4333

• OATS:	 AC	Morgan	(FDN.	Reg.	Cert.)
• BARLEY:	 AC	Metcalfe,
	 CDC	Copeland

Serving Western Canadian Agriculture for over 60 Years
“Quality Seeds for Farmers’ Needs”
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PeAS
Moen, Jim cabri (306)-587-2214 S F 
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912 S  
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139 S F 
rempel, Blair Allan Nipawin (306)-862-3573 S F 
rude, Stanley Naicam (306)-874-2359 S  
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867   r
Tebbutt, Gregg Nipawin (306)-862-9730 S F 
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060 S  
Veikle, Lorne A., carl E, G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714 S  
Veikle, Lynne, Marshall & Jason cut Knife (306)-398-2923  F 
Wakefield, Kristopher,  

Laurie G. & Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984 S F 
Watson, Wayne Donald, calvin & Mark Avonlea (306)-868-2171 S  
Willner, Lorne E. Davidson (306)-567-4613 S  
Yauck, Kevin rodney Govan (306)-484-4555 S F 
Youzwa, Donald Nipawin (306)-862-5690 S F 

cdc Bronco - YeLLow
Klym, Dustin regina (306)-543-5052    c
Klym, Tyler regina (306)-543-5052    c

cdc cenTennIAL - YeLLow
Heggie, robert Thomas Leross (306)-675-4920    c

cdc dAKoTA - green
Gizen, Jason Prelate (306)-673-2687    c

cdc goLden - YeLLow
Allan, John Garth corning (306)-457-2629  F r c
Allan, John richard corning (306)-457-2629    c
Amos, K. Wayne Oxbow (306)-483-2963   r 
Travland, Glenn & Marie coronach (306)-267-4916  F  

cdc HorIzon - forAge
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S F r 

cdc HorneT - YeLLow
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist, Armand  

& Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058    c

cdc LeroY - forAge
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235 S   
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377    c

cdc LImerIcK - green
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415   r 
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602 S F  
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist, Armand  

& Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058  F  
Dutton, David H. & George Paynton (306)-895-4306 S   
Greenshields, Grant, Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155  F  
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694  F  
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414  F  
Petruic, cameron L., Judy & Nick Avonlea (306)-868-2294 S F  
Simpson, Greg J. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402 S   
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867 S F  
Veikle, Lorne A. & carl E., G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714  F  
Veikle, Lynne, Marshall & Jason cut Knife (306)-398-2923  F  

cdc meAdow - YeLLow
Allan, raymond N. & ruth corning (306)-224-4666   r 
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415    c
Bergstrom, randy M. Birsay (306)-573-4625    c
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602   r 
Bryant, Lee, Phyl, Vern & carol Battleford (306)-937-3565    c
chapple, Floyd & Debbie Grandora (306)-329-4697    c
charabin, Dale Kenneth,  

Timothy V. & ryan North Battleford (306)-445-2939    c
Dutton, David H. & George Paynton (306)-895-4306 S   c
Edwards, Lawrence r., Donna,  

Jeff & Mike  Nokomis (306)-528-2140    c

Box 197
Lake Lenore, SK S0K 2J0

Ph. 306-368-2602    Fx. 306-368-2689

PEDIGREED SEED GROWERS & PROCESSORS

Kim & Eric Berscheid

ALLAN SEEDS LTD.
PED IGREED  SEED  GROWERS

CEREALS • OILSEEDS 
PULSE CROPS

BOX 100
CORNING, SASK.

S0G 0T0306•457•2629

HANNAS SEEDS

Toll Free - 1-800-661-1529
www.hannasseeds.com

Forage, Turf, and Native Grasses
Free Custom Blending

Distributors Wanted.
Good Commissions

Select Growers & Processors of Pedigreed Seed
MT Wheat • AC Vesper  SWS Wheat • AC Andrew

HRS Wheat • AC Carberry  • AC Waskada
Green Lentils • CDC Impower CL  • CDC Greenland

Red Lentils • CDC Imax CL  • CDC Maxim CL
Peas • CDC Saffron         • CDC Golden

Flax • CDC Sorrel Canaryseed • CDC Bastia
Box 26, Ruthilda, SK  S0K 3S0

Donald 306.932.4409
“Where O,uality Comes First!”
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AS Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438 S F r c

Floberg, Barry, Delana,  
Devin & Brandon Shaunavon (306)-297-2087    c

Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010    c
Greenshields, Grant, Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155    c
Heavin, G. Harvey & G. ryan Melfort (306)-752-4171    c
Heavin, Larry N. & L. Warren Melfort (306)-752-4020    c
Hyndman, Glen Balcarres (306)-334-3015    c
Kasko, F. John Prince Albert (306)-764-2875    c
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052    c
Labrecque, roger Saskatoon (306)-373-9379    c
Latrace, Bill caronport (306)-693-2626    c
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S F r c
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414    c
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c
Mayerle, Erwin D. Tisdale (306)-873-4261    c
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649   r c
Moroz, Troy Pelly (306)-595-4622    c
Murray, ross Young (306)-259-4982    c
Ostafie, Brendan canora (306)-563-6244    c
Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917    c
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139  F r c
rude, Stanley Naicam (306)-874-2359    c
Sandercock, Eric M. Balcarres (306)-334-2958    c
Schiltroth, John Mark ridgedale (306)-873-4967    c
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle, & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344  F  
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867    c
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c
Sperle, Bentley D. & Jody unity (306)-228-3160    c
Stauber, clayton & Lori Stewart Valley (306)-773-7907    c
Tebbutt, Gregg Nipawin (306)-862-9730    c
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684    c
Veikle, Lorne A., carl E., G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714 S   
Wakefield, Kristopher, Laurie G.  

& Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984   r c
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811 S   c
Winterhalt, Tim unity (306)-228-3170    c
Yauck, Kevin rodney Govan (306)-484-4555    c

cdc PATrIcK - green
Amos, K. Wayne Oxbow (306)-483-2963    c
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist, Armand  

& Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058   c
Greenshields, Grant, Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155   r 
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694  F  c
Latrace, Bill caronport (306)-693-2626    c
Ostafie, Brendan canora (306)-563-6244   r 
Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917   r 
Pederson, Lorne robert Archerwill (306)-323-4240   r 
Petruic, cameron L., Judy & Nick Avonlea (306)-868-2294    c
Smith, Wayne D. Limerick (306)-263-4944   r 
Watson, Wayne Donald, calvin & Mark Avonlea (306)-868-2171   r c

cdc PLUTo
Marcil, Harvey G. & Brent Louis Moose Jaw (306)-694-2981   r 
cdc ProsPer - YeLLow
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649   r 
cdc rAezer - green
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602 S F r 
Dutton, David H. & George Paynton (306)-895-4306 S  r
Fraser, Edward H., Glen & Dale Yarbo (306)-745-3830   r
Gregoire, Denis, rory & Brandon North Battleford (306)-445-5516 S  r
Heavin, Larry N. & L. Warren Melfort (306)-752-4020 S F 
Heavin, Milton russell Melfort (306)-752-4071 S  
Illingworth, H. V. & T. D. North Battleford (306)-445-5630   r
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843 S  
Marcil, Harvey G. & Brent Louis Moose Jaw (306)-694-2981  F 
Medernach, Louis J. & Kim L. cudworth (306)-256-3398 S  
Ostafie, Brendan canora (306)-563-6244 S  
rude, Stanley Naicam (306)-874-2359  F r

Box 100
Outlook, SK  S0L 2N0

O�  ce: (306) 867-8667
Fax: (306) 867-8290
Cell: (306) 867-3377

Pulse Crop 
Processors

Lentil and Dry Bean Processing, 
Contracting, Seed Sales.

Seed Depot Corp

4-5 Londesboro Road, Box 208, Pilot Mound, MB  R0G 1P0 

John M. Smith
President & CEO

Ph: 204-825-2000
Fax: 204-825-2758
john@seeddepot.ca

“Working hard to earn your trust.”

Trait Stewardship Responsibilities – Notice to Farmers
Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized 
in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for 
Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. This product has been approved for 
import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from this product can 
only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It 
is a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations 
where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying 
position for this product. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup Ready® crops contain genes that confer tolerance to 
glyphosate, the active ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides will 
kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Acceleron® seed treatment technology for corn is a combination of four separate 
individually-registered products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, trifloxystrobin, ipconazole, and 
clothianidin. Acceleron® seed treatment technology for canola is a combination of two separate individually-registered 
products, which together contain the active ingredients difenoconazole, metalaxyl (M and S isomers), fludioxonil, 
thiamethoxam, and bacillus subtilis. Acceleron and Design®, Acceleron®, DEKALB and Design®, DEKALB®, Genuity and 
Design®, Genuity Icons, Genuity®, RIB Complete and Design®, RIB Complete®, Roundup Ready 2 Technology and Design®, 
Roundup Ready 2 Yield®, Roundup Ready®, Roundup Transorb®, Roundup WeatherMAX®, Roundup®, SmartStax and 
Design®, SmartStax®, Transorb®, VT Double PRO®, YieldGard VT Rootworm/RR2®, YieldGard Corn Borer and Design and 
YieldGard VT Triple® are trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC.  Used under license. LibertyLink® and the Water Droplet 
Design are trademarks of Bayer. Used under license. Herculex® is a registered trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC. Used 
under license. Respect the Refuge and Design is a registered trademark of the Canadian Seed Trade Association. Used 
under license. ©2013 Monsanto Canada Inc.

10801A-Gen Legal Trait Stewardship-SKSeedGuide.indd   1 8/1/13   4:31 PM

Retailer and Pedigreed Seed 
Grower of Cereals, Oilseeds, 

Pulses and Forages
Pasteur, Carberry, Utmost VB, Metcalfe.
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Simpson, Greg J. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402 S  
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867 S  r
Veikle, Lorne A., carl E., G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714 S F 
Veikle, Lynne, Marshall & Jason cut Knife (306)-398-2923   r

cdc sAffron - YeLLow       
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602 S F 
Dutton, David H. & George Paynton (306)-895-4306 S F 
Edwards, Lawrence r., Donna,  

Jeff & Mike  Nokomis (306)-528-2140 S  r
Fast, Walter J. & Linda Kindersley (306)-463-3626   r
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438 S F 
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052   r
Laxdal, G.M.; Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S F r
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848  F 
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649 S F 
Nakonechny; Donald, coral & Lance ruthilda (306)-932-4409   r 

rempel, Blair Allan Nipawin (306)-862-3573   r
rugg, Barry c. & robert B. Elstow (306)-257-3638  F r
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle, & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344   r
Simpson, Greg J. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402 S  r
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867 S  r
Sperle, Bentley D. & Jody unity (306)-228-3160 S F 
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684 S F  
Veikle, Lorne A., carl E., G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714   r 
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811   r 
Youzwa, Donald Nipawin (306)-862-5690  F r 

cdc sTrIKer - green
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602    c
Gregoire, Denis, rory & Brandon North Battleford (306)-445-5516    c
Medernach, Louis J. & Kim L. cudworth (306)-256-3398    c

cdc TeTrIs
Dutton, David H.& George Paynton (306)-895-4306 S F  

cdc TreAsUre - YeLLow
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415    c
Booy, Jerry N., Murray T. & Darcy K. Glaslyn (306)-342-2058    c
Denis, Michel P. & Marc St. Denis (306)-258-2219    c
Dutton, David H. & George Paynton (306)-895-4306 S   
Fowler, Edith central Butte (306)-796-4652    c
Mayerle, Kris Tisdale (306)-873-4261    c
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848   r c
rugg, Barry c. & robert B. Elstow (306)-257-3638    c
Sayers, charlie Joseph Delmas (306)-445-6522    c
Schiltroth, John Mark ridgedale (306)-873-4967    c
Smith, ron T. W. & Barb A. Limerick (306)-263-4944    c
Smith, Wayne D. Limerick (306)-263-4944    c
Thompson, Jan Harris Naicam (306)-874-5407 S F r 
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811 S   c
Willner, Brady E. Davidson (306)-567-4613    c
cdc TUcKer - forAge
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c
Tanner, David A. & Hazel  regina (306)-757-7012    c
cooPer - green
Johnson, Oscar Stuart & Lee Stuart Margo (306)-324-4315    c
Pfeifer, robert G. Lemberg (306)-335-2532    c

eArLYsTAr
Herle, Gregory & Andrew E. Wilkie (306)-843-2934 S  r 
THUnderBIrd - YeLLow
crosson, Lorne, Will, Lee & Glen Welwyn (306)-733-4593   r 

rye
gAzeLLe - sPrIng
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060 S   

HAzLeT - wInTer
Bailey, roy G. Milden (306)-935-4702  F r 
rugg, Barry c. & robert B. Elstow (306)-257-3638    c
Tanner, David A. & Hazel  regina (306)-757-7012  F  c

STOKKE SEEDS
— Flax & Spice Buyers and Exporters
— Sakundiak bin and auger sales
PH: 306•946•4044
FAX: 306•946•4069

 PEDIGREED
SEED SALES

• Metcalfe Barley
• Meredith Barley
• Sadash Wheat
• Bethune Flax
• Sorrel Flax
• Coriander
• Caraway
• Yellow Peas

E-mail: ssc@yourlink.ca
Watrous, SK

	

Wheat:	 AC	Infinity,	Unity,	Shaw,	Snowstar,	Cardale
Barley:	 CDC	Meredith,	CDC	Copeland
Flax:	 CDC	Sorrel
Canola:	 Canterra	Varieties
Lentils:	 CDC	Peridot	(Fr,	Gr),	CDC	Lemay	(Fr,	Gr),	CDC	Redbow
Peas:	 CDC	Meadow

Govan, SK

Phone Kevin at 306-484-4555 Home
Ph: 306-484-4643  Fax: 306-484-2189  Email: yauckseedfarm@sasktel.net

Birch Hills, SK  306-749-3447

STEVE TOMTENE
steve@tomteneseeds.ca

cell: 306-930-6013

DAN SLIND
dan@tomteneseeds.ca

cell: 306-749-7995

*Wheat - AC Vesper VB, AC Shaw VB, CDC Utmost VB 
*Barley - CDC Meredith, Newdale, Stellar   *Oats - CDC Minstrel

Box 40 - Limerick, SK - S0H 2P0

Special Crop Processor   Certified Seed Grower
Eurostar Durum, Transcend Durum, AC Snowbird,  

Unity Wheat VB, Lillian Wheat, Utmost FP Wheat VB, Muchmore Wheat,  
CDC Treasure Yellow Peas, CDC Patrick Green Peas,  

CDC Impower Lentils, CDC Imvincible Lentil.

Phone (306) 263-4944
Your #1 Choice in Southern Saskatchewan
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Lalonde, Lucien Tisdale (306)-767-2650    c

soyBeAns
29002rr
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415    c
Elmy, robert W., Kevin & christina Saltcoats (306)-744-2779   r c
Kemper, russell & Donna Fulda (306)-682-4929    c
Keyser, robert Sean cupar (306)-723-4949    c

mcLeod r2
Gerry, Greg creelman (306)-457-2220   r c

nsc AnoLA rr2Y
Hyndman, Glen Balcarres (306)-334-3015    c
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052    c

nsc LIBAU rr2Y
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052    c

nsc resTon rr2Y
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848    c

oAc PrUdence
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649   r 

PeKKo r2
rutledge, James G. carievale (306)-928-4631    c

TH32004r2Y
Brisebois, Travis & Eugene Kincaid (306)-264-3222    c
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c

TH33003r2Y
Ardell, Terrence, Michael, 

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415    c
Doerksen, corey Eyebrow (306)-759-2733   r 
Elmy, robert W., Kevin & christina Saltcoats (306)-744-2779 S F  
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475   r 
Gellner, clayton S. Southey (306)-726-4323   r 
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843   r 

timothy
cHAmP
Grisdale, Kelvin Weekes (306)-278-3148    c

cLImAX
Ag Vision Seeds Ltd. carrot river (306)-768-3335    c

grIndsTAd
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027    c

tritiCAle

BrevIs - sPrIng
Kaeding, Warren churchbridge (306)-896-2236 S F  

BUnKer - sPrIng
Girodat Seeds Ltd. Shaunavon (306)-297-2563    c

frIdge - wInTer forAge
Elmy, robert W., Kevin & christina Saltcoats (306)-744-2779    c
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060   r 

TYndAL - sPrIng
Maze, Norman Daryl unity (306)-398-2637    c

WheAt

5602Hr - sPrIng
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F  c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c

Wiens Seed Farm
Herschel, Sask.

Pedigreed Seed:
HrS Wheat: AC Shaw VB, AC Vesper VB

durum Wheat: AC Strongfield
green Lentils: CDC Greenland, CDC Impower

Barley: AC Metcalfe, CDC Polar Star, CDC Meredith

Brennan and Cara Wiens
Email: bandcwiens@sasktel.net

306-377-2002
306-831-6352 (cell)

Pedigreed Seed Growers
Box 249 La� eche, Sask. S0H 2K0

DURUM: Transend, Kyle, Raymore. WHEAT: CDC Utmost, 
Waskada, Unity/Waskada, Goodeve/Intrepid, Lillian.

WINTER WHEAT: CDC Buteo, Moats. FLAX: CDC Sorrel, Sanctuary, Bravo. 
BARLEY: CDC Austenson. LENTILS: CDC Greenland, CDC Impala,

CDC Improve, CDC Maxim, CDC Impower. PEAS: Meadow yellow pea,
CDC Patrick green peas.

EMAIL: moe.anita@sasktel.net
PHONE: 306•472•3722 FAX: 306•472•3799

SMART EARTH™ SEEDS 
Leading the way in Camelina Breeding and Production 

westernag.ca   . (888) 978.0373
PRSTM and PRS CropCastTM are trademarks of Western Ag Group of Companies  13084    11.13

Grow More Profit
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5604Hr cL - HArd red sPrIng
crosson, Lorne, Will, Lee & Glen Welwyn (306)-733-4593    c
Danielson, Lionel & Bonnie Norquay (306)-594-2173    c
Heavin, Milton russell Melfort (306)-752-4071    c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c

5605Hr-cL - sPrIng
crosson, Lorne, Will, Lee & Glen Welwyn (306)-733-4593 S F  
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027  F  

5700Pr - cPs red sPrIng
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c

5702Pr
Keller, Gordon A. Nut Mountain (306)-327-4862    c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c

AAc BrAndon - sPrIng
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415  F r 
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602 S F  
Bews, W. Kenneth & Brent W. Eatonia (306)-967-2440  F  
Edwards, Lawrence r., Donna,  

Jeff & Mike  Nokomis (306)-528-2140 S   
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235 S F  
Greenshields, Grant & Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155  F r 
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694 S F  
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244 S   

AAc cUrrenT - dUrUm
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843  F  
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344  F  
Watson, Wayne Donald, calvin & Mark Avonlea (306)-868-2171 S F  

AAc IceBerg - HArd wHITe sPrIng
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S   c
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139  F  

AAc InnovA - sPrIng
Kondratowicz, Frank unity (306)-228-3684   r 

AAc ProcLAIm - sPrIng
FP Genetics regina (306)-791-0500 S   
Herle, Gregory & Andrew E. Wilkie (306)-843-2934 S   
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S F  

AAc rAYmore - dUrUm
Altwasser, rodney & Allen r. & Dean Yellow Grass (306)-465-2727   r 
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415  F r 
Bergstrom, randy M. Birsay (306)-573-4625   r 
Bruce, Vic r. Moose Jaw (306)-631-7788  r 
Fast, Walter J. & Linda Kindersley (306)-463-3626  F r 
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475   r 
Friesen, Greg & Brea; Leavins,  

Brent & Betty Mae Elrose (306)-378-4839   r 
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010 S  r 
Garratt, Lyle c. & K.c. Milestone (306)-436-2178 S  r 
Girodat Seeds Ltd. Shaunavon (306)-297-2563  F  
Gizen, Jason Prelate (306)-673-2687 S F  
Johnston, Lorne E. & L. Neil & L. J. Eston (306)-962-3917 S F r 
Kaeding, Warren churchbridge (306)-896-2236 S  r 
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052   r 
Marcil, Harvey G. & Brent Louis Moose Jaw (306)-694-2981  F r 
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649   r 
Needham, reginald r. Oxbow (306)-483-5052   r 

www.avenafoods.com 

316-1st Avenue East
Regina, Saskatchewan

 

Canada  S4N 5H2

P. 306.206.0933
 

F. 306.757.1218

Specialized Gluten 
Free Oat Buyer

Promoting the Seed 
Industry

Seed Testing Doesn’t Cost, It Pays
Safe practice is “Test your seed 

before and after cleaning”

Lendon Seed Lab
147 Hodsman Road, Regina, SK, S4N 5W5 306-585-7333

New: customers can view their results online. www.lendon.ca

Fast and accurate seed test for germination, Vigor, diseases; 
chemical damage and CLEARFIELD con� rm testing of lentils with 

agrologist reports at no extra cost available at:

2013 Had A 
BUMPER HARVEST! 

Make sure next year's crop gets 
a good start with Tested Seed.

W
HeAT 

• Extracts from 
9’ 10’ & 12’ bags

•Winds plastic up 
into a bale

RECYCLE READY

Email  sales@neeralta.com
Neerlandia, AB

1-866-497-5338   1-780-674-5338

www.neeralta.com

 The
OLD WAY {300’ bag}

NEW WAY
 The

MANUFACTURING INC.

Retailer and Pedigreed Seed 
Grower of Cereals, Oilseeds, 

Pulses and Forages
Pasteur, Carberry, Utmost VB, Metcalfe.
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Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917   r 
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139 S F  
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344  F  
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236 S   
Stauber, clayton & Lori Stewart Valley (306)-773-7907   r 
Stirton, Brian James Moose Jaw (306)-693-2310 S  r 
Sudom, Blaine G. & Nathan Avonlea (306)-868-4620 S F  
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807   r 

AAc redwATer - HArd red sPrIng
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S   

AAc rYLeY - sPrIng
Gregoire, Denis, rory & Brandon North Battleford (306)-445-5516  F  
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S   

Ac Andrew - sofT wHITe sPrIng
Edwards, Lawrence r., Donna,  

Jeff & Mike  Nokomis (306)-528-2140  F  
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977   r c
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010  F r 
Herle, Gregory & Andrew E. Wilkie (306)-843-2934   r c
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c
Nakonechny, Donald , coral & Lance ruthilda (306)-932-4409   r 
Straub, Lorne A. Pense (306)-345-2390    c

Ac BArrIe - HArd red sPrIng
Edmunds, Greg & Glen Tisdale (306)-873-5480    c

Ac crYsTAL - cPs red sPrIng
charabin, Dale Kenneth,  

Timothy V. & ryan North Battleford (306)-445-2939   r 
Heavin, Larry N. & L. Warren Melfort (306)-752-4020    c
Schiltroth, John Mark ridgedale (306)-873-4967    c
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811   r 

Ac domAIn - HArd red sPrIng
Danielson, Lionel & Bonnie Norquay (306)-594-2173   r 

Ac foremosT - cPs red sPrIng
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811    c

Ac InTrePId - HArd red sPrIng
Illingworth, H.V. & T. D. North Battleford (306)-445-5630    c

Ac nAvIgATor - dUrUm
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S  r c

ALvenA - sPrIng
Heavin, Larry N. & L. Warren Melfort (306)-752-4020   r 

BrIgAde - dUrUm
Fast, Walter J. & Linda Kindersley (306)-463-3626    c
Girodat Seeds Ltd. Shaunavon (306)-297-2563    c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c
Simpson, Thomas H. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402   r 

cArBerrY - sPrIng
Allan, raymond N. & ruth corning (306)-224-4666    c
Amos, K. Wayne Oxbow (306)-483-2963 S F  c
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415  F  
Boyd, raymond W. Melfort (306)-752-3655    c
Boyes, Douglas John Kelvington (306)-327-4980    c
Dangstorp, Brian & Perry redvers (306)-452-3443    c
Dutton, David H. & George Paynton (306)-895-4306    c
Ennis, Garnet & Neil Glenavon (306)-429-2793    c
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    c
Fowler, Edith central Butte (306)-796-4652    c
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c

Part of your well-balanced 
farm business.
The absolute highest yielding Feed Barley available to western Canadian 
growers. Offering a great disease package, Champion 2-Row Feed Barley 
also comes with strong resistance to smuts and blotch. Get the power to 
grow with this high performance leader. 

HIGH
PERFORM

ANCE

CEREALS

Proven® Seed is a registered trademark of Crop Production Services (Canada) Inc. CPS CROP PRODUCTION SERVICES and 
Design is a registered trademark of Crop Production Services, Inc.

Contact your local CPS retail to 
learn more about the exclusive 

line-up of High Performance 
Cereals from Proven® Seed.

10834C-CPS-Champion-Crop-Prod-show-3.5x4.75.indd   1 11/15/2013   3:59 PM

PART OF YOUR 
FARM’S  
FINANCIAL  
PLAN

The cash advance program administered by CCGA is made available to Canadian farmers through  
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada’s Advance Payments Program.

LEARN MORE AT www.ccga.ca  
OR CALL 1-866-745-2256

Apply for  
a stored grain  
cash advance  

today.

25  
eligible crops 

$400,000 
maximum

$100,000  
interest-free

18 month 
repayment period
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Goossen, Mathew Stenen (306)-548-4760    c
Greenshields, Grant, Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155   r c
Hardy, Allan W., Dale & Evan Grenfell (306)-697-3128    c
Heavin, G. Harvey & G. ryan Melfort (306)-752-4171   r 
Luck, Lorne c. & Landis Tisdale (306)-873-4111    c
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414   r 
Maze, Norman Daryl unity (306)-398-2637    c
Medernach, Louis J. & Kim L. cudworth (306)-256-3398   r 
Moroz, Troy Pelly (306)-595-4622    c
Nakonechny, Donald, coral & Lance ruthilda (306)-932-4409    c
Ostapovitch, F. G. & Glen Theodore (306)-647-2205    c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027   r 
rude, Stanley Naicam (306)-874-2359    c
Schmeling, Donald H. riceton (306)-530-1052 S   c
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060   r 
Woods, Dale Arthur rocanville (306)-645-4423    c
Zwingli, James Trent & Shelley Melfort (306)-752-4224    c

cArdALe - sPrIng
Amos, K. Wayne Oxbow (306)-483-2963   r 
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415   r 
Barlow, Bradley L. Griffin (306)-842-6216  F r 
Bergstrom, randy M. Birsay (306)-573-4625    c
Blenkin, Leonard G. & Larry K.  Sintaluta (306)-727-2222    c
crosson, Lorne, Will, Lee & Glen Welwyn (306)-733-4593    c
Dangstorp, Brian & Perry redvers (306)-452-3443   r 
Danielson, Lionel & Bonnie Norquay (306)-594-2173   r 
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235  F  c
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977   r c
Lueke, Dennis Humboldt (306)-682-5170    c
Maslin, Jackson G. & Greg. D.  Archerwill (306)-323-4904   r 
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848   r 
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649   r c
Moroz, Troy Pelly (306)-595-4622  F  c
Stoll, Douglas John, Joan & Lyndon Delisle (306)-493-2534   r 
Tebbutt, Gregg Nipawin (306)-862-9730   r 
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377   r 
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807    c
Yauck, Kevin rodney Govan (306)-484-4555  F  c
Zwingli, James Trent & Shelley Melfort (306)-752-4224   r 

cdc ABoUnd - sPrIng
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S  r c

cdc BUTeo - wInTer
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649    c
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c
Stokke, Shane T. Watrous (306)-946-4044    c

cdc desIre - dUrUm
Dowdeswell, Keaton, L Pennant (306)-626-3331  F  
Syngenta canada Inc.,  Melfort (306)-752-5397 S F r 

cdc go - HArd red sPrIng
Anderson, Trevor Ward Frontier (306)-296-2104   r 
Nystuen, David G. Spalding (306)-872-2183  F  

cdc Kernen - sPrIng
crosson, Lorne, Will, Lee & Glen Welwyn (306)-733-4593    c
Pfeifer, robert G. Lemberg (306)-335-2532   r c

cdc orIgIn - sPrIng sPeLT
Tomtene, Steven & Slind, Daniel Birch Hills (306)-749-3447   r 

cdc osLer - sPrIng
Beuker, Allan Daniel Melfort (306)-752-4810   r 

cdc PLenTIfUL - sPrIng
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696 S F  
Danielson, Lionel & Bonnie Norquay (306)-594-2173 S F  

Analytical testing for your 
seed & grain

Let’s Grow Together

1-800-952-5407
www.biovision.ca
@seed_testing

Outstanding service quality 
every time!

• Reliable Analysis
• On Time Results
• Responsive Customer Service
• Innovation

Find us at:
  Phone:
  Web:
  Twitter:

1-800-952-5407
www.biovision.ca
@seed_testing

• Reliable Analysis
• On Time Results
• Responsive Customer Service
• Innovation

Find us at:
  Phone:
  Web:
  Twitter:

Outstanding service quality 
every time!

WORKING TOGETHER
ALLIANCE SEED CORPORATION

1.877.270.2890 
allianceseed.com

CWAD

Hard White Wheat

Coming Soon.

AAC CURRENT 
CWAD
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Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235 S   
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S F  
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848  F  
Smith, ron T. W. & Barb A. Limerick (306)-263-4944  F  
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684 S   
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S   
Veikle, Lorne A., carl E., G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714    c

cdc PrImePUrPLe - sPrIng
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694 S   

cdc PTArmIgAn - sofT wHITe wInTer
Kennett, Brian Guy Manor (306)-448-4813  F  

cdc sTAnLeY - sPrIng
Bruce, Vic r. Moose Jaw (306)-631-7788    c
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414   r 
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c
Sayers, charlie Joseph Delmas (306)-445-6522    c
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867   r 

cdc THrIve - sPrIng
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414   r 
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027   r c

cdc UTmosT-HArvesT (mIdge ToLerAnT vB)
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415 S   
Boyd, clare W. & Dale A. Melfort (306)-752-2108    
Buziak, ronald charles Mayfair (306)-445-6556    
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696    
charabin, Dale Kenneth &  

Timothy V. & ryan North Battleford (306)-445-2939 S   
craswell, raymond W. Strasbourg (306)-725-3236    
Dangstorp, Brian & Perry redvers (306)-452-3443    
Danielson, Lionel & Bonnie Norquay (306)-594-2173    
Denis, Michel P. & Marc St. Denis (306)-258-2219    
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438 S   
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977    c
Girodat Seeds Ltd. Shaunavon (306)-297-2563    
Hardy, Allan W., Dale & Evan Grenfell (306)-697-3128    
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694    
Hyndman, Glen Balcarres (306)-334-3015    
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052    
Littman, Larry W.,  Allan B.,  

L. robert & Adam Saltcoats (306)-783-6518    
Lueke, Dennis Humboldt (306)-682-5170    
Mayerle, Kris Tisdale (306)-873-4261    
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848 
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912 
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244 
Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917 
Pederson, Lorne robert Archerwill (306)-323-4240 
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139 
Sayers, charlie Joseph Delmas (306)-445-6522 
Smith, Wayne D. Limerick (306)-263-4944 
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867 
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236 
Trowell, Leslie Saltcoats (306)-744-2684 
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S
Veikle, Lorne A., carl E., G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714 
Wakefield, Kristopher,  

Laurie G. & Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984 
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811 

cdc veronA - dUrUm     
Altwasser, rodney & Allen r. & Dean Yellow Grass (306)-465-2727   r 
Anderson, Trevor Ward Frontier (306)-296-2104    c

THIS GUY JUST

Search

44MT

“G40 Seed Treater”

of perfectly treated 

on

38 minutes!

and see for yourself.

Brian Ellis
Phone: 403-556-2846
Fax: 403-556-6604
gseed@telusplanet.net  

www.seedtreating.com

picked up

wheat in

-2   1 3/13/12   8:

Proven® Seed is a registered trademark of Crop Production Services (Canada) Inc.  
CPS CROP PRODUCTION SERVICES and Design is a registered trademark of Crop Production Services, Inc.

Contact your local CPS retail to 
learn more about the exclusive 

line-up of High Performance  
Flax from Proven® Seed.

HIGH
PERFORM

ANCE

FLAX
Part of your well-balanced 
farm business.
New for 2014, Westlin 71 
provides many agronomic 
improvements over current flax 
varieties including improved 
standability and reduced plant 
height, which helps with straw 
management. Out-yielding CDC 
Bethune, Westlin 71 gives you 
the power to grow.

10834C-CPS-WestLin-SKSeedGuide-3.5x4.75.indd   1 12/2/13   4:20 PM
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Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c
Friesen, Greg & Brea; Leavins,  

Brent & Betty Mae Elrose (306)-378-4839    c
Garratt, Lyle c. & K.c. Milestone (306)-436-2178    c
Gizen, Jason Prelate (306)-673-2687    c
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649   r c
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139    c
rennick, Joe r. & William J.  Milestone (306)-436-4353  F  
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344   r 
Watson, Wayne Donald, calvin & Mark Avonlea (306)-868-2171 S  r c
Willner, Brady E. Davidson (306)-567-4613    c
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807    c

cdc vIvId - dUrUm
Girodat Seeds Ltd. Shaunavon (306)-297-2563 S   
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F  

cdc vr morrIs - sPrIng
Hartl, Donald & Kim Lake Lenore (306)-368-2495 S   
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c
Sperle, Bentley D. & Jody unity (306)-228-3160 S   

coLUmBUs -HArd red sPrIng
Titman, David G. & Loa L. Viscount (306)-944-4236 S F  c

conqUer - 5701Pr (mIdge ToLerAnT vB)
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415 S   
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696    
clancy, Kenneth carrot river (306)-768-2902    
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    
Frederick, Blaine Watson (306)-287-3977   r c
Friesen, Greg & Brea; Leavins,  

Brent & Betty Mae Elrose (306)-378-4839   
Herle, Gregory & Andrew E. Wilkie (306)-843-2934   
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694   
Hyndman, Neil S. Balcarres (306)-334-2914   
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414   
Mayerle, Kris Tisdale (306)-873-4261 S  
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912   
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236   
Toman, Fred Guernsey (306)-365-4215   
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807   

emerson - HArd red wInTer
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236 S  

encHAnT-Ac crYsTAL (mIdge ToLerAnT vB)
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696 S  
charabin, Dale Kenneth,  

Timothy V. & ryan North Battleford (306)-445-2939   
Danielson, Lionel & Bonnie Norquay (306)-594-2173   r
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    
Herle, Gregory & Andrew E. Wilkie (306)-843-2934    
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811    

enTerPrIse - dUrUm
Bergstrom, randy M. Birsay (306)-573-4625   r c
Bews, W. Kenneth & Brent W. Eatonia (306)-967-2440    c
Dowdeswell, Donald D. Pennant (306)-626-3388    c
Fast, Walter J. & Linda Kindersley (306)-463-3626    c
Friesen, Greg & Brea; Leavins,  

Brent & Betty Mae Elrose (306)-378-4839    c
Girodat Seeds Ltd. Shaunavon (306)-297-2563    c
Petruic, cameron L., Judy & Nick Avonlea (306)-868-2294 S  r c
Simpson, Thomas H. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402    c

eUrosTAr - dUrUm
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475   r c

©2010 CNH America LLC. All rights reserved. Case IH is a registered trademark of CNH America LLC. www.caseih.com
CIH_shows_2010_57_AIM_Command_Simulator

THE REAL REASON 
YOU CHOOSE A SPRAYER
AIM COMMAND® MAXIMIZES YOUR  
SPRAY EFFECTIVENESS

GET THE MOST OUT OF EVERY TANK OF PRODUCT

  Maintain Constant Application Rates as Speed Changes

  Stop Wasting Product Through Overapplication

  Constant Boom Pressure For Better Efficacy Across a Wide 
Speed Range

BETTER CONTROL, HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY

  Delivers Optimum Chemical Droplet Size, Independent of 
Application Rate or Sprayer Speed

  Precise Application Management with Instantaneous Nozzle 
On and Off Controls

  Adjust Quickly to Conditions with Ability to Program Two 
Preset Pressures

GET MORE DONE EVERY DAY

  Spend More Time in the Field with Simplified Drift 
Management

  Increased Average Field Speeds

  Drive the Terrain without Typical Sprayer Constraints

COME VISIT US AT THE CROP PRODUCTION SHOW!
Booth D 193-194 for parts and product support and Booth D 5 for Case IH equipment.

SASKATOON, SK
Hwy 16 N. S7K 7E8
(306) 934-3555

Industries Ltd.Industries Ltd.

Phone (306) 366-2184  |  Fax (306) 366-2145
Email sales@michels.ca | www.michels.ca

P.O. Box 119 St. Gregor, SK., Canada S0K 3X0

HOPPER AUGERS

1 Man, 1 Stop! No Moving!

■ All components are easily removed 
in minutes.

■ Breakdown of tarp components
� t inside of grain tank.

■ 12v, DC motor is operated using a 
rocker switch, is a standard feature 
on all systems.

■ Lightweight.

■ Painted steel or aluminum.
■ Manual control or wireless remote.
■ 8” diameter or 10”diameter.
■ Available for 1, 2, or 3 hopper systems.
■ Ideal for � lling airseeders in spring 

and bins in fall.
■ 5.9 cu. in. hydraulic motor with � ow 

control valve.
■ Attaches directly to chutes on trailer.

■ All components are easily removed 

■ Breakdown of tarp components

■ 12v, DC motor is operated using a 

■ Lightweight.

■ Painted steel or aluminum.

ELECTRIC HOPPER COVERS FOR COMBINES

(306) 366-2145
BOOKING PROGRAMS

CALL FOR DETAILS
JANUARY 16th, 2014

BOOKING PROGRAMS
WINTERWINTER

SAVE NOW
ON OUR

Phone (306) 366-2184  |  Fax 

NOT ON 
THE 

GROUND!

U.V. & SCRATCH RESISTANT 
LEXAN MARGARD 

SHEET FOR YEARS OF 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE.

$ IN YOUR 
HANDS

CROP CATCHERPatent Pending

■ SAVE UP TO 1/4 Bushel 
or more per acre on canola alone.

■ Never, clean your feeder house again!39” Extender Kits Available
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AT reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139    c
Smith, ron T. W. & Barb A. Limerick (306)-263-4944    c
Stauber, clayton & Lori Stewart Valley (306)-773-7907    c

fIeLdsTAr-wAsKAdA (mIdge ToLerAnT vB)
Bryant, Lee, Phyl, Vern & carol Battleford (306)-937-3565    

fLoUrIsH - wInTer
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244   r 

gLenn - sPrIng
crosson, Lorne, Will, Lee & Glen Welwyn (306)-733-4593    c
Dangstorp, Brian & Perry redvers (306)-452-3443    c
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    c
Hyndman, Glen Balcarres (306)-334-3015    c
Mayerle, Erwin D. Tisdale (306)-873-4261    c
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c

goodeve-Ac InTrePId (mIdge ToLerAnT vB)
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696    
charabin, Dale Kenneth, 

Timothy V. & ryan North Battleford (306)-445-2939    
Denis, Michel P. & Marc St. Denis (306)-258-2219    c
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438    
Gaertner, Lyle Tisdale (306)-873-4936    
Hyndman, Neil S. Balcarres (306)-334-2914    
Klemmer, richard Nipawin (306)-862-3874    
Pederson, Lorne robert Archerwill (306)-323-4240    

HArvesT - HArd red sPrIng
cay, Susan M. Kinistino (306)-864-3696    c
Danielson, Lionel & Bonnie Norquay (306)-594-2173    c
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244  F  
Wakefield, Kristopher, Laurie G.  

& Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984    c
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811   r 

InfInITY - sPrIng
carefoot, Floyd Martin, Mark & Scott Swift current (306)-773-6963    c
Illingworth, H. V. & T. D. North Battleford (306)-445-5630    c
Pfeifer, robert G. Lemberg (306)-335-2532    c
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139    c
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c
Yauck, Kevin rodney Govan (306)-484-4555   r c

LILLIAn - sPrIng
craswell, raymond W. Strasbourg (306)-725-3236    c
Floberg, Barry, Delana,  

Devin & Brandon Shaunavon (306)-297-2087    c
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010    c
Sperle, Bentley D. & Jody unity (306)-228-3160    c
Watson, Wayne Donald, calvin & Mark Avonlea (306)-868-2171  F  c

moATs - wInTer
Amos, K. Wayne Oxbow (306)-483-2963   r 
Boyes, Douglas John Kelvington (306)-327-4980   r 
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist,  

Armand & Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058  r 
Edwards, Lawrence r., Donna,  

Jeff & Mike  Nokomis (306)-528-2140 S   
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649 S F  c
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244   r 
Watson, Wayne Donald, calvin & Mark Avonlea (306)-868-2171   r 

mUcHmore - sPrIng
Buziak, carl Mayfair  (306)-445-9862   r 
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist,  

Armand & Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058 S  r 
Dangstorp, Brian & Perry redvers (306)-452-3443    c
Danielson, Lionel & Bonnie Norquay (306)-594-2173    c
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235   r 
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

PH (306) 323-4402
FAX (306) 323-4403

Box 147, Archerwill, SK  S0E 0B0

askus@seedsource.ca

for a complete 
selection of Wheat, 
Barley, Oats, Canola, 

Peas and Flaxseed

For any seed inquiries, please contact Trevor or Jamie
Call 306-693-9402 or visit us online at simpsonseeds.com

Book your seed for spring 2014
with Simpson Seeds Inc. today!

2014 Seed Guide
LENTIL VARIETIES
CDC Asterix, CDC Imvincible CL, CDC Imigreen CL,
CDC Impress CL, CDC Impower CL, CDC Greenland,
CDC Imax CL, CDC Dazil CL, CDC Redcliff, CDC Ruby,
CDC SB2, CDC Peridot CL, Indian Head
PEA VARIETIES
CDC Saffron
CEREAL VARIETIES
Pasteur, Strongfi eld, Sadash
CHICKPEA VARIETY
CDC Leader, Common Chickpea
FLAX VARIETY
CDC Sorrel (Reconstituted)
CANARY VARIETY
Common Canary Seed
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richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S F r 
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848   r 

PAsTeUr - sPrIng
Altwasser, rodney, Allen r. & Dean Yellow Grass (306)-465-2727    c
Bailey, roy G. Milden (306)-935-4702    c
Blenkin, Leonard G. &  Larry K.  Sintaluta (306)-727-2222    c
Boldt, Garry Osler (306)-239-2071    c
crosson, Lorne, Will, Lee & Glen Welwyn (306)-733-4593    c
Friesen, Greg & Brea; Leavins,  

Brent & Betty Mae Elrose (306)-378-4839    c
Gerry, Greg creelman (306)-457-2220    c
Hardy, Allan W. & Dale & Evan Grenfell (306)-697-3128    c
Kerber, Greg rosthern (306)-232-4474    c
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S F  
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649    c
Simpson, Trevor W. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402    c
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867    c
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060    c
Van Burck, Hans & Marianne Star city (306)-863-4377 S F r c
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807    c

sAdAsH - sofT wHITe sPrIng
Allan, raymond N. & ruth corning (306)-224-4666   r c
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602    c
Buziak, ronald charles Mayfair (306)-445-6556    c
charabin, Dale Kenneth,  

Timothy V. & ryan North Battleford (306)-445-2939    c
Dutton, David H. & George Paynton (306)-895-4306    c
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010  F  c
Goossen, Mathew Stenen (306)-548-4760    c
Hanmer, ronald F., Kent,  

Brad & Dallas Govan (306)-484-4327    c
Keyser, robert Sean cupar (306)-723-4949    c
Kondratowicz, Frank unity (306)-228-3684    c
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078 S   c
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414   r c
Mattus, ronald  chaplin (306)-395-2652    c
Maze, Gary Keith unity (306)-398-2637    c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027    c
rude, Stanley Naicam (306)-874-2359   r c
Simpson, Trevor W. Moose Jaw (306)-693-9402    c
Stokke, Shane T. Watrous (306)-946-4044    c
Toman, Fred Guernsey (306)-365-4215    c
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060 S   c
Veikle, Lorne A., carl E., G. &  J. cut Knife (306)-398-4714    c
Wakefield, Kristopher,  

Laurie G. & Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984   r c
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811    c
Winterhalt, Tim unity (306)-228-3170   r 

sHAw-Ac domAIn  (mIdge ToLerAnT vB)
Ardell, Terrence, Michael,  

Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415 S   
Beuker, Allan Daniel Melfort (306)-752-4810    
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist,  

Armand & Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058    
Denis, Michel P. & Marc St. Denis (306)-258-2219    
Edmunds, Greg & Glen Tisdale (306)-873-5480    
Ennis, Garnet & Neil Glenavon (306)-429-2793    
Friesen, Greg & Brea; Leavins,  

Brent & Betty Mae Elrose (306)-378-4839    
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. & Adam A. Govan (306)-484-2010    
Goodnough, Dennis Moose Jaw (306)-693-9847    
Hansen, James S. Yellow Grass (306)-465-2525    c
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694    
Huber, Daniel & rebecca Landis (306)-658-4200    
Kerber, Greg rosthern (306)-232-4474    
Klemmer, richard Nipawin (306)-862-3874    

Box 476, Saltcoats, Saskatchewan
Phone: (306) 744-2684 Fax: (306) 744-2293

www.leswendytrowell.com
Email: lwtrowell@imagewireless.ca

GOT a Wheat Midge Problem?
	 SOLUTION	-	CDC	Utmost	VB	-	Higher	yield	

GOT Very Wet Land?
	 Oats	are	an	option.	Some	of	the	best	milling	varieties.

WANT To Reduce Backgrounding Expenses?
	 So-1	Oats	-	Right	from	the	bin	to	the	bunk.	No	crushing.
	 -	Nasser

YIELD WITH WEED CONTROL
	 -	Suspect	Group	1	and	2	Resistance?	Several	R.R.	Canola	solutions.

LOOKING for a Malt Barley?
	 -	Newdale,	Meredith,	and	Merit	57

PROBLEM with Ascochyta & Standability in Peas?
	 -	Pick	from	a	variety	that	will	deal	with	these	problems	
	 		without	yield	loss.

CASH FLOW?
	 SOLUTION	-	Deferred	Credit	-	Scotiabank,	MC	&	Visa

SOLUTIONS
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CANADA WESTERN WHEAT
GENERAL PURPOSE: Pasteur
SOFT WHITE: Sadash
HARD RED: Stettler, Carberry, Vesper VB, Unity VB

North Battleford | 306.445.4022
Saskatoon | 306.657.3455
After hours | 306.441.6699

We help you grow! Call us.

Because it all begins with a seed. 

Plant located at Hamlin [4 miles N of North Battleford]

PEAS | LENTILS | CANARY SEED | FEED GRAINS | MUSTARD | FLAX 

BARLEY
FEED: CDC Austenson, CDC Cowboy
MALT: CDC Meredith

YELLOW PEAS: CDC Meadow, CDC Treasure, CDC Saffron
GREEN PEAS: CDC Striker, CDC Raeser, CDC Pluto, CDC Tetris
DUN PEAS: CDC Dakota
MAPLE PEAS: CDC Acer, CDC Rocket

FLAX: CDC Sorrel, CDC Bethune, CDC Glas

LENTIL: CDC Imax
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AT Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052    
Labrecque, roger Saskatoon (306)-373-9379    c
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c
Maze, Norman Daryl unity (306)-398-2637    
Mccutcheon, David Outlook (306)-856-2265    
Medernach, Louis J. & Kim L. cudworth (306)-256-3398    
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912    
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244    
Pratchler, John & Leander Muenster (306)-682-3317    
rempel, Blair Allan Nipawin (306)-862-3573    
Shwaga, Jeff W. Wroxton (306)-742-4590    
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867    
Wiens, Brennan r. Herschel (306)-377-2002    
Wilfing, raymond John & ryan John Meadow Lake (306)-236-6811    
Willner, Brady E. Davidson (306)-567-4613    
Willner, Lorne E. Davidson (306)-567-4613    
Woroschuk, Andrew calder (306)-742-4682    
Yauck, Kevin rodney Govan (306)-484-4555    

sTeTTLer - red sPrIng
Goossen, Mathew Stenen (306)-548-4760    c
Laxdal, G.M., Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078   r 
robinson, Oren A., Marlene & Wade Landis (306)-658-4755   r 

sTrongfIeLd - dUrUm
Altwasser, rodney, Allen r. & Dean Yellow Grass (306)-465-2727    c
Bergstrom, randy M. Birsay (306)-573-4625    c
craswell, raymond W. Strasbourg (306)-725-3236    c
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c
Fritzler, Baine A., Brenda D. &  

Adam A Govan (306)-484-2010   r c
Hanmer, ronald F., Kent,  

Brad & Dallas Govan (306)-484-4327    c
Johnston, Lorne E. & L. Neil & L. J. Eston (306)-962-3917    c
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052    c
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c
Marcil, Harvey G. & Brent Louis Moose Jaw (306)-694-2981    c
McDougall, Ken & craig Moose Jaw (306)-693-3649 S F r 
Miller, Neil, Jarrod, Sean & Bruce Avonlea (306)-868-2117 S F  c
Petruic, cameron L., Judy & Nick Avonlea (306)-868-2294 S   
renwick, Douglas Dale Milestone (306)-436-4418    c
Seymour, Glen Patrick, Donne,  

Kyle & Kelly Stewart Valley (306)-778-2344   r 
Stirton, Brian James Moose Jaw (306)-693-2310    c
Straub, Lorne A. Pense (306)-345-2390    c
Sudom, Blaine G. & Nathan Avonlea (306)-868-4620   r 
Watson, Wayne Donald, calvin & Mark Avonlea (306)-868-2171 S F r c
Wiens, Brennan r. Herschel (306)-377-2002    c

sUnrIse - wInTer
Kennett, Brian Guy Manor (306)-448-4813  F  

sY433 - sPrIng
Syngenta canada Inc.,  Melfort (306)-752-5397   r 

sY985 - cPs red sPrIng
Gregoire, Denis & rory & Brandon North Battleford (306)-445-5516    c
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027 S F r c
Syngenta canada Inc.,  Melfort (306)-752-5397  F r c

TrAnscend - dUrUm
clark, Shaun & Gilchrist,  

Armand & Gibbings, Neil rosetown (306)-882-2058    c
craswell, raymond W. Strasbourg (306)-725-3236 S F r 
Girodat Seeds Ltd. Shaunavon (306)-297-2563    c
Gizen, Jason Prelate (306)-673-2687    c
Herle, Gregory & Andrew E. Wilkie (306)-843-2934    c
Kaeding, Warren churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c
Klym, roy regina (306)-543-5052   r c
Mccarthy, richard J. & Brent corning (306)-224-4848 S  r 

Harvest Your 
Potential

Virtually eliminate defects and salvage high-value 
grain. Imagine being able to deliver a consistent 

product to customers, every time.

You’re no longer limited to simply sorting seed by size or 
shape. With the CF-Series Color Sorter, you can scan grain 
based on pre-set characteristics, such as color, and separate 
unwanted seeds from high value grain, delivering huge returns 
for your operation.

Imagine a � eld with several grain types, and at harvest, being 
able to sort them with incredible ease and accuracy. It’s now 
possible with our family of color sorters.

You’re no longer limited to simply sorting seed by size or You’re no longer limited to simply sorting seed by size or You’re no longer limited to simply sorting seed by size or You’re no longer limited to simply sorting seed by size or You’re no longer limited to simply sorting seed by size or 
shape. With the CF-Series Color Sorter, you can scan grain shape. With the CF-Series Color Sorter, you can scan grain shape. With the CF-Series Color Sorter, you can scan grain 

Oakville Manitoba
Phone 1-204-955-5901     Intelseed.ca

CF-Series
Color Sorter

HETLAND SEEDS LTD. 
7 miles East of Naicam on Hwy. #349

www.hetlandseeds.com

Box 580
Naicam, SK
S0K 2Z0

306-874-5694 
306-874-5608

Phone 
Fax

“YOUR SEED EXPERTS”
We carry a complete selection of Wheat, 
Canola, Barley, Oats, Peas, Flaxseed, Alfalfa 
and Grasses.
Farmers serving Farmers for over 50 years.
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Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917    c
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139    c
Smith, ron T. W. & Barb A. Limerick (306)-263-4944    c
Smith, Wayne D. Limerick (306)-263-4944   r c
Straub, Lorne A. Pense (306)-345-2390    c

UnITY-wAsKAdA  (mIdge ToLerAnT vB)
Allan, raymond N. & ruth corning (306)-224-4666    
Blenkin, Leonard G. &  Larry K.  Sintaluta (306)-727-2222    
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c
Gellner, clayton S. Southey (306)-726-4323    
Gerry, Greg creelman (306)-457-2220    
Goodnough, Dennis Moose Jaw (306)-693-9847    
Heavin, G. Harvey & G. ryan Melfort (306)-752-4171    
Keyser, robert Sean cupar (306)-723-4949    
Lepp, Milton & Elden & Neufeld, M. Hepburn (306)-254-4243    
Lutzer, Albert & Latrace, Jim  Lumsden (306)-731-2843    c
Mayerle, Bernhard c. Tisdale (306)-873-4267    
Mayerle, Erwin D. Tisdale (306)-873-4261    
Needham, reginald r. Oxbow (306)-483-5052    
Palmier, Maurice & Jason Lafleche (306)-472-5917    
Proven Seed/crop Production Services  

(canada) Inc. regina (306)-569-5027    
reisner, cecil & Barry Limerick (306)-263-2139    
rempel, Blair Allan Nipawin (306)-862-3573    
robinson, Oren A., Marlene & Wade Landis (306)-658-4755    
rugg, Barry c. & robert B. Elstow (306)-257-3638    
Shewchuk, Stan, Lorne, Terry,  

Adam & Michael Blaine Lake (306)-497-3503    c
Smith, ron T.W. & Barb A. Limerick (306)-263-4944    
South, Winston & richard & Bradley Melfort (306)-752-9840    
Sperle, Bentley D. & Jody unity (306)-228-3160    
Stoll, Douglas John, Joan & Lyndon Delisle (306)-493-2534    
Thompson, Jan Harris Naicam (306)-874-5407    
Wakefield, Kristopher,  

Laurie G. & Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984    
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807    
Yauck, Kevin rodney Govan (306)-484-4555    

vesPer-wAsKAdA (mIdge ToLerAnT vB)
Altwasser, rodney & Allen r. & Dean Yellow Grass (306)-465-2727    
Ardell, Terrence, Michael, 

 Joanne & Theresa Vanscoy (306)-668-4415    
Bergstrom, randy M. Birsay (306)-573-4625    c
Berscheid, K. N, B., E. K., S., c. & Y. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2602 S   
Beuker, Allan Daniel Melfort (306)-752-4810    
Boyd, clare W. & Dale A. Melfort (306)-752-2108    
Bryant, Lee, Phyl, Vern &carol Battleford (306)-937-3565 S   
Buziak, ronald charles Mayfair (306)-445-6556    
carlson, Herbert E. P. & Lesli Buchanan (306)-592-4449    
cay, randy D. Kinistino (306)-864-3696    
Fedoruk, rod M. & cathy Kamsack (306)-542-4235    
Fenton, Gerald A. & robin Paul Tisdale (306)-873-5438 S   
Fraser, Edward H., Glen  & Dale Yarbo (306)-745-3830    
Gerry, Greg creelman (306)-457-2220    
Goossen, Mathew Stenen (306)-548-4760    
Greenshields, Grant, Jim & callie Semans (306)-524-2155    
Hanmer, ronald F., Kent,  

Brad & Dallas Govan (306)-484-4327    
Heggie, Kyle robert Leross (306)-675-4920    
Hetland, Bill Naicam (306)-874-5694    
Holland, Ernest W. rocanville (306)-645-4223    
Keyser, robert Sean cupar (306)-723-4949    
Laxdal, G.M.; Blyth, D., Gregory, Wayne,  

richard & Bolt, Glen A. Wynyard (306)-554-2078  F r c
Lung Seeds Ltd. Lake Lenore (306)-368-2414    
Mayerle, Kris Tisdale (306)-873-4261    
Nakonechny, Donald, coral & Lance ruthilda (306)-932-4409 S   
Olson, Lyndon, Lynnell, Alica & Bryon Archerwill (306)-323-4912    
Osborne, Nolan Stanley c. Yorkton (306)-782-7113    
Ostafie, Dave & robert canora (306)-563-6244 S   

ATTENTION GRAIN GROWERS

Box 1660, Wynyard, SK S0A 4T0 Canada
Phone 306-554-2078  
Fax 306-554-2867
lakesideseeds@gmail.com

2014 Varieties For Sale
HRS WHEAT  - Muchmore
 - AC Vesper Midge Tolerant
 - Sadash General Purpose
 - Pasteur General Purpose

BARLEY  - AC Metcalfe
 - CDC Meredith

FLAX  - CDC Sorrel
 - AAC Bravo

PEAS - CDC Saffron Yellow
 - CDC Meadow Yellow
 - Common Marrowfat

Toll Free 1-866-228-6167 
www.fpgenetics.ca

Wheat 
CWRS
 CDC Utmost VB   
AC® Muchmore

CPSR 
AC® Enchant VB

CWAD
AC® Transcend 

Barley
2 Row Malt
AC® Newdale

6 Row Malt
Legacy  
Tradition 

Oats 
Milling
AC® Summit 
AC® Leggett 
CDC Minstrel 
CDC Ruffian 
AAC Justice 

Bringing Value and Profit to Canadian Farms

Why Certified Seed?
Because you want the best!
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rempel, Blair Allan Nipawin (306)-862-3573 S
rude, Stanley Naicam (306)-874-2359 S
Sandercock, Eric M. Balcarres (306)-334-2958 
Sopatyk, Jeffery & Patti Saskatoon (306)-227-7867 
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236 
South, Winston & richard & Bradley Melfort (306)-752-9840 
Sperle, Bentley D. & Jody unity (306)-228-3160 S
Tebbutt, Gregg Nipawin (306)-862-9730 
Tomtene, Steven & Slind, Daniel Birch Hills (306)-749-3447 
Trowell, Kenneth, Larry & Nathan Saltcoats (306)-744-2687   r c
Trowell, Kenneth, Larry & Nathan Saltcoats (306)-744-2687 S
Wakefield, Kristopher,  

Laurie G. & Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984 
Wiens, Brennan r. Herschel (306)-377-2002 
Winterhalt, Tim unity (306)-228-3170 
Woroschuk, Andrew calder (306)-742-4682 
Wylie, Leslie Dale Biggar (306)-948-2807 

wAsKAdA - sPrIng     
Allan, John Garth corning (306)-457-2629   r c
Allan, John richard corning (___)-___-____    c
Boyd, clare W. & Dale A. Melfort (306)-752-2108   r 
Boyd, raymond W. Melfort (306)-752-3655    c
Fowler, Edith central Butte (306)-796-4652    c
Heavin, Larry N. & L. Warren Melfort (306)-752-4020 S F  
Nakonechny, Donald, coral & Lance ruthilda (306)-932-4409 S F  
Needham, reginald r. Oxbow (306)-483-5052    c
Shewchuk, Stan, Lorne, Terry,  

Adam & Michael Blaine Lake (306)-497-3503    c
Wakefield, Kristopher,  

Laurie G. & Monica Maidstone (306)-893-2984 S F  

wHITeHAwK - HArd wHITe sPrIng
Fraser, Scott & Shawn Pambrun (306)-741-0475    c
Sorgard, Graham churchbridge (306)-896-2236    c

wr859 cL - sPrIng
Syngenta canada Inc.,  Melfort (306)-752-5397   r c

WheAtgrAss

Ac goLIATH - cresTed
Trawin Seeds Melfort (306)-752-4060    c

fAIrwAY - cresTed
Smelland, Nels Nipawin (306)-862-3061    c

KIrK - cresTed
Hochbaum, Jack Wilkie (306)-843-2054    c
Horudko, Ernest Nipawin (306)-862-4889    c
rempel, Blair Allan Nipawin (306)-862-3573    c

revenUe - sLender
Smelland, Nels Nipawin (306)-862-3061    c
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*2012 Monsanto Field Scale Trials. 
ALWAYS FOLLOW GRAIN MARKETING AND ALL OTHER STEWARDSHIP PRACTICES AND PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Details of these requirements can be found in the Trait Stewardship 
Responsibilities Notice to Farmers printed in this publication ©2013 Monsanto Canada, Inc.

Fly with a Leader. 
74-44 BL. One of the highest yielding canola 
hybrids in Saskatchewan AND Alberta.*

New
“Straight Cut”

Cardale  “More Wheat...Less Shatter”
✓	Consistent High Yields & Protein

✓	Excellent Disease Package

✓	Best Fusarium Rating - Solid MR

✓ Semi dwarf - short good lodging

✓	Medium Maturity

✓	15-20% faster harvest speeds

“Working Hard to Earn Your Trust”
seeddepot.ca

CARDALE

(+5 bus/acre)

Carberry Carberry

Saskatchewan Farmers,
This is Will Van Roessel’s 
Cardale vs Carberry 
results last year - Seed 
Growers experienced 
similar or even better 
results this year. I 
believe Cardale may 
work just as well on 
your farm.

Best of luck as 
you plan 2014!

John M. Smith
Seed Depot Corp.
(204) 825-2000

Download the app today
Up-to-date 
news, 
weather, 
classifi eds 
and more.
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an amBitiOuS multi-year 
wheat research program 
involving scientists 
from across Canada is looking for new 
collaborators.

The Canadian Wheat Alliance 
(CWA) is a $95 million program 
involving Agriculture Canada, the 
National Research Council, the 
University of Saskatchewan’s Crop 
Development Centre and the province of 
Saskatchewan.

Faouzi Bekkaoui, the NRC program 
executive director who serves as the 
chair of the the alliance management 
committee, says the scope of the program 
is likely to expand as new research 
partnerships are formed and outside 
collaborators are identified.

The goal of the program is to improve 
the yield, sustainability and profitability 
of wheat for Canadian farmers and the 
Canadian economy.

This will be accomplished by 
developing new breeding technologies, 
creating new DNA markers and 
investigating key issues such as nutrient 
use efficiency and yield losses caused by 
drought, heat, cold and diseases.

“Initially, we have four major partners 
… but we are also talking with other 
potential collaborators  to invite them 
to join us, either as partners who might 
come with a significant level of funding or 
in-kind contributions, or as contributors 
to a specific project within the alliance,” 
Bekkaoui said.

“An important aspect of the program 
is that we would like to include industry,” 
he added.

“We know that industry is interested 
in wheat breeding and in wheat yield 
improvement so we are talking to 
potential partners and inviting them to 
join us.”

By involving key experts from a 
variety organizations, the Canadian 
Wheat Alliance will take a broad 
approach to improving wheat and 
developing new technologies for the 
Canadian wheat industry.

A central element of the alliance is 
resource sharing and encouraging the 
exchange of knowledge and expertise 
between organizations.

prepared for Sask 
Seed Guide

New wheat alliance 
 combines public resources, outside investments

The program is seeking investments from the private sector and producer groups

For example, scientists at the U of 
S and the NRC who have specialized 
expertise in the areas of bioinformatics 
and genomics research will work together 
— sharing resources and information 
— in hopes of developing new DNA 
markers, novel breeding platforms and 
improved bioinformatics systems.

Similarly, researchers at the NRC, 
Agriculture Canada and the Crop 
Development Centre will work closely 
together to address downstream plant 
breeding challenges.

Agriculture Canada and the Crop 
Development Centre will provide field 
testing capacity, plots, field equipment 
and additional human resources.

Roughly $90 million of the alliance’s 
initial $95 million budget will be 
comprised of in-kind contributions from 
the three major research participants.
The only monetary contribution to 
the program to date is the $5 million 
investment by the Saskatchewan 
government through the province’s 
Agriculture Development Fund (ADF).

“The concept behind this model 
is really to leverage expertise and to 

work together to maximize our chances 
(of success) and avoid duplication,” 
Bekkaoui said.

“Co-ordination, collaboration, 
integration — all of those are part of the 
alliance.”

During Phase 1 of the program, 
Bekkaoui and other members of the 
alliance’s  have identified six key themes 
or research areas.

Those themes include:
• Genomics Assisted Breeding (GAB), 

which includes activities aimed at 
improving genomic resources for faster 
gene discovery and identification of 
novel genes;

• Wheat Improvement through Cell 
Technologies (WICT) which includes 
activities aimed at improving the 
efficiency of the doubled haploidy 
system for multiple genotypes;

• Enhancing Fusarium and Rust 
Tolerance (EFRT) which includes 
projects aimed at characterizing disease 
resistant genes and breeding new wheat 
varieties with durable fusarium and rust 
resistance;

The Canadian Wheat Alliance is a $95 million research program that involves a $5 million monetary investment 
by Saskatchewan Agriculture and in-kind contributions worth $90 million from the National Research Council, 
Agriculture Canada and the University of Saskatchewan’s Crop Development Centre. |  FiLe phOtO

COnTInUeD On PAGe 100
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• Improving Wheat Productivity 
Under Conditions of Abiotic Stress 
(Abiotic Stress Project), aimed at 
enhancing drought, heat and cold 
tolerance in wheat;

• Targeting developmental Pathways 
to Improve Performance and Yield in 
Wheat (Development Project) which 
includes work aimed at discovering 
and deploying genes associated with 
improved cultivar performance and seed 
yield and:

• Beneficial Biotic Interactions 
(BBI) which includes projects aimed 
at enhancing nutrient use efficiency 
and improving plant health through 
modified microbial communities.

Bekkaoui said specific projects within 
each theme area will be identified and 
considered for funding as the alliance 
gains momentum.

So far, four additional research 
projects have been approved for funding.

Discussions have also taken place 
with a handful of private sector partners 
that have expertise or interest in theme 
areas.

CWA program managers are hopeful 
that the alliance will continue to grow 
and gain momentum as additional 
partners are identified.

“If we want to address some of yield 
challenges … and reduce losses caused 
by disease and climate and so on, we 
have to have more partners,” Bekkaoui 
said.

“That’s my goal is to bring in 
additional partners and grow this 
alliance.

“It’s difficult to give a specific number 
but I wouldn’t be surprised, within five 
years, if the alliance is 25 percent to 50 
percent bigger than it is now.”

The CWA will soon be putting the 
finishing touches on a private sector 
engagement strategy that outlining 
strategies aimed at attracting private 
sector participants.

“The way it (the engagement strategy) 
will work out likely is that we will go 
out to companies and meet with them 
to understand their needs and explain 
to them our expertise so we can identify 
areas where we can work together ….”

Other provinces including  Alberta 
and Manitoba have also been invited to 
participate, he added.

With private sector involvement 
expected to play a significant role in the 
new alliance, it is likely that questions 
will arise regarding proprietary 
ownership of the program’s key research 
findings and outputs.

Bekkaoui described the alliance’s 
approach as a flexible model that will 

allow outside investors to get involved at 
any level of research or in any of the six 
research themes.

Private sector companies that 
contribute to research within one of the 
six themes will negotiate rights to utilize 
the outputs.

For example, private sector breeding 
companies could potentially partner in 
downstream activities such as varietal 
development work using newly 
developed DNA markers. Or they 
could get involved in more advanced 
genomics research that could potentially 
lead to the development of new biotech 
breeding platforms.

The CWA’s goals, however, is to 
ensure that the new technologies 
developed are used as widely as possible 
by public and private researchers alike.

“What we want, from the NRC’s point 
of view … is to make sure that if there is 
an output, whether that be a new DNA 
marker or a new platform, we want to 
make sure that it is used by the industry 
and by (public) breeders to basically 
ensure that there is a tangible impact,” 
Bekkaoui said.

Arrangements that offer corporate 
partners exclusive use of a new 
technology or research output may occur.

But exclusivity is not the alliance’s 
preferred model.

Bekkaoui said producer funding 
mechanisms could also play a central 
role in advancing the alliance’s mandate.

Producers have a long history of 
funding cereal breeding programs in 
Western Canada. 

They also have a close relationship 
with breeders and publicly funded 
breeding institutions such as Agriculture 
Canada and the Crop Development 
Centre in Saskatoon, both of which are 

primary collaborators in the alliance.
“I would like (producers) to consider 

our alliance and to look at investing in 
our alliance,” he said.

“Producers already work closely with 
the breeders … and I think they should 
also consider new technologies and 
transformational technologies as well as 
… some of the challenging areas where 
breeders are having difficulties.”

“We will be working with 
producers and talking with (producer 
organizations) to seek their participation 
in some of these project areas.”

Bekkaoui said private sector interest 
in wheat research is gaining momentum 
in Canada and around the world.

Wheat is one of the most widely-
grown crops in the world but during the 
last few decades, investment in wheat 
research by private sector companies has 
been limited relative to other major crops 
such as corn, and soybeans.

With the world’s population projected 
to reach nine billion people by 2050, 
companies are beginning to see wheat as 
a crop with a significant upside potential 
in terms of yield improvement.

“With the genomics now and 
biotechnology that is available, we have 
some tools that will maybe help us to 
improve the rate of yield gain in wheat,” 
he said.

“Our breeders have done a 
tremendous job of improving the yield of 
wheat … so this is not to take anything 
away from the work that has been done 
so far,” he added.

“It is more about looking ahead and 
asking: ‘what more can we do going 
forward to improve yield’.”

The CWA has stated publicly that 
it will not be directly involved in the 
creation of GM wheat varieties.

“We will not produce GM wheat … 
(and) the reason for that is very simple. 
Right now producers … do not want GM 
wheat,” he said.

“Will we change our position? I 
don’t know. It depends again on what’s 
happening in the markets and within 
the industry, but for now, we are not 
considering developing a GM wheat 
variety.”

Research teams involved in the 
Canadian Wheat Alliance are based 
at various locations across Canada 
including Edmonton, Lethbridge, 
Saskatoon, Swift Current, Winnipeg, 
Ottawa, Montreal, Moncton, Halifax and 
Summerland, B.C.

Specific projects that receive support 
through the CWA will be reviewed after 
three years and five years. 

Those reviews will determine if 
additional support will be extended.  ◆
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The program hopes to combine expertise and 
resources at the NRC, Agriculture Canada and the 
University of Saskatchewan, with outside investments 
from producer groups, private sector companies and 
others. |  FiLe phOtO
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Reconstituted 
flax seed now available

a natiOn-wide plan 
aimed at removing the 
last traces of Triffid from 
Canada’s commercial and pedigreed flax 
supplies is one step away from being 
successfully executed.

The final step is to ensure that all flax 
planted in Canada in 2014 is planted 
with certified seed using flax varieties 
that are known to be Triffid-free.

“We may only get this one chance 
to start fresh,” said Dave Sefton, 
director with the Saskatchewan Flax 
Development Commission. 

“If we get this right, we should be 
able to put the whole Triffid experience 
behind us that much faster.”

Triffid, a genetically modified flax 
variety developed at the University of 
Saskatchewan, disrupted Canadian flax 
exports in 2009 when it showed up in a 
bulk flax shipment bound for Europe. 
Since then, the Canadian flax industry 
has been working to remove Triffid from 
the flax seed supply and regain access to 
key European markets.

To eliminate Triffid from the Canadian 
flax supply, the industry introduced 
stringent testing and monitoring 
protocols in 2010 to ensure that all flax 
being exported from Canada does not 
contain traces of the de-registered GM 
variety.

In addition, the following steps were 
prescribed by the industry in early 2013:

• commercial flax growers were 
encouraged to sell, before early 2014, all 
stocks of commercial flax seed produced 
prior to the 2013 growing season. 

• pedigreed seed growers in 
possession of pedigreed supplies of CDC 
flax varieties were encouraged to deliver 
those stocks into the commercial grain 
handling system and:

• farmers throughout Canada were 
encouraged to plant their entire 2014 flax 
crop using certified seed that is known to 
be Triffid-free.

With assistance from SeCan, the 
University of Saskatchewan’s Crop 
Development Centre (CDC) has 
recently completed a program aimed at 
reconstituting four popular CDC flax 
varieties that were thought to contain 
traces of Triffid. 
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The four reconstituted varieties — CDC 
Bethune, CDC Sorrel, CDC Sanctuary and 
CDC Glas — were reproduced from pure 
breeder seed that was tested thoroughly to 
ensure it was free of Triffid.

Certified supplies of those reconstituted 
varieties are now available through SeCan 
seed growers.

Between those four varieties and other 
varieties that were tested and proven free 
of Triffid genetics, there will be enough 
pedigreed seed available to produce more 
than a million acres of Triffid free flax in 
2014.

In addition to planting their 2014 crop 
with certified seed, it is also imperative 
that commercial flax growers continue 
testing the flax that they harvest and sell 
in 2014.

One sample can cover up to 5,000 
bushels if the crop was seeded from the 
same seed source and if the entire field has 
the same recent cropping history.

A description of sampling procedures 
can be found on the Flax Council’s website 

at www.flaxcouncil.ca
Funding for the Flax Farm Stewardship 

testing program was scheduled to 
continue until existing funds are 
expended. Beyond that, the cost of the 
Triffid testing will be fully borne by the 
producer.

“This process hasn’t been an easy one 
for producers, but we’ve certainly come 
a long way,” said Linda Braun, executive 
director of SaskFlax. 

“Testing will continue, and at the 
same time, the industry is working hard 
on other initiatives, like international 
low-level presence policies, that will help 
prevent market disruptions like this from 
happening in the future.

“The level of cooperation at all levels 
has been exceptional,” she added. 

“This voluntary program could not 
have received any degree of success 
without the efforts of flax growers, seed 
growers, buyers and processors and 
everyone in the supply chain. Together, 
we’re moving the industry forward.”  ◆

A multi-pronged plan aimed at eliminating the final traces of a genetically modified flax variety, Triffid, from the 
Canadian flax seed supply is entering its final stages. In 2014, commercial flax producers are strongly encouraged 
to plant their entire crop with certified seed. Reconstituted supplies of four CDC flax varieties that are known to be 
Triffid-free are now available. | FiLe phOtO
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Reassessing the agricultural 
landscape 

Are farmers paying too much for representation?

Canada’S Farm 
leadership landscape 
is in the middle of a 
massive overhaul.

That overhaul will undoubtedly 
result in the establishment of new 
organizations and new funding 
mechanisms.

But what types of organizations and 
mechanisms will emerge when the 
overhaul is finished? 

Will Canada’s new farm leadership 
structure be a fully loaded Cadillac with 
all the bells and whistles? Will it be a 
comfortable family sedan with improved 
fuel efficiency? Or will it a classic Bel-Air, 
rebuilt Cuban-style with binder twine 
and a trunk full of spare parts? 

Since the elimination of the Canadian 
Wheat Board monopoly less than 
two years ago, at least six new farm 
organizations have taken root in 
Western Canada, all occupying space 
in the already crowded farm leadership 
landscape.

At the provincial level, one of the 
most important new developments has 
been the establishment of new provincial 
commissions for wheat and barley.

In Alberta, the Alberta Wheat 
Commission is now well established.

It was launched in August 2012 to 
collect producer levies on all types of 
wheat produced in the province and 
to serve as unified voice for all wheat 
growers in Alberta.

In Saskatchewan, the Saskatchewan 
Wheat Development Commission 
(SWDC) and the Saskatchewan Barley 
Development Commission (SWBC) are 
taking their first steps in the brave new 
world. 

The SWDC and SWBC will also 
collect grower levies on wheat and 
barley production. The total of value 
of those levies will vary from year to 
year, depending on production, but it is 
safe to say that $5 to $6 million per year 
will be collected annually through new 
checkoffs.

Details of the work taking place at 
SWDC and SWBC is outlined on Page 36 
of the 2014 Sask Seed Guide.

And in Manitoba, work is underway 
to establish a Manitoba Wheat and 
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Barley Growers Association.
The MWBGA will serve a 

similar function as wheat and 
barley commissions in Alberta and 
Saskatchewan.

Provincial wheat and barley 
commissions in all three prairie 
provinces will be working with existing 
organizations — including the Canadian 
International Grains Institute (CIGI), 
the Canadian Malt Barley Technical 
Centre (CMBTC) and the Western Grains 
Research Foundation (WGRF) — to 
discuss funding issues and ensure that 
there is no significant duplication in key 
functions such as agronomic research 
and market development programming.

At the national level, the number of 
organizations jockeying for position has 
also increased.

In the past 12 months, two new 
national commodity councils have been 
formed.

Cereals Canada, whose membership 
includes grain handlers, exporters, 
producer groups, seed companies and 
end-users of Canadian grain, is billing 
itself as a multi-commodity organization 
designed to enhance the domestic 
and international competitiveness of 
all cereal grains grown in Canada, 

including wheat, oats and barley.
Cereals Canada will support activities 

in the areas of research, agronomy, 
market development, market access and 
policy development.

Meanwhile, the Barley Council of 
Canada (BCC) was also formed last 
year to represent the interests of barley 
growers across Canada.

The BCC has indicated that it will 
work co-operatively with Cereals 
Canada but it will not join Cereals 
Canada formally.

The BCC feels the interests of barley 
growers would be better served if barley 
growers maintained their own separate 
organization.

Unlike Cereals Canada, BCC’s 
membership is comprised primarily of 
growers groups and barley producer 
organizations.

The Prairie Oat Growers Association, 
POGA, has also indicated that it will not 
be joining Cereals Canada.

POGA leaders feel the oat industry’s 
interests could be overlooked in a 
broadly-based organization that includes 
multiple stakeholder groups and 
represents several commodities.

COnTInUeD On PAGe 106

With many new organizations emerging in the agriculture sector and many existing ones trying to remain relevant, 
it is important that the industry take a broad approach to restructuring farm leadership functions. Farmers, who 
ultimately fund the various organizations, should take a critical look at the organizations they wish to support and 
the organizations that are not required. | FiLe phOtO
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Meanwhile, other established 
organizations such as the Canada Grains 
Council (CGC) and Grain Growers 
of Canada (GGC) are also vying for a 
position in the crowded farm leadership 
landscape.

Sprinkle in a handful of other 
organizations such as the Saskatchewan 
Winter Cereals Development 
Commission and the Western Canadian 
Wheat Growers and the farm leadership 
landscape begins to look like a dog’s 
breakfast of sometimes-aligned and 
sometimes-competing interests. 

With all those organizations and all 
that potential for duplication, it’s little 
wonder that a lot of prairie farmers are 
beginning to ask the obvious question: 
Are all those organizations really 
necessary?

Richard Phillips, president of the 
Canada Grains Council, addressed that 
question during a recent presentation 
to the Inland Terminals Association of 
Canada.

Phillips, who previously served as 
executive director of the Grain Growers 
of Canada, suggested that the farm 
leadership landscape during the last 
couple of years has become crowded 
and confusing.

In his presentation to ITAC, he asked 

the audience to consider two questions: 
How many farm organizations do 
farmers need?  And how many farm 
organizations can the industry itself 
support? 

“We have a lot of … organizations out 
there,” said Phillips.

“There’s regional organizations. 
There’s provincial organizations and 
there’s multi-provincial organizations,” 
he said.

“We (also) have national 
organizations … we have policy-focused 
organizations, we have research-focused 
organizations, we have trade focused-
organizations and we even have a few 
unfocussed organizations.”

“At the end of the day, growers are 
paying for all of these groups and if 
growers want these groups, that’s fine,” 
Phillips said in a subsequent interview 
with the Sask Seed Guide.

“But we just have to make sure that 
we’re all pulling in the same direction. 

“Post-CWB, we just need to make 
sure we’re all on the same page.”

According to Phillips, the decisions 
made by Canadian farm leaders in 
the coming months will ultimately 
determine the competitiveness of the 
country’s grain industry for years to 
come.

To maintain and expand global 

market share, Canada’s grain industry 
stakeholders, including farmers, seed 
companies, grain handlers, exporters  
and researchers groups, must deliver 
a clear and consistent message that is 
representative of the entire Canadian 
industry.

Different interests will always exist 
among different industry players.

But it is important that the industry 
identify and pursue mutual interests 
that benefit all stakeholders in the 
Canadian value chain.

“We simply need to put people in the 
room and say, ‘How can we make this 
work’,” Phillips said.

“How do we build that trust so that 
you know, even if you are small group, 
that your views are recognized and you 
have your say?”

Jean-Marc Ruest, a senior executive 
with Richardson International who 
was also a founding director of Cereals 
Canada, said the industry’s ability to 
address key issues as a unified force 
will be critical to ensuring a healthy and 
vibrant cereals sector in Canada.

“I think the key really is going 
to be communication between the 
organizations,” Ruest said.

“I think the dialogue up to now has 
been very good, very healthy and I 
expect that to continue.”  ◆
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The new High Performance leader across  
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